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Character Recognition is a topic that has been most actively researched and it has yielded 
practical applications in the pattern recognition field. Studies in this area have provided a lot 
of useful methods and knowledge, and have greatly influenced the progress of other areas in 
both theory and practice. 
Recognition in constrained or controlled conditions such as machine-printed characters and 
clear handwriting has basically been achieved, and many commercial products are available. 
However, many of the tasks needed to create truly practical systems remain outstanding. 
The keys to the breakthrough in character recognition include unconstrained handwriting 
recognition, modern or ancient unique font recognition, multi-lingual OCR, character 
detection from complex backgrounds like natural scenes, and the discrimination of characters 
from non-characters. 
An interesting trend is the rapid shift away from paper as the sole medium of interest. 
Whereas paper documents were previously the only recognition target, various new media 
such as video and natural scene images have recently started to attract attention because of 
the growth of the Internet/WWW and the rapid adoption of low-priced digital cameras/
videos. Character input systems suitable for these new media and recognition techniques for 
the human-computer interface have been also studied.  
This book aims to bring together selected recent advances, applications, and new ideas in 
character recognition. It covers various methods such as image processing, feature extraction, 
classification, hybrid approach, evaluation, new applications, and the human-computer 
interface. 
 
Chapter 1 reviews several pre-processing techniques that are crucial for enhancing recognition 
efficiency, and discusses the suitability for feature extraction in character recognition. Chapter 
2 presents a comprehensive system for the recognition of text in video: it provides summaries 
of the techniques used in each stage and some use cases. Chapter 3 provides a category-
dependent feature extraction method that adaptively compensates the influence of both 
degradation and deformation in the recognition of text in video. Chapter 4 introduces a hybrid 
approach, a combination of Fuzzy logic for syntactical analysis and the Hidden Markov 
Model as a statistical model for handwritten character recognition. Chapter 5 describes 
problems in the recognition of Bengali as one of the languages with no efficient OCR system 
and the current status of its research. Chapter 6 provides a method of evaluating handwriting 
quality: this attempt leads to an increase in the accuracy of handwriting recognition. Chapter 
7 presents a video-based character input system that uses an on-line character recognition 
technique and demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed system. 
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Chapter 8 proposes the use of sympathetic skin response as a character input device for 
physically challenged people and discusses the problems encountered in the real world. 
Chapter 9 also addresses a communication system for deaf-blind people. This system uses 
finger Braille to recognize and output characters. 
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1. Introduction 
The advancements in pattern recognition has accelerated recently due to the many emerging 
applications which are not only challenging, but also computationally more demanding,
such evident in Optical Character Recognition (OCR), Document Classification, Computer 
Vision, Data Mining, Shape Recognition, and Biometric Authentication, for instance. The 
area of OCR is becoming an integral part of document scanners, and is used in many
applications such as postal processing, script recognition, banking, security (i.e. passport 
authentication) and language identification. The research in this area has been ongoing for 
over half a century and the outcomes have been astounding with successful recognition 
rates for printed characters exceeding 99%, with significant improvements in performance
for handwritten cursive character recognition where recognition rates have exceeded the 
90% mark. Nowadays, many organizations are depending on OCR systems to eliminate the
human interactions for better performance and efficiency. 
The field of pattern recognition is a multidisciplinary field which forms the foundation of
other fields, as for instance, Image Processing, Machine Vision, and Artificial Intelligence. 
Therefore, OCR cannot be applied without the help of Image Processing and/or Artificial 
Intelligence. Any OCR system goes through numerous phases including: data acquisition,
preprocessing, feature extraction, classification and post-processing where the most crucial
aspect is the preprocessing which is necessary to modify the data either to correct
deficiencies in the data acquisition process due to limitations of the capturing device sensor,
or to prepare the data for subsequent activities later in the description or classification stage.
Data preprocessing describes any type of processing performed on raw data to prepare it for 
another processing procedure. Hence, preprocessing is the preliminary step which 
transforms the data into a format that will be more easily and effectively processed.
Therefore, the main task in preprocessing the captured data is to decrease the variation that 
causes a reduction in the recognition rate and increases the complexities, as for example, 
preprocessing of the input raw stroke of characters is crucial for the success of efficient 
character recognition systems. Thus, preprocessing is an essential stage prior to feature
extraction since it controls the suitability of the results for the successive stages. The stages
in a pattern recognition system are in a pipeline fashion meaning that each stage depends on
the success of the previous stage in order to produce optimal/valid results. However, it is 
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evident that the most appropriate feature vectors for the classification stage will only be 
produced with the facilitation from the preprocessing stage. The main objective of the 
preprocessing stage is to normalize and remove variations that would otherwise complicate 
the classification and reduce the recognition rate. 
 
2. Factors affecting character recognition quality 
There are a number of factors that affect the accuracy of text recognized through OCR. These 
factors include: scanner quality, scan resolution, type of printed documents (laser printer or 
photocopied), paper quality, fonts used in the text, linguistic complexities, and dictionary 
used. “Foxing” and “text show through” found in old paper documents, watermarks and non-
uniform illumination are examples of problems that affect the accuracy of OCR compared to 
a clean text on a white background. For example, Fig.1 (a) shows a grey-level document 
image with poor illumination and Fig.1 (b) shows a mixed content document image with 
complex background. Other factors include features of printing such as uniformity, text 




Fig. 1. Examples of document images with non-uniform/complex backgrounds 
 
3. Importance of preprocessing in character recognition 
The importance of the preprocessing stage of a character recognition system lies in its ability 
to remedy some of the problems that may occur due to some of the factors presented in 
section 2 above. Thus, the use of preprocessing techniques may enhance a document image 
preparing it for the next stage in a character recognition system. In order to achieve higher 
recognition rates, it is essential to have an effective preprocessing stage, therefore; using 
effective preprocessing algorithms makes the OCR system more robust mainly through 
accurate image enhancement, noise removal, image thresholding, skew 
detection/correction, page segmentation, character segmentation, character normalization 
and morphological techniques.  
 
4. Preprocessing techniques 
Preprocessing techniques are needed on colour, grey-level or binary document images 
containing text and/or graphics. In character recognition systems most of the applications 
use grey or binary images since processing colour images is computationally high. Such 
images may also contain non-uniform background and/or watermarks making it difficult to 
extract the document text from the image without performing some kind of preprocessing, 
therefore; the desired result from preprocessing is a binary image containing text only. Thus, 
to achieve this, several steps are needed, first, some image enhancement techniques to 
remove noise or correct the contrast in the image, second, thresholding to remove the 
background containing any scenes, watermarks and/or noise, third, page segmentation to 
separate graphics from text, fourth, character segmentation to separate characters from each 
other and, finally, morphological processing to enhance the characters in cases where 
thresholding and/or other preprocessing techniques eroded parts of the characters or added 
pixels to them. The above techniques present few of those which may be used in character 
recognition systems and in some applications; few or some of these techniques or others 
may be used at different stages of the OCR system. The rest of the chapter will present some 
of the techniques used during the preprocessing stage of a character recognition system.  
 
4.1 Image enhancement techniques 
Image enhancement improves the quality of images for human perception by removing 
noise, reducing blurring, increasing contrast and providing more detail. This section will 
provide some of the techniques used in image enhancement.  
 
4.1.1 Spatial image filtering operations 
In image processing, filters are mainly used to suppress either the high frequencies in the 
image, i.e. smoothing the image, or the low frequencies, i.e. enhancing or detecting edges in 
the image. Image restoration and enhancement techniques are described in both the spatial 
domain and frequency domain, i.e. Fourier transforms. However, Fourier transforms require 
substantial computations, and in some cases are not worth the effort. Multiplication in the 
frequency domain corresponds to convolution in the time and the spatial domain. Using a 
small convolution mask, such as 3x3, and convolving this mask over an image is much 
easier and faster than performing Fourier transforms and multiplication; therefore, only 
spatial filtering techniques will be presented in this chapter. 
Images captured often may be influenced by noise; however, the resulting images may not 
provide desired images for analysis. In addition, in images with acceptable quality, certain 
regions may need to be emphasized or highlighted. Spatial processing is classified into point 
processing and mask processing. Point processing involves the transformation of individual 
pixels independently of other pixels in the image. These simple operations are typically 
used to correct for defects in image acquisition hardware, for example to compensate for 
under/over exposed images. On the other hand, in mask processing, the pixel with its 
neighbourhood of pixels in a square or circle mask are involved in generating the pixel at (x, 
y) coordinates in the enhanced image.  
 
4.1.1.1 Point processing 
Point processing modifies the values of the pixels in the original image to create the values 
of the corresponding pixels in the enhanced image this is expressed in equation (1). 
 
O(x,y) = T[I(x,y)] (1) 
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Where, I(x, y) is the original (input) image, O(x, y) is the enhanced image and T describes the 
transformation between the two images. Some of the point processing techniques include: 
contrast stretching, global thresholding, histogram equalisation, log transformations and 
power law transformations. Some mask processing techniques include averaging filters, 
sharpening filters, local thresholding… etc.  
 
4.1.1.1.1 Contrast stretching 
The level of contrast in an image may vary due to poor illumination or improper setting in 
the acquisition sensor device. Therefore, there is a need to manipulate the contrast of an 
image in order to compensate for difficulties in image acquisition. The idea is to modify the 
dynamic range of the grey-levels in the image. A technique that could work in this case is 
called linear mapping, equation (2), to stretch the pixel values of a low-contrast image or 
high-contrast image by extending the dynamic range across the whole image spectrum from 
0 – (L-1).  













  (2) 
 
where O1 corresponds to 0 and O2 corresponds to the number of desired levels which is (L-1 
= 255). I1 and I2 provide the minimum and maximum values of the input grey-level range. 
The simplest form of processing is to adjust the brightness of an image by adding a bias 
value, b, to all the pixel values of an image; where b > 0 would increase the brightness of an 
image and b < 0 would darken the image. Also, a gain factor, a, may be used instead of a 
bias, where the product of a with the input pixel values modify the brightness of the output 
image. Values of 0 < a < 1 will produce a darker image and values of a > 1 will produce a 
brighter image. Combining both bias and gain produces equation (3). 
 
O (x, y) = a * I (x, y) + b (3) 
In this case, we need to specify both the gain and bias values, but in practicality it may be 
difficult to do so; therefore, the solution would be to map the input image range (I1, I2) to the 
output image range (O1, O2 ) where O1 corresponds to 0 and O2 corresponds to the number 
of desired levels, hence linear mapping defined in equation (2). 
 
4.1.1.1.2 Global image thresholding 
Image thresholding is the process of separating the information (objects) of an image from 
its background, hence, thresholding is usually applied to grey-level or colour document 
scanned images. Thresholding can be categorised into two main categories: global and local. 
Global thresholding methods choose one threshold value for the entire document image, 
which is often based on the estimation of the background level from the intensity histogram 
of the image; hence, it is considered a point processing operation. On the other hand, local 
adaptive thresholding uses different values for each pixel according to the local area 
information. There are hundreds of thresholding algorithms which have been published in 
the literature and presenting all methods would need several books, therefore, the purpose 
here is to present some of the well-known methods. 
Global thresholding methods are used to automatically reduce a grey-level image to a 
binary image. The images applied to such methods are assumed to have two classes of 
pixels (foreground and background). The purpose of a global thresholding method is to 
automatically specify a threshold value, T, where the pixel values below it are considered 
foreground and the values above are background. A simple method would be to choose the 
mean or median value of all the pixels in the input image, the mean or median will work 
well as the threshold, however, this will generally not be the case especially if the pixels are 
not uniformly distributed in an image. A more sophisticated approach might be to create a 
histogram of the image pixel intensities and use the valley point (minimum) as the 
threshold. The histogram approach assumes that there is some average value for the 
background and object pixels, but that the actual pixel values have some variation around 
these average values. However, this may be computationally expensive, and image 
histograms may not have clearly defined valley points, often making the selection of an 
accurate threshold difficult. One method that is relatively simple and does not require much 
specific knowledge of the image is the iterative method (Gonzalez, et al., 2004) which is 
explained below. 
The iterative procedure is 
Step 1: Select an initial threshold value (T), randomly or according to any other method 
desired such as the mean or median value of the pixels in the image. 
Step 2: Segment the image, using T, into object and background pixels. R1 (background 
region) consists of pixels with intensity values ≥ T and R2  (objects region) consists of 
pixels with intensity < T. 
Step 3: Calculate the average of each region, μ1 and μ2 for regions R1 and R2, respectively. 
Step 4: Compute the new threshold value T as given in equation (4). 
 
T=1/2(μ1 + μ2) (4) 
Step 5: Repeat the steps from 2 – 4 using the new T until the new threshold matches the 
one before it.  
In the literature, many thresholding methods have been published, for example, Sahoo et al. 
compared the performance of more than 20 global thresholding algorithms using uniformly 
or shape measures. The comparison showed that Otsu class separability method gave best 
performance (Sahoo et al., 1988; Otsu, 1979). On the other hand, in an evaluation for change 
detection by Rosin & Ioannidis concluded that the Otsu algorithm performed very poorly 
compared to other global methods (Rosin & Ioannidis, 2003, Otsu, 1979). The OCR goal-
directed evaluation study by Trier and Jain examined four global techniques showing that 
the Otsu method outperformed the other methods investigated in the study (Trier & Jain, 
1995). In addition, Fischer compared 15 global methods and confirmed that the Otsu method 
is preferred in document image processing (Fischer, 2000). The Otsu method is one of the 
widely used techniques used to convert a grey-level image into a binary image then 
calculates the optimum threshold separating those two classes so that their combined spread 
(intra-class variance) is minimal.  
The Otsu method searches for the threshold that minimises the intra-class variance, defined 
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T=1/2(μ1 + μ2) (4) 
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performance (Sahoo et al., 1988; Otsu, 1979). On the other hand, in an evaluation for change 
detection by Rosin & Ioannidis concluded that the Otsu algorithm performed very poorly 
compared to other global methods (Rosin & Ioannidis, 2003, Otsu, 1979). The OCR goal-
directed evaluation study by Trier and Jain examined four global techniques showing that 
the Otsu method outperformed the other methods investigated in the study (Trier & Jain, 
1995). In addition, Fischer compared 15 global methods and confirmed that the Otsu method 
is preferred in document image processing (Fischer, 2000). The Otsu method is one of the 
widely used techniques used to convert a grey-level image into a binary image then 
calculates the optimum threshold separating those two classes so that their combined spread 
(intra-class variance) is minimal.  
The Otsu method searches for the threshold that minimises the intra-class variance, defined 
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weights ωi are the probabilities of the two classes separated by a threshold t and 
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i  is the 
variance of these classes. Otsu shows that minimising the intra-class variance is the same as 
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this is expressed in terms of class probabilities ωi and class means μi which in turn can be 
updated iteratively.  
The algorithm steps are:  
 Compute the histogram and probabilities of each intensity level 
 Initialize ωi(0) and μi(0)  
 Step through all threshold values t = 1 …. to maximum intensity. 
- Update ωi(0) and μi(0)       
 - Compute the maximum )(2 tb , which corresponds to the desired threshold.  
 
4.1.1.1.3 Histogram processing  
Histogram processing is used in image enhancement and can be useful in image 
compression and segmentation processing. A histogram simply plots the frequency at which 
each grey-level occurs from 0 (black) to 255 (white). Scanned or captured images may have a 
limited range of colours, or are lacking contrast (details). Enhancing the image by histogram 
processing can allow for improved detail, but can also aid other machine vision operations, 
such as segmentation. Thus, histogram processing should be the initial step in 
preprocessing. Histogram equalisation and histogram specification (matching) are two 
methods widely used to modify the histogram of an image to produce a much better image.  
 
4.1.1.1.3.1 Histogram equalisation  
Histogram equalisation is considered a global technique. It stretches the histogram across 
the entire spectrum of pixels (0 – 255). It increases the contrast of images for the finality of 
human inspection and can be applied to normalize illumination variations in image 
understanding problems. This process is quite simple and for each brightness level j in the 
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where the sum counts the number of pixels in the image (by integrating the histogram) with 
brightness equal to or less than j, and T is the total number of pixels (Russ, 2007). In 
addition, histogram equalisation is one of the operations that can be applied to obtain new 
images based on histogram specification or modification.  
 
4.1.1.1.3.2 Histogram specification (Matching) 
Histogram matching is a method in image processing of colour adjustment of two images 
using their image histograms. 
 
Fig. 2. Cumulative distributive functions for reference and adjusted images. 
 
Histogram modification is the matching of the cumulative function f2 of the image to be 
adjusted to the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the reference image f1. 
Histogram modification is done by first computing the histograms of both images then the 
CDFs of both the reference (f1) and to be adjusted (f2) images are calculated. This output of 
the histogram matching is obtained by matching the closest CDF f2 to the reference image 
CDF f1. Then for each grey-level g1 the grey-level g2 is calculated for which f1 (g1) = f2 (g2) as 
shown in Fig. 2, and this is the result of histogram matching function M(g1) = g2 (Horn & 
Woodham, 1979). 
 
4.1.1.1.4 Log transformations 
The general form of the log transformation is equation (8). 
 
s = c log (1 + r) (8) 
where c is a constant and it is assumed that r ≥ 0. This transformation maps a narrow range 
of low grey-level values in the input image into a wider range of output levels and vice 
versa (Gonzalez et al., 2004).  
 
4.1.1.1.5 Power law transformation 
Power-law transformations have the general form shown in equation (9). 
 
 )(  rcs  (9) 
where c and γ are positive constants and  is an offset which is usually ignored since it is 
due to display calibration. Therefore;   rcs  , where values of 0 < γ < 1 map a narrow 
range of dark input values into a wider range of output values, with the opposite being true 
for values of γ greater than 1. This shows that the power-law transformations are much more 
versatile in such application than the log transformation. However, the log function has the 
important characteristic that it compresses the dynamic range of images with large 
variations in pixel values. Due to the variety of devices used for image capture, printing, 
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and display respond according to the power law exponent, gamma, (γ), this factor needs to 
be corrected, thus power-law response phenomena or gamma correction which is given by 
/1rcs   (Gonzalez et al., 2004). 
 
4.1.1.2 Mask processing 
In mask processing, a pixel value is computed from the pixel value in the original image and 
the values of pixels in its vicinity. It is a more costly operation than simple point processing, 
but more powerful. The application of a mask to an input image produces an output image 
of the same size as the input. 
 
4.1.1.2.1 Smoothing (Low-pass) filters 
Average or mean filter is a simple, intuitive and easy to implement method of smoothing 
images, i.e. reducing the amount of intensity variation between one pixel and the next. It is 
often used to reduce noise in images. In general, the mean filter acts as a low-pass frequency 
filter and, therefore, reduces the spatial intensity derivatives present in the image. The idea 
of mean filtering is simply to replace each pixel value in an image with the mean (`average') 
value of its neighbours, including itself. This has the effect of eliminating pixel values which 
are unrepresentative of their surroundings. Mean filtering is usually thought of as a 
convolution filter. Like other convolutions it is based around a kernel, which represents the 
shape and size of the neighbourhood to be sampled when calculating the mean. Often a 3×3 
square kernel/mask is used, as shown in Fig. 3, although larger masks can be used (e.g. 5×5, 
7x7, 9x9 ...) for more severe smoothing. Note that, a small kernel can be applied more than 
once in order to produce a similar, but not identical, effect as a single pass with a larger 
kernel. Also, the elements of the mask must be positive and hence the size of the mask 
determines the degree of smoothing. Therefore, the larger the window size used a blurring 
effect is produced causing small objects to merge with the background of the image (Nixon 
& Aguado, 2008). 
 
 1 1 1 
1/9 x 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 
Average filter 
 1 2 1 
1/16  x 2 4 2 
 1 2 1 
Average Weighted filter 
Fig. 3. 3×3 averaging kernels used in average filter.  
 
The center coefficient of the mask is very important and other pixels are inversely weighted 
as a function of their distance from the center of the mask. The basic strategy behind 
weighting the center point the highest and then reducing the value of the coefficients as a 
function of increasing distance from the origin is simply an attempt to reduce blurring in the 
smoothing process.  
 
4.1.1.2.2 Sharpening (High-pass) filter 
A sharpening filter is used to emphasize the fine details of an image (i.e., provides the 
opposite effect of smoothing). The points of high contrast can be detected by computing 
intensity differences in local image regions. The weights of the mask are both positive and 
negative. When the mask is over an area of constant or slowly varying grey-level, the result 
of convolution will be close to zero. When grey-level is varying rapidly within the 
neighbourhood, the result of convolution will be a large number. Typically, such points 
form the border between different objects or scene parts (i.e. edge). An example of a 
sharpening filter is the Laplacian filter which is defined in equation (10) below.  
 
),(4)]1,()1,(),1(),1([2 yxfyxfyxfyxfyxff   (10) 
 
This implementation can be applied at all points (x,y) in an image by convolving the image 
with the following spatial mask Fig. 4(a) with an alternative definition of the digital second 
derivatives which takes into account the diagonal elements and can be implemented by the 
mask in Fig. 4(b). 
 
0 1 0 1 1 1 
1 -4 1 1 -8 1 
0 1 0 1 1 1 
      (a)                                           (b) 
Fig. 4. 3x3 Laplacian filter masks 
 
The Laplacian filter is a derivative operator which sharpens the image, but drives constant 
areas to zero; therefore, adding the original image back restores the grey-level tonality, 
equation (11).  
 
)],([),(),( 2 yxfcyxfyxg   (11) 
 
Where, f(x,y) is the input image, g(x,y) is the output image and c is 1 if the centre coefficient 
of the mask is positive, or -1 if it is negative (Gonzales and Woods, 2002).  
 
4.1.1.2.3 Median filter 
A commonly used non-linear operator is the median, a special type of low-pass filter. The 
median filter takes an area of an image (3x3, 5x5, 7x7, etc.), sorts out all the pixel values in that 
area, and replaces the center pixel with the median value. The median filter does not require 
convolution. (If the neighbourhood under consideration contains an even number of pixels, 
the average of the two middle pixel values is used.) Fig. 5 illustrates an example of how the 
median filter is calculated. The median filter is effective for removing impulse noise such as 
“salt and pepper noise” which is random occurrences of black and white pixels.  
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(a)                                                   (b) 
Fig. 5. (a) Input image (b) Filtered image using median filter showing only the centre pixel.  
 
The sorted pixel values of the shaded area are: (100, 115, 119, 120, 121, 122, 125, 134 and 145), 
providing a median value of 121 in the output image.  
 
4.1.1.2.4 Maximum filter 
The maximum filter is defined as the maximum of all pixels within a local region of an 
image. The maximum filter is typically applied to an image to remove negative outlier noise. 
For the example in Fig. 5 the center pixel will take the maximum value 145.  
 
4.1.1.2.5 Minimum filter  
The minimum filter enhances dark values in the image; therefore, the darkest pixel then 
becomes the new pixel value at the centre of the window. For the example in Fig. 5 the 
centre pixel will be replaced by the minimum value of 100.  
 
4.1.1.2.6 Range filter 
The range filter is defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum pixel 
values within the neighbourhood of a pixel. For the example in Fig. 5 the centre pixel will be 
replaced by 45.  
 
4.1.1.2 Local thresholding 
Local thresholding techniques are used with document images having non-uniform 
background illumination or complex backgrounds, such as watermarks found in security 
documents if the global thresholding methods fail to separate the foreground from the 
background. This is due to the fact that the histogram of such images provides more than 
two peaks making it difficult for a global thresholding technique to separate the objects from 
the background, thus; local thresholding methods are the solution. The local thresholding 
techniques developed in the literature are mainly for specific applications and most of the 
time they do not perform well in different applications. The results could be over 
thresholding or under thresholding depending on the contrast and illumination. From the 
literature, several surveys have compared different thresholding techniques. The work of 
Trier and Jain evaluated the performance of 11 well-established locally adaptive binarisation 
methods (Trier & Jain, 1995). These techniques were compared using a criterion based on 
the ability of an OCR module to recognize handwritten numerals from hydrographical 
images. In this evaluation, the Niblack’s method, (Niblack, 1986), appears to be the best. 
This observation was applied for a specific application on certain hydro-graphic images 
using an OCR system. However, as concluded by the authors, if different sets of images 
used with different feature extraction methods and classifiers, then this observation may not 
be accurate and another method could outperform the Niblack’s method (Trier & Jain, 1995). 
The Niblack’s method calculates the threshold by shifting a window across the image, and 
use local mean, μ, and standard deviation, σ, for each center pixel in the window. The 
threshold value for a pixel within fixed neighbourhood is a linear function of the mean and 
standard deviation of the neighbourhood pixels, with a constant gradient of T(x, y), which is 
highly tunable, to separate objects well. Then the threshold is equation (12). 
 
T(x, y) = μ (x, y) + k σ (x, y) (12) 
The size of the neighbourhood should be small enough to serve local details, but at the same 
time large enough to suppress noise. The value of k is used to adjust how much of the total 
print object boundary is taken as a part of the given object. There have been several methods 
which introduced modifications to the Niblack’s method, such as the work of Zhang and 
Tan who proposed an improved version of the Niblack’s algorithm (Zhang and Tan, 2001). 
In addition, too many other thresholding methods based on different properties of the 
image were also developed. For example, the local thresholding method developed by 
Alginahi, uses the MLP-NN to classify pixels as background or foreground using statistical 
texture features to characterize the set of neighbourhood values of pixels related to its 
moments and measures of properties such as smoothness, uniformity and variability 
(Alginahi, 2004, 2008). In this work, five features were extracted from a window size 3x3 
these are the centre pixel value of the window, mean, standard variation, skewness and 
entropy. These features were extracted from each pixel and its neighbourhood in the image 
and then passed into a MLP-NN to classify pixels into background (white) and foreground 
(black). The MLP-NN thresholding method proved to provide excellent results in 
thresholding documents with bad illumination, containing complex background and/or 
non-uniform background, such as those found in security documents. The MLP-NN 
thresholding method is a non-application specific and can work with any application 
provided that sufficient training is carried out.  
 
4.2 Noise removal  
The advancements in technology produced image acquisition devices with better 
improvements. While modern technology has made it possible to reduce the noise levels 
associated with various electro-optical devices to almost negligible levels, there are still 
some noise sources which cannot be eliminated. Images acquired through modern sensors 
may be contaminated by a variety of noise sources. By noise we refer to stochastic variations 
as opposed to deterministic distortions, such as shading or lack of focus. There are different 
types of noise that are related to the electronic capturing devices or the light source used 
such types of noise are photon, thermal, On-Chip electronic and quantisation. Most of the 
noise may be eliminated by the capturing sensors or the CCD cameras.  
Document analysis systems benefit from the reduction of noise in the preprocessing stage 
this can provide a substantial improvement in the reliability and robustness of the feature 
extraction and recognition stages of the OCR system. A common manifestation of noise in 
binary images takes the form of isolated pixels, salt-and-pepper noise or speckle noise, thus; 
the processing of removing this type of noise is called filling, where each isolated pixel salt-
and-pepper “island” is filled in by the surrounding “sea” (O’Gorman, et al., 2008). In grey-
level images or median filters and low-pass filters such as average or Gaussian blur filters 
proved to eliminate isolated pixel noise. Gaussian blur and average filters are a better choice 
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4.2 Noise removal  
The advancements in technology produced image acquisition devices with better 
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noise may be eliminated by the capturing sensors or the CCD cameras.  
Document analysis systems benefit from the reduction of noise in the preprocessing stage 
this can provide a substantial improvement in the reliability and robustness of the feature 
extraction and recognition stages of the OCR system. A common manifestation of noise in 
binary images takes the form of isolated pixels, salt-and-pepper noise or speckle noise, thus; 
the processing of removing this type of noise is called filling, where each isolated pixel salt-
and-pepper “island” is filled in by the surrounding “sea” (O’Gorman, et al., 2008). In grey-
level images or median filters and low-pass filters such as average or Gaussian blur filters 
proved to eliminate isolated pixel noise. Gaussian blur and average filters are a better choice 
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to provide smooth texture to the image. On the other hand, periodic noise which manifests 
itself as impulse-like bursts which often are visible in the Fourier spectrum can be filtered 
using notch filtering. The transfer function of a Butterworth notch filter of order n, ),( vuH , 
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where (μ0, υ0) and by symmetry (-μ0, -υ0) are the locations of the notches and D is their 
radius, equations 14 - 15. The filter is specified with respect to the centre of the frequency 
rectangle. (Gonzalez et al., 2004).  
 
4.3 Skew detection/correction 
Due to the possibility of rotation of the input image and the sensitivity of many document 
image analysis methods to rotation of the image, document skew should be corrected. Skew 
detection techniques can be roughly classified into the following groups: analysis of 
projection profile, Hough transform, connected components, clustering, and Correlation 
between lines techniques. The survey by Hull and Taylor, investigated twenty-five different 
methods for document image skew detection. The methods include approaches based on 
Hough Transform analysis, projection profile, feature point distribution and orientation-
sensitive feature analysis. The survey concluded that most of the techniques reported a 
range of up to 0.1 degrees accuracy, evidencing a strong need for further work in this area to 
help show the strengths and weaknesses of individual algorithms (Hull & Taylor, 1998). In 
addition, there are new techniques emerging for specific applications such as the method of 
Al-Shatnawi and Omar which is based on the center of gravity for dealing with Arabic 
document images (Al-Shatnawi & Omar, 2009). Therefore, the choice of using a skew 
detection/correction technique depends on the application and the type of images used.  
 
4.4 Page segmentation 
After image enhancement, noise removal and/or skew detection/correction, the next step in 
mixed content images or composite images is to perform page segmentation in order to 
separate text from halftone images, lines, and graphs. The result of interest should be an 
image with only text; therefore, document/page segmentation. Document segmentation can 
be classified into three broad categories: top-down, bottom-up and hybrid techniques. The 
top-down methods recursively segment large regions in a document into smaller sub-
regions. The segmentation stops when some criterion is met and the ranges obtained at that 
stage constitute the final segmentation results. On the other hand, the bottom-up methods 
start by grouping pixels of interest and merging them into larger blocks or connected 
components, such as characters which are then clustered into words, lines or blocks of text. 
The hybrid methods are the combination of both top-down and bottom-up strategies.  
The Run-Length Smearing Algorithm (RLSA) is one of the most widely used top-down 
algorithms. It is used on binary images (setting 1 for white pixels and 0 for black pixels), by 
linking together the neighbouring black pixels that are within a certain threshold. This 
method is applied row-by-row and column-by-column, then both results are combined in a 
logical OR operation and finally a smoothing threshold is used to produce the final 
segmentation result. From the RLSA results, black blocks of text lines and images are 
produced. Finally a statistical classifier is used to classify these blocks (Wahl et al., 1982).  
An example of bottom-up algorithm is the recursive X-Y method, which is also known as 
the projection profile cuts, it assumes documents are presented in a form of a tree of nested 
rectangular blocks (Nagy & Stoddard, 1986). Although the recursive X-Y cuts could 
decompose a document image into a set of rectangular blocks no details were given on how 
to define cuts. On the other hand, an example of a hybrid method is the segmentation 
approach of Kruatrachue and Suthaphan which consists of two steps, a top down block 
extraction method followed by a bottom-up multi-column block detection and segmentation 
method (Kruatrachue & Suthaphan, 2001). The segmentation is based on blocks of columns 
extracted by a modified edge following algorithm, which uses a window of 32 x 32 pixel so 
that a paragraph can be extracted instead of a character. 
The above are only a few examples and hundreds of methods developed for document 
layout segmentation. To ensure the performance of most of these algorithms, a skew 
detection and correction algorithm is required in the preprocessing stage. In literature, the 
surveys in (Mao et al., 2003) and (Tang et al., 1996) provide detailed explanation on 
document analysis and layout representation algorithms. Most of the techniques explained 
are time consuming and are not effective for processing documents with high geometrical 
complexity. Specifically, the top-down approach can process only simple documents, which 
have specific format or contain some a priori information about the document. It fails to 
process the documents that have complicated geometric structures. The research in this area 
concentrates on binary images and grey images with uniform backgrounds. The images 
used were mainly scanned from technical journals and magazines that usually have specific 
formats. Document segmentation on grey-level images with complex or non-uniform 
backgrounds have not been widely investigated due to the complications in thresholding 
these images. Therefore, techniques are mainly geared to specific applications with specific 
formats and they tend to fail when specific parameters do not match. Alginahi, et al. used a 
local MLP-NN threshold to threshold images with uniform background and applied the 
RLSA with modified parameters to segment a mixed content document image into text, 
lines, halftone images and graphics (Alginahi et al., 2005,2008).  
 
4.5 Character segmentation  
Character segmentation is considered one of the main steps in preprocessing especially in 
cursive scripts such as Arabic, Urdu and other scripts where characters are connected 
together. Therefore, there are many techniques developed for character segmentation and 
most of them are script specific and may not work with other scripts. Even in printed 
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handwritten documents, character segmentation is required due to touching of characters 
when written by hand. For example, printed Latin characters are easy to segment using 
horizontal and vertical histogram profiles; however, smaller fonts and those containing 
serifs may introduce touching which will need further processing to solve the touching 
problem. 
 
4.6 Image size normalization 
The result from the character segmentation stage provides isolated characters which are 
ready to be passed into the feature extraction stage; therefore, the isolated characters are 
normalized into a specific size, decided empirically or experimentally depending on the 
application and the feature extraction or classification techniques used, then features are 
extracted from all characters with the same size in order to provide data uniformity.  
 
4.7 Morphological processing  
Segmentation results may cause some pixels to be removed producing holes to some parts 
of the images; this could be seen from characters having some holes in them where some of 
the pixels were removed during thresholding. Larger holes can cause characters to break 
into two or more parts/objects. On the other hand, the opposite can also be true, as 
segmentation can join separate objects making it more difficult to separate characters; these 
solid objects resemble blobs and are hard to interpret. The solution to these problems is 
Morphological Filtering. Useful techniques include erosion and dilation, opening and 
closing, outlining, and thinning and skeletonisation. These techniques work on binary 
images only. (Phillips, 2000) 
 
4.7.1 Erosion and dilation 
Dilation and Erosion are morphological operations which increase or decrease objects in 
size and can be very useful during the preprocessing stage. Erosion makes an object 
smaller by removing or eroding away the pixels on its edges; however, dilation makes an 
object larger by adding pixels around its edges. There are two general techniques for 
erosion and dilation these are:  the threshold and masking techniques. The threshold 
technique looks at the neighbours of a pixel and changes its state if the number of differing 
neighbour pixels exceeds a threshold. Basically, if the number of zero pixels in the 
neighbourhood of a pixel exceeds a threshold parameter then the pixel is set to zero. Fig. 6 
shows the result of eroding the rectangle using a threshold value of three (Russ, 2007).  
 
 
Fig. 6. The result of eroding a rectangle using a threshold of 3. 
The dilation process does the opposite of erosion. It counts the value of pixels next to a zero 
pixel, if the count exceeds the threshold parameter, then the zero pixel is set to the value of 
the pixel. The dilation in Fig. 7 uses a threshold value of two. 
 
 
Fig. 7. The result of dilating (a) is given in (b) using a threshold of 2.  
 
The masking technique uses an nxn (3x3, 5x5, etc.) array of 1s and 0s on top of an input 
image and erodes or dilates the input. Using masks, the direction of erosion or dilation can 
be controlled. Square masks are more widely used such sizes are 3x3, 5x5, 7x7… etc. with 
other sizes could be used (Myler & Weeks, 1993, Phillips, 2000). Masks of sizes 3x3 in 
different directions are shown below: 
 
vertical mask  horizontal mask   horizontal and vertical masks 
0  1  0         0  0  0             0  1  0     1  1  1 
0  1  0         1  1  1             1  1  1     1  1  1 
0  1  0         0  0  0             0  1  0     1  1  1 
 
Fig 8. below shows the result of dilation using the horizontal mask.   
 
 
Fig. 8. The result of dilating (a) using the horizontal mask is shown in (b) 
 
Mask erosion is the opposite of dilation. It applies an nxn mask on the image so that the 
center of the array is on top of a zero. If any of the 1s coefficients in the mask overlap a white 
pixel (255) in the image then it is set to zero. Vertical mask erosion removes the top and 
bottom rows from an object, horizontal mask removes the left and right columns and the 
horizontal and vertical masks remove pixels from all edges.  
To conclude, dilation causes objects to grow in size as it will exchange every pixel value 
with the maximum value within an nxn window size around the pixel. The process may be 
repeated to create larger effects. However, erosion works the same way except that it will 
cause objects to decrease because each pixel value is exchanged with the minimum value 
within an nxn window size around the pixel (Phillips, 2000). 
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4.7.2 Opening and closing 
Opening and closing are morphological operators that are derived from the fundamental 
operations of erosion and dilation, and are normally applied to binary images. The basic 
effect of an opening is somewhat like erosion in that it tends to remove some of the 
foreground pixels from the edges of regions of foreground pixels. However, it is less 
destructive than erosion in general. Closing is similar in some ways to dilation in that it 
tends to enlarge the boundaries of foreground regions in an image, but it is less destructive 
of the original boundary shape.  
Opening spaces objects that are too close together, detaches objects that are touching and 
should not be, and enlarges holes inside objects. Fig. 9 shows two objects joined by a thread; 
opening was used to remove this thread and separate the two objects, thus, by eroding the 
object twice the thread is erased. In this case, dilation would enlarge the two objects back to 
their original size, but does not re-create the thread (Phillips, 2000). 
 
 
Fig. 9. The result of opening two objects joined by a thread 
 
Opening can also enlarge a desired hole in an object; it involves one or more erosions 
followed by a dilation process. Closing joins broken objects and fills in unwanted holes in 
objects, Fig. 10 shows two objects that should be joined to make a line and Fig. 11 shows 
how closing fills a hole in an object. 
 
Fig. 10. The result of closing unwanted holes in objects to form a line. 
 
 
Fig. 11. The result of closing unwanted holes in objects. 
The opening and closing operators work well, but sometimes produce undesired results 
where closing may merge objects which should not be merged and opening may enlarge 
holes and cause an object to break. The answer is special opening and closing that avoid 
such problems, for further information the reader is referred to (Phillips, 2000; Russ, 2007; 
Gonzalez et al., 2004).  
 
4.7.3 Outlining  
Outlining is a type of edge detection; it only works for binary images, but produces better 
results than regular edge detectors. Outlining binary images is quick and easy with erosion 
and dilation. To outline the interior of an object, erode the object and subtract the eroded 
image from the original, for example Fig. 12. To outline the exterior of an object, dilate the 
object and subtract the original image from the dilated image, for example Fig. 13. Exterior 
outlining is easiest to understand where dilating an object makes it one layer of pixels larger 
and subtracting the input from this dilated larger object yields the outline.  
 
 
Fig. 12. The result of showing the interior outline of an image. 
 
 
Fig. 13. The result of showing the exterior outline of an image. 
 
4.7.4 Thinning and skeletonisation 
Skeletonisation is a process for reducing foreground regions in a binary image to a skeletal 
remnant that largely preserves the extent and connectivity of the original region while 
removing most of the original foreground pixels. It is clear to imagine that the skeleton is as 
the loci of centres of bi-tangent circles that fit entirely within the foreground region being 
considered, this can be illustrated using the rectangular shape in Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 14. Illustration of the concept of skeletonisation 
 
There are two basic techniques for producing the skeleton of an object: basic thinning and 
medial axis transforms. Thinning is a morphological operation that is used to remove 
selected foreground pixels from binary images, somewhat like erosion or opening. Thinning 
is a data reduction process that erodes an object until it is one-pixel wide, producing a 
skeleton of the object making it easier to recognize objects such as characters. Fig. 15 shows 
how thinning the character E produces the skinny shape of the character. Thinning is 
normally only applied to binary images, and produces another binary image as output. 
Thinning erodes an object over and over again (without breaking it) until it is one-pixel 
wide. On the other hand, the medial axis transform finds the points in an object that form 
lines down its center (Davies, 2005).  
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The medial axis transform is similar to measuring the Euclidean distance of any pixel in an 
object to the edge of the object, hence, it consists of all points in an object that are minimally 
distant to more than one edge of the object (Russ, 2007). 
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In this chapter, preprocessing techniques used in document images as an initial step in 
character recognition systems were presented. Future research aims at new applications 
such as online character recognition used in mobile devices, extraction of text from video 
images, extraction of information from security documents and processing of historical 
documents. The objective of such research is to guarantee the accuracy and security of 
information extraction in real time applications. Even though many methods and techniques 
have been developed for preprocessing there are still problems that are not solved 
completely and more investigations need to be carried out in order to provide solutions. 
Most of preprocessing techniques are application-specific and not all preprocessing 
techniques have to be applied to all applications. Each application may require different 
preprocessing techniques depending on the different factors that may affect the quality of its 
images, such as those introduced during the image acquisition stage. Image 
manipulation/enhancement techniques do not need to be performed on an entire image 
since not all parts of an image is affected by noise or contrast variations; therefore, 
enhancement of a portion of the original image maybe more useful in many situations. This 
is obvious when an image contains different objects which may differ in their brightness or 
darkness from the other parts of the image; thereby, when portions of an image can be 
selected, either manually or automatically according to their brightness such processing can 
be used to bring out local detail. In conclusion preprocessing is considered a crucial stage in 
most automatic document image analysis systems and without it the success of such 
systems is not guaranteed.  
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Over the past few years, Video has become one of the prime source for recreation, be it 
Television or Internet. Television brings a whole lot of professionally produced video 
content (International or local, sports or educational, news or entertainment) to the home for 
the masses. Similarly, Internet hosts a whole lot of video content uploaded by other users. 
Understanding the context of the video automatically can open up avenue for a lot of value-
added applications. Now, what do we mean by understanding the context? Video context is 
usually associated with audio, image, graph, text etc. that are embedded within the Video – 
these are the information that help us understand the content of the video. Video texts can 
provide a lot of contextual information on the video clips.  
In general, there are two types of texts embedded inside video namely, scene texts and 
artificial texts. Scene texts appear naturally in scenes shot by the cameras. Artificial texts are 
separately added to video frames (normally in Production Studios) to supplement the visual 
and audio contents (Lienhart, 1996). Since artificial text is purposefully added, it is usually 
more structured and closely related to context than a scene text. 
The text data in video frames contain useful information for automatic annotation, indexing 
and summarization of the visual information. Extraction of the text information involves the 
following processes – 
1. Detection of Text Region 
2. Localization of Text Region from the detected region 
3. Tracking of Text from Localized Region 
4. Extraction of Tracked Text 
5. Enhancement of the Extracted Text 
6. Recognition of the text from the Enhanced Input 
7. Post-processing (language dependant) of Recognized Text 
 
This is elaborated in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Flow Diagram of the Character Recognition Process 
 
There are several challenges in the Text Information Extraction from live videos (as 
compared to standard OCR problem of scanned documents) – 
1. Very Low text resolution often affects the reliability of the available Optical 
Character Recognition (OCR) 
2. Text is often embedded on complex background so text separation from 
background is a difficult task. 
3. Text has varying size and font style 
4. Text may have touching characters 
5. Video has changing contrast and brightness 
6. Quality of the Video Signal can vary depending upon the source (Source can be 
stored media, video broadcast over satellite or cable, video downloaded or 
streamed from internet etc.) 
7. Real-time requirement for extracting text on-the-fly as the Video plays 
8. Moving text in the video in form of Tickers (stock, weather, breaking news etc.) 
poses a challenging Text Tracking problem 
 
To address these challenges, one needs good and robust pre-processing techniques for 
enhancing the text before passing to standard OCR. Even after good amount of pre-
processing, there is no OCR which can give 100% accurate results in the presence of 
uncontrolled environment. Hence there is a need for post-processing of the OCR output 
which is then corrected using the help of dictionary, language model and natural language 
processing in the presence of the extracted context. 
 
Section 2 talks about the Text Localization problem. It first outlines the different formats of 
the video that can be available as inputs. It then discusses about three different techniques 




















 Pixel Domain Processing 
 Compressed Domain Processing 
 Hybrid processing in both domain 
 
Section 3 talks about the Text Tracking problem. Once the candidate text regions are 
localized, the very next activity should be confirming them as text regions. It can be done by 
utilizing the fact that text regions would usually be slowly changing compared to video. 
Two techniques of text tracking are discussed – 
 Motion-vector based processing in the compressed domain 
 Block Matching method 
 
Section 4 discusses about Video Screen Layout Segmentation problem. Once the text regions 
are identified, the layout of the video screen is marked. The video background / foreground 
analysis is done to identify scene texts and artificial texts so that these are marked as 
separate text segments. 
 
Section 5 talks about Text Pre-processing techniques in the context of video. It mainly talks 
about three techniques – 
 Text Enhancement 
 Binarization 
 Touching Character Segmentation 
 
Section 6 describes the main Optical Character Recognition techniques. In addition to 
describing the OCR theory, it also introduces two popular Open-source OCR technologies 
available – GOCR (GNU Optical Character Recognition) and Tesseract OCR, and gives a 
comparative analysis of the two. 
 
Section 7 discusses about the Text Post-processing techniques. In particular, it covers three 
areas – 
 Natural Language Processing (NLP) based Spelling Correction 
 Dictionary based Spelling Correction 
 Language Model based Word Correction 
 
Finally section 8 lists a few applications from real-life that can use Video OCR technique to 
create compelling use cases for the end user. 
 
2. Text Localization from the video 
The format of the video which is the input for the proposed recognition system may be 
different for different source of origin. The input video may come from a Direct To Home 
(DTH) service or in form of Radio Frequency (RF) cable. In case DTH, the input video is in 
MPEG or any other compressed digital video format and on the other hand in case of RF 
cable feed video, the input is an analog video signal. In the second case initially the video is 
digitized for further processing. The Text Information Extraction (TIE) module localizes the 
candidate text regions from the video. The state of the art shows that the approaches for TIE 
can be classified broadly in two sets of solution: (i) Using pixel domain information when 
the input video is in raw format and (ii) Using the compressed domain information when 
the input video is in compressed format. We shall give a brief overview of both type of 
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approaches as the input to the system can also be either raw or compressed depending on 
the service provider namely RF cable or DTH respectively. A comprehensive survey on TIE 
is described in the paper (Jung 2004) where all different techniques in the literature between 
1994 and 2004 have been discussed. So we shall discuss about the work between 2005 and 
2010. 
 
2.1 Using the pixel domain video information 
The (Jung, 2004) paper classifies the pixel domain TIE in two classes namely (i) Region based 
(RB) and (ii) Texture based (TB) approach. TB approach can be classified into two classes 
namely (i) Connected component based (CC) and (ii) Edge based (EB) approach. But most of 
the recent works are based on texture based approach or edge based approach. It is also 
observed that the authors prefer to use different features followed by a classifier to localize 
text regions. A comprehensive survey on the recent work is presented below. 
TB approach: In (Lee 2007) 12 wavelet based features are given as input to some classifier to 
recognize TIE. In (Shivakumara, 2009) a gradient difference based texture is used to localize 
the graphics and scene text from the video. Moreover they have applied a novel zero 
crossing technique that outperforms the projection profile based technique to identify the 
bounding boxes. In (Shivakumara, ICDAR 2009) authors have used wavelet transform, 
statistical features and central moments for detection of both graphics and scene text. They 
have used projection profile and heuristics to reduce the false positives. In (Emmanouilidis, 
2009) structure elements are used to localize texts from binarized printed documents. (Y. 
Jun, 2009) have used local binary patterns to extract text features followed by a polynomial 
neural network (PNN) for classification. (J. Zhong, 2009) have used a sliding window over 
the frame to extract hybrid features followed by a SVM classifier to localize text regions. 
They have used morphological operations and vote mechanism to reduce false positives.  
EB approaches: (Ngo, 2005) proposed an approach based on background complexities. They 
presented an iterative method to remove non textual regions based on edge densities. (M. 
Anthimopoulos, 2008) have used edge based features with minimum computational 
complexity to localize the text regions so that there is no false negative. They have used 
SVM to minimize the false positives in turn. (P. Shivakumara et.al., ICME 2009),  (P. 
Shivakumara, IAPR 2008), (P. Shivakumara, ICPR 2008) have used edge based features and 
heuristic based filters to localize text regions and applied some geometry based heuristics to 
reduce the false positives.  
Combined feature based approach: (Y. Song, 2009) have used degree of texture rough-
detail to localize the candidate text regions and subsequently used Sobel edge operator to 
minimize the false positives. (S. Yuting, 2008) have used both texture and edge based 
approach to localize the candidate text regions and then they have applied SVM to segregate 
background from foreground.  
  
2.2 Using the Compressed domain video information 
Though there has been a lot of work done on pixel domain TIE, there is only a little amount 
of work can be found on TIE when the input is a compressed video. (Gargi et.al., 1999) and 
(Lim et.al., 2000) use DCT coefficients of I frames and number of Macroblocks (MB) decoded 
as Intra in a P or B frame for TIE. (Zhong et. al., 1999) uses the horizontal and vertical DCT 
texture to localize TIE and refine the candidate text regions respectively. (Qian and Liu, 
 
2006) use DCT texture of compressed video to detect TIE. They have considered diagonal 
edges to handle the Asian Languages like Chinese, Japanese which are not taken care in 
other papers. They have also used Foreground (FG) background (BG) integrated video text 
segmentation method to make it robust even in case of complex BG. (Zhong et. al., 2000) also 
used horizontal and vertical energy computed from the DCT coefficients of MPEG stream 
for TIE. They have used Morphological operations in post processing. (Xu et al., 2009) used 
DCT texture followed by a 3x3 median filter in spatial domain for TIE. They have also used 
some heuristic that the text must reside for at least 2 sec to remove the false positives. 
Now the state of the art clearly reveals that a huge amount of research is going on to detect 
text regions from a streamed video. But the problem with the existing solutions is that they 
are not considering H.264 as an input video format which is coming to market as a future 
generation video Codec. Moreover the compressed domain features are more or less based 
on the texture property of the video. They didn’t consider the edge based features that gives 
good result in pixel domain. Over and above the accuracy of compressed domain 
approaches are not as accurate as those obtained from pixel domain approach. But the 
novelty of the compress domain TIE is that they are computationally very efficient. So we 
have proposed an approach where the text regions are initially localized using compressed 
domain features of H.264 video and then they are further processed in pixel domain to 
remove the false positive. As the compressed domain TIE eliminates a huge part of the 
video at very beginning of the processing, the complexity of the proposed system is also 
within acceptable range. We are describing the method in brief below. 
  
2.3 Text Localization using Hybrid Approach 
 
2.3.1 Localization of the text region 
The input to the proposed system is video. Now the video format may be different for 
different scenarios. In this paper we have considered all those cases. 
In the first case, we assume that the input is coming from DTH and thus the video is in 
MPEG format. So in this case we have used the text localization module based on the work 
described by Jain et al. 
In the second case we assume that the input is coming from RF cable. In that case we use an 
AD converter and use the raw video data as input. 
In case of PVR enabled boxes where the video can be stored in H.264 format; one H.264 
encoder converts the raw input video into compressed H.264 format.  
Our proposed methodology is based on the following assumptions derived from 
observations. 
 Text regions have a high contrast 
 Texts are aligned horizontally 
 Texts have a strong vertical edge with background 
 Texts of Breaking news persists in the video for at least 1-2 seconds 
Our proposed method is based on the following two features which can be directly obtained 
from compressed domain H.264 stream during decoding it. 
 
2.3.2 DC component of transformed Luma coefficient based features 
In H.264 4x4 Integer transformation is used which is different from the 8x8 DCT 
transformation of MPEG series video codec.  
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approaches as the input to the system can also be either raw or compressed depending on 
the service provider namely RF cable or DTH respectively. A comprehensive survey on TIE 
is described in the paper (Jung 2004) where all different techniques in the literature between 
1994 and 2004 have been discussed. So we shall discuss about the work between 2005 and 
2010. 
 
2.1 Using the pixel domain video information 
The (Jung, 2004) paper classifies the pixel domain TIE in two classes namely (i) Region based 
(RB) and (ii) Texture based (TB) approach. TB approach can be classified into two classes 
namely (i) Connected component based (CC) and (ii) Edge based (EB) approach. But most of 
the recent works are based on texture based approach or edge based approach. It is also 
observed that the authors prefer to use different features followed by a classifier to localize 
text regions. A comprehensive survey on the recent work is presented below. 
TB approach: In (Lee 2007) 12 wavelet based features are given as input to some classifier to 
recognize TIE. In (Shivakumara, 2009) a gradient difference based texture is used to localize 
the graphics and scene text from the video. Moreover they have applied a novel zero 
crossing technique that outperforms the projection profile based technique to identify the 
bounding boxes. In (Shivakumara, ICDAR 2009) authors have used wavelet transform, 
statistical features and central moments for detection of both graphics and scene text. They 
have used projection profile and heuristics to reduce the false positives. In (Emmanouilidis, 
2009) structure elements are used to localize texts from binarized printed documents. (Y. 
Jun, 2009) have used local binary patterns to extract text features followed by a polynomial 
neural network (PNN) for classification. (J. Zhong, 2009) have used a sliding window over 
the frame to extract hybrid features followed by a SVM classifier to localize text regions. 
They have used morphological operations and vote mechanism to reduce false positives.  
EB approaches: (Ngo, 2005) proposed an approach based on background complexities. They 
presented an iterative method to remove non textual regions based on edge densities. (M. 
Anthimopoulos, 2008) have used edge based features with minimum computational 
complexity to localize the text regions so that there is no false negative. They have used 
SVM to minimize the false positives in turn. (P. Shivakumara et.al., ICME 2009),  (P. 
Shivakumara, IAPR 2008), (P. Shivakumara, ICPR 2008) have used edge based features and 
heuristic based filters to localize text regions and applied some geometry based heuristics to 
reduce the false positives.  
Combined feature based approach: (Y. Song, 2009) have used degree of texture rough-
detail to localize the candidate text regions and subsequently used Sobel edge operator to 
minimize the false positives. (S. Yuting, 2008) have used both texture and edge based 
approach to localize the candidate text regions and then they have applied SVM to segregate 
background from foreground.  
  
2.2 Using the Compressed domain video information 
Though there has been a lot of work done on pixel domain TIE, there is only a little amount 
of work can be found on TIE when the input is a compressed video. (Gargi et.al., 1999) and 
(Lim et.al., 2000) use DCT coefficients of I frames and number of Macroblocks (MB) decoded 
as Intra in a P or B frame for TIE. (Zhong et. al., 1999) uses the horizontal and vertical DCT 
texture to localize TIE and refine the candidate text regions respectively. (Qian and Liu, 
 
2006) use DCT texture of compressed video to detect TIE. They have considered diagonal 
edges to handle the Asian Languages like Chinese, Japanese which are not taken care in 
other papers. They have also used Foreground (FG) background (BG) integrated video text 
segmentation method to make it robust even in case of complex BG. (Zhong et. al., 2000) also 
used horizontal and vertical energy computed from the DCT coefficients of MPEG stream 
for TIE. They have used Morphological operations in post processing. (Xu et al., 2009) used 
DCT texture followed by a 3x3 median filter in spatial domain for TIE. They have also used 
some heuristic that the text must reside for at least 2 sec to remove the false positives. 
Now the state of the art clearly reveals that a huge amount of research is going on to detect 
text regions from a streamed video. But the problem with the existing solutions is that they 
are not considering H.264 as an input video format which is coming to market as a future 
generation video Codec. Moreover the compressed domain features are more or less based 
on the texture property of the video. They didn’t consider the edge based features that gives 
good result in pixel domain. Over and above the accuracy of compressed domain 
approaches are not as accurate as those obtained from pixel domain approach. But the 
novelty of the compress domain TIE is that they are computationally very efficient. So we 
have proposed an approach where the text regions are initially localized using compressed 
domain features of H.264 video and then they are further processed in pixel domain to 
remove the false positive. As the compressed domain TIE eliminates a huge part of the 
video at very beginning of the processing, the complexity of the proposed system is also 
within acceptable range. We are describing the method in brief below. 
  
2.3 Text Localization using Hybrid Approach 
 
2.3.1 Localization of the text region 
The input to the proposed system is video. Now the video format may be different for 
different scenarios. In this paper we have considered all those cases. 
In the first case, we assume that the input is coming from DTH and thus the video is in 
MPEG format. So in this case we have used the text localization module based on the work 
described by Jain et al. 
In the second case we assume that the input is coming from RF cable. In that case we use an 
AD converter and use the raw video data as input. 
In case of PVR enabled boxes where the video can be stored in H.264 format; one H.264 
encoder converts the raw input video into compressed H.264 format.  
Our proposed methodology is based on the following assumptions derived from 
observations. 
 Text regions have a high contrast 
 Texts are aligned horizontally 
 Texts have a strong vertical edge with background 
 Texts of Breaking news persists in the video for at least 1-2 seconds 
Our proposed method is based on the following two features which can be directly obtained 
from compressed domain H.264 stream during decoding it. 
 
2.3.2 DC component of transformed Luma coefficient based features 
In H.264 4x4 Integer transformation is used which is different from the 8x8 DCT 
transformation of MPEG series video codec.  
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DC components of the integer transformed luma coefficients is a representative of the 
original video at a lower resolution. In H.264, unlike previous video codecs, 4x4 block size is 
used. So it gives the iconic representation of the video more precisely. 
The pseudo code of the algorithm in the proposed method is given below:  
 Get the Luma DC value ( ldc ) for each 4x4 sub block from decoder 
 Compute the first order difference ( )( lx dc and )( ly dc ) of ldc with 
neighbouring sub blocks in x and y direction. 
 From observation it is found that the difference is very high for a high contrast 
region. Obtain such )( lx dc  and )( ly dc  for different sub-blocks (not 
including the test sequences) 
 Run K-Means algorithm (with K = 2) on them and find the centroid ( dc ) for the 
high valued cluster.  
 If )( lx dc  or )( ly dc is greater than the experimentally obtained threshold 
value ( dc ) mark that MB as a candidate text in this frame and store this MB 
number in an array ( la ) 
 
2.3.3 De-blocking filter based feature 
Based on our observations on different TV shows containing texts, it is found that the texts 
are displayed with high contrast difference from the background. As a consequence the texts 
results in a strong edge at the boundaries of text and background. But in this approach an 
additional time complexity is required for detecting edges. One of the new features of H.264 
which was not there in any previous video CODEC is deblocking (DB) filter. We have used 
the edge information extracted from the decoder during the process of decoding without 
computing the edges explicitly. 
A conditional filtering is applied to all 4x4 luma block edges of a picture, except for edges at 
the boundary of the picture and any edges for which the DB filter is disabled by 
disable_deblocking_filter_idc, as specified in the slice header. This filtering process is 
performed on a macroblock after the picture construction process prior to DB filter process 
for the entire decoded picture, with all macroblocks in a picture processed in order of 
increasing macroblock indices. For each macroblock and each component, vertical edges are 
filtered first. The process starts with the edge on the left-hand side of the macroblock 
proceeding through the edges towards the right-hand side of the macroblock in their 
geometrical order. Then horizontal edges are filtered, starting with the edge on the top of 
the macroblock proceeding through the edges towards the bottom of the macroblock in their 
geometrical order.  
The pseudo code for selecting candidate frames using this feature is given below: 
 Get the strength of DB filter for each MB 




2.3.4 Identifying the Text regions 
The pseudo code for removing the non textual part is as bellow: 
 For each candidate MB, identify the X and Y coordinate top left position for each 
MB ( xc and yc ) 
 Find the frequency ( rf ) of candidate MB in each row. 
 Remove all MBs from la  If rf <2 
 Check for continuity of MBs in each row: For this check the column number ( xc ) 
for candidate MBs in a row.  
 If 2)()1(  icic xx unmark the MB from  la Where )(icx is the column 
number for thi  candidate MB in a particular row 
 To ensure that time domain filtering we store one frame into buffer and display the 
thi frame while decoding the thi )1(  frame. 
 Unmark all candidate MBs in thi frame if there is no candidate MB in adjacent 
thi )1(  frame and thi )1(  frame. 
 Finally all marked candidates MBs are decided as Text content in the video. 
 
2.3.5 Morphological closing 
Because of the video quality, in contV the text components are not getting disjoint. Moreover 
the non textual regions are also coming as noises. So a morphological closing operation is 
applied on contV  to get a video frame morphV  
))(( contmorph VErodeDilateV   
In this application we have used a rectangular structural element with dimension of 3x5. 
 
2.3.6 Confirmation of the Text regions using shape feature 
This is the method to remove the non textual regions from the video frame based on the 
observation that text characters are adjacent. The pseudo code for removing the non textual 
part is as below: 
 Run connected component analysis for all morphc VP   to split the candidate pixels 
into n number of components ( ic ) where cP  is  a pixel in morphV  
 Find the area for each ic  
 Remove the components with area smaller or greater than two experimentally 
obtained threshold values.  
 Remove all components for which compactness  
2.00.1  scompactnesorscompactnes  where 
Area
PixelCountscompactnes   
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DC components of the integer transformed luma coefficients is a representative of the 
original video at a lower resolution. In H.264, unlike previous video codecs, 4x4 block size is 
used. So it gives the iconic representation of the video more precisely. 
The pseudo code of the algorithm in the proposed method is given below:  
 Get the Luma DC value ( ldc ) for each 4x4 sub block from decoder 
 Compute the first order difference ( )( lx dc and )( ly dc ) of ldc with 
neighbouring sub blocks in x and y direction. 
 From observation it is found that the difference is very high for a high contrast 
region. Obtain such )( lx dc  and )( ly dc  for different sub-blocks (not 
including the test sequences) 
 Run K-Means algorithm (with K = 2) on them and find the centroid ( dc ) for the 
high valued cluster.  
 If )( lx dc  or )( ly dc is greater than the experimentally obtained threshold 
value ( dc ) mark that MB as a candidate text in this frame and store this MB 
number in an array ( la ) 
 
2.3.3 De-blocking filter based feature 
Based on our observations on different TV shows containing texts, it is found that the texts 
are displayed with high contrast difference from the background. As a consequence the texts 
results in a strong edge at the boundaries of text and background. But in this approach an 
additional time complexity is required for detecting edges. One of the new features of H.264 
which was not there in any previous video CODEC is deblocking (DB) filter. We have used 
the edge information extracted from the decoder during the process of decoding without 
computing the edges explicitly. 
A conditional filtering is applied to all 4x4 luma block edges of a picture, except for edges at 
the boundary of the picture and any edges for which the DB filter is disabled by 
disable_deblocking_filter_idc, as specified in the slice header. This filtering process is 
performed on a macroblock after the picture construction process prior to DB filter process 
for the entire decoded picture, with all macroblocks in a picture processed in order of 
increasing macroblock indices. For each macroblock and each component, vertical edges are 
filtered first. The process starts with the edge on the left-hand side of the macroblock 
proceeding through the edges towards the right-hand side of the macroblock in their 
geometrical order. Then horizontal edges are filtered, starting with the edge on the top of 
the macroblock proceeding through the edges towards the bottom of the macroblock in their 
geometrical order.  
The pseudo code for selecting candidate frames using this feature is given below: 
 Get the strength of DB filter for each MB 




2.3.4 Identifying the Text regions 
The pseudo code for removing the non textual part is as bellow: 
 For each candidate MB, identify the X and Y coordinate top left position for each 
MB ( xc and yc ) 
 Find the frequency ( rf ) of candidate MB in each row. 
 Remove all MBs from la  If rf <2 
 Check for continuity of MBs in each row: For this check the column number ( xc ) 
for candidate MBs in a row.  
 If 2)()1(  icic xx unmark the MB from  la Where )(icx is the column 
number for thi  candidate MB in a particular row 
 To ensure that time domain filtering we store one frame into buffer and display the 
thi frame while decoding the thi )1(  frame. 
 Unmark all candidate MBs in thi frame if there is no candidate MB in adjacent 
thi )1(  frame and thi )1(  frame. 
 Finally all marked candidates MBs are decided as Text content in the video. 
 
2.3.5 Morphological closing 
Because of the video quality, in contV the text components are not getting disjoint. Moreover 
the non textual regions are also coming as noises. So a morphological closing operation is 
applied on contV  to get a video frame morphV  
))(( contmorph VErodeDilateV   
In this application we have used a rectangular structural element with dimension of 3x5. 
 
2.3.6 Confirmation of the Text regions using shape feature 
This is the method to remove the non textual regions from the video frame based on the 
observation that text characters are adjacent. The pseudo code for removing the non textual 
part is as below: 
 Run connected component analysis for all morphc VP   to split the candidate pixels 
into n number of components ( ic ) where cP  is  a pixel in morphV  
 Find the area for each ic  
 Remove the components with area smaller or greater than two experimentally 
obtained threshold values.  
 Remove all components for which compactness  
2.00.1  scompactnesorscompactnes  where 
Area
PixelCountscompactnes   
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 Find the mode for x and y coordinate of top left and bottom right coordinate 
( yxyx brbrtltl ,,, ) for all remaining components 
 Find the threshold ( ) for removing non textual components as  
 mod ( ( ) )i ie median pos pos    
 Mark all ic for which  ( )i imedian pos pos   to get a video frame containing only 
 candidate text regions ( candV ) 
 
2.3.7 Confirmation of the Text regions using Temporal Consistency 
This portion of the proposed method is based on the observation that texts of Breaking news 
persists in the video for at least 1-2 seconds. candV  sometimes contains some noises coming 
because of some high contrast regions in the video frame satisfying all the shape constraints. 
But these noises usually come for some isolated frames only. In a typical video sequence 
with 30 FPS one frame gets displayed for 33 millisecond. So, we ruled out those candidate 
frames to finally obtain a video frame containing only text regions textV . 
 
2.3.8 Decision making process 
The image received in .264 format is decoded by H.264 Decoder and is processed to obtain 
the localized text. This is done using compressed domain features. The text after getting 
compressed undergoes text localization processing.  
The first step involves computation of vertical and horizontal energy of the sub block based 
on the assumption that the blocks with text have high energy levels. After we get the 
information about the sub block, we check which rows contain high vertical and horizontal 
energy which indicate the presence of text. The regions with lower energy are marked as 
black after they are checked using a threshold value based on the analysis of the different 
energy levels in a row. Then we plot a histogram to show the energy levels in a row. With 
the help of histogram we determine the two major peaks of energy levels. If the graph is not 
smooth enough we perform mean filtering and obtain the two major peaks. The mid value 
of the peaks is taken as threshold and the values of the pixel above threshold is set as white 
and the values below the threshold is set as black. This step is called binarization. Thus we 
obtain a localized text with shows the regions where the text is located. The image obtained 
also contains some false positives i.e. noise along with the text detected. Hence, we go for 
some morphological operations and filtering which enhance the image and give better 
localization with less false positives. The image obtained is further processed to represent 
the text regions as white rectangular blocks so as to mark the presence of text. 
  
3. Text Tracking 
Once the candidate text regions are localized, the very next activity should be confirming 
them as text regions. One way to achieve this in a video is using the temporal consistency of 
text regions. It is observed that if any text region exists in the video, it usually persists for 
some consecutive frames. Thus there is a need for tracking module that can track the motion 
of the text. 
 
The text tracking algorithms described in the literature can be classified into two classes 
based on the type of input video. In case compressed video file as input, Motion Vector 
(MV) of the compressed video is used to track textual region (TTR). On the other hand if the 
video comes as a raw file, the authors have suggested different techniques for motion 
estimation (ME). Some common ME techniques are Minimum Mean Absolute Difference 
(MMAD) or Sum of Squared Difference (SSD). But the problem with SSD based ME is that 
they assume only translational motion of text and thus they are not Affine Transformation 
Invariant in nature. In this section we shall describe each type of TTR algorithms very 
briefly. 
MV based approach: MV of the compressed MPEG video file is used for TTR in the works 
by (Antani et. al., 1999), (Gllavata et al., 2004) and (Gargi et al., 1999). Here is a brief 
overview of the approach described by (Gllavata et al., 2004). 
They have used normalized motion vector which is derived by dividing the actual motion 
vector (both x and y component) by the frame distance. Frame distance is the difference 
between current and reference frame. The tracking is done only if the frame is a frame of 
type B or P. The new position is computed by adding the mode motion vector of the block 
where the text resides. Applying motion vectors for text tracking is difficult due to noise 
factors and the problem of identifying which motion vectors probably describe the text 
motion and which the background motion.  
Block matching methods: Two major block matching techniques are MMAD and SSD.  
MMAD: In this method for each block in the current frame the following operations are 
performed: 
 Compute the absolute value of difference (AD) between pixels values of current 
frame and the reference frame. 
 Compute the average of the AD and let it be denoted as MAD 
 Compute MAD for all neighbouring blocks within the search window 
 Find the minimum of all the MAD and that block with minimum MAD is marked 
as the candidate matching location 
 The euclidian distance in X and Y direction are derived as the distance between 
them 
 
4. Video Screen Layout Segmentation 
Once the candidate text regions are localized, and tracked, the false positives are mostly 
removed and the candidate text regions are obtained. But within streamed video texts are 
usually inscribed in different areas. For example in the video frame shown in Fig. 2, eight 
different regions (R1-R8) can be found containg text information. Now for text in R1 and R5 
represents some Breaking news, R2 is a text within a graphics, R3 and R4 gives information 
about the reporter and reporting venue, R7 gives the details of breaking news, R6 gives the 
channel logo and text and R8 gives the ticker news.  
Now the video page layout segmentation module plays an important role for getting better 
performance in term of time complexity and as well as for recognition accuracy. For 
example R5, R6 and R7 are very contiguous text lines and so they are given as a single entry 
for OCR. Now In R5 text color (FG) is black and background color (BG) is yellow. On the 
other hand in R7 FG is yellow and BG is black. So the binarization module discards either of 
the FG as BG when given to OCR. Moreover R6 does not contain any relevant information 
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 Find the mode for x and y coordinate of top left and bottom right coordinate 
( yxyx brbrtltl ,,, ) for all remaining components 
 Find the threshold ( ) for removing non textual components as  
 mod ( ( ) )i ie median pos pos    
 Mark all ic for which  ( )i imedian pos pos   to get a video frame containing only 
 candidate text regions ( candV ) 
 
2.3.7 Confirmation of the Text regions using Temporal Consistency 
This portion of the proposed method is based on the observation that texts of Breaking news 
persists in the video for at least 1-2 seconds. candV  sometimes contains some noises coming 
because of some high contrast regions in the video frame satisfying all the shape constraints. 
But these noises usually come for some isolated frames only. In a typical video sequence 
with 30 FPS one frame gets displayed for 33 millisecond. So, we ruled out those candidate 
frames to finally obtain a video frame containing only text regions textV . 
 
2.3.8 Decision making process 
The image received in .264 format is decoded by H.264 Decoder and is processed to obtain 
the localized text. This is done using compressed domain features. The text after getting 
compressed undergoes text localization processing.  
The first step involves computation of vertical and horizontal energy of the sub block based 
on the assumption that the blocks with text have high energy levels. After we get the 
information about the sub block, we check which rows contain high vertical and horizontal 
energy which indicate the presence of text. The regions with lower energy are marked as 
black after they are checked using a threshold value based on the analysis of the different 
energy levels in a row. Then we plot a histogram to show the energy levels in a row. With 
the help of histogram we determine the two major peaks of energy levels. If the graph is not 
smooth enough we perform mean filtering and obtain the two major peaks. The mid value 
of the peaks is taken as threshold and the values of the pixel above threshold is set as white 
and the values below the threshold is set as black. This step is called binarization. Thus we 
obtain a localized text with shows the regions where the text is located. The image obtained 
also contains some false positives i.e. noise along with the text detected. Hence, we go for 
some morphological operations and filtering which enhance the image and give better 
localization with less false positives. The image obtained is further processed to represent 
the text regions as white rectangular blocks so as to mark the presence of text. 
  
3. Text Tracking 
Once the candidate text regions are localized, the very next activity should be confirming 
them as text regions. One way to achieve this in a video is using the temporal consistency of 
text regions. It is observed that if any text region exists in the video, it usually persists for 
some consecutive frames. Thus there is a need for tracking module that can track the motion 
of the text. 
 
The text tracking algorithms described in the literature can be classified into two classes 
based on the type of input video. In case compressed video file as input, Motion Vector 
(MV) of the compressed video is used to track textual region (TTR). On the other hand if the 
video comes as a raw file, the authors have suggested different techniques for motion 
estimation (ME). Some common ME techniques are Minimum Mean Absolute Difference 
(MMAD) or Sum of Squared Difference (SSD). But the problem with SSD based ME is that 
they assume only translational motion of text and thus they are not Affine Transformation 
Invariant in nature. In this section we shall describe each type of TTR algorithms very 
briefly. 
MV based approach: MV of the compressed MPEG video file is used for TTR in the works 
by (Antani et. al., 1999), (Gllavata et al., 2004) and (Gargi et al., 1999). Here is a brief 
overview of the approach described by (Gllavata et al., 2004). 
They have used normalized motion vector which is derived by dividing the actual motion 
vector (both x and y component) by the frame distance. Frame distance is the difference 
between current and reference frame. The tracking is done only if the frame is a frame of 
type B or P. The new position is computed by adding the mode motion vector of the block 
where the text resides. Applying motion vectors for text tracking is difficult due to noise 
factors and the problem of identifying which motion vectors probably describe the text 
motion and which the background motion.  
Block matching methods: Two major block matching techniques are MMAD and SSD.  
MMAD: In this method for each block in the current frame the following operations are 
performed: 
 Compute the absolute value of difference (AD) between pixels values of current 
frame and the reference frame. 
 Compute the average of the AD and let it be denoted as MAD 
 Compute MAD for all neighbouring blocks within the search window 
 Find the minimum of all the MAD and that block with minimum MAD is marked 
as the candidate matching location 
 The euclidian distance in X and Y direction are derived as the distance between 
them 
 
4. Video Screen Layout Segmentation 
Once the candidate text regions are localized, and tracked, the false positives are mostly 
removed and the candidate text regions are obtained. But within streamed video texts are 
usually inscribed in different areas. For example in the video frame shown in Fig. 2, eight 
different regions (R1-R8) can be found containg text information. Now for text in R1 and R5 
represents some Breaking news, R2 is a text within a graphics, R3 and R4 gives information 
about the reporter and reporting venue, R7 gives the details of breaking news, R6 gives the 
channel logo and text and R8 gives the ticker news.  
Now the video page layout segmentation module plays an important role for getting better 
performance in term of time complexity and as well as for recognition accuracy. For 
example R5, R6 and R7 are very contiguous text lines and so they are given as a single entry 
for OCR. Now In R5 text color (FG) is black and background color (BG) is yellow. On the 
other hand in R7 FG is yellow and BG is black. So the binarization module discards either of 
the FG as BG when given to OCR. Moreover R6 does not contain any relevant information 
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showing in R5 or R7. So there arises a need for good Video Page Layout segmentation 
module. 
Document page layout segmentation is a very common problem for Document Image 





















Fig. 2. Presence of text in different segments 
 
We have used a version of XY tree cut method for document page layout segmentation 
which is based on quantized color space. 
  
5. Text Recognition 
5.1 Pre-processing 
Once the ROI is defined manually we can directly give this ROI to the recognition module of 
some OCR engine. But it is found that a lot of blurring and artifacts in the ROI reduces the 
recognition rate of the OCR. We have used two different algorithms to condition the image 
before giving it to the input of the OCR. 
Interpolating the image to higher resolution and applying Low pass Filter (LPF):  
In this method we have done the following steps: 
 Apply six tap FIR filter with filter coefficients (1, -5, 20, 20, -5,1) to zoom the ROI 
two times in height and width 
 Apply simple interpolation technique to zoom it further two times in height and 
width 
 Apply DCT on the higher resolution image 
 Apply Butter Worth Low Pass Filter to discard the high frequency components 
 Apply Inverse DCT to reconstruct the image in higher resolution 
 ICA based approach can also produce very good result. 
 
5.2 Binarization 
The output of the preprocessed model is then binarized using an adaptive thresholding 
algorithm. There are several ways to achieve binarization so that the foreground and the 
background can be separated. However, as both the characters present in the relevant text 
region as well as the background are not of a fixed gray level value, adaptive thresholding is 
used in this approach for binarization. To obtain the threshold image, Otsu’s method is used 
in this solution. 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Original Video (b) After Preprocessing (c) After Binarization (d) After Touching 
Character segmentation and rescaling 
  
5.3 Touching Character Segmentation 
Once the binarized image is obtained very frequently it is observed that the image consists 
of a number of touching characters. These touching characters degrade the accuracy rate of 
the OCR. Hence the Touching Character segmentation is required to improve the 
performance of the OCR. Here is the pseudo code for the same 
 Find the width of each character. It is assumed that each connected component 
with a significant width is a character. Let the character width for the thi  
component be iWC  








  where n is the number of 
character in the ROI 
 Find the Standard Deviation of Character Width ( WC )  as 
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 Define the threshold of Character Length ( WCT ) as WCWCWCT  3  
 If WCi TWC   mark the 
thi character as candidate touching character 













 Divide iWC  in in  equally spaced segments 
Results of each of the above steps are depicted in Fig. 3. 
  
6. Optical Character Recognition 
The pre-processed output is fed to standard OCR engines for recognizing the characters. In a 
video frame there can be texts with different font sizes, different styles, varying intensities 
with complex background. The adverse effects due to these are taken care in the previous 
section by pre-processing, where the binarized output is used for the subsequence character 
recognition operations.  
A standard OCR engine consists of the following three stages: 
a. Segmentation and creation of bounding box and normalization 
b. Feature extraction 
c. Classification 
A set of training and test data is used to build an OCR. Initially these data is scaled to 
normalize the size and create a bounding box around each character. The images of the 
normalized characters are processed to generate characteristics vectors of features that are 
further used to classify the characters. Some of the basics features used in the OCR analysis 
are compactness, anisometry, zero crossing etc.  
The standard OCR systems are usually used as black-box and don’t allow the user for 
tuning or re-training which leads to a drastic reduction in performance, especially whenever 
the input to the OCR is not a regular scanned document. 
A couple of examples of public domain OCRs are GOCR and Tesseract. These are primarily 
meant for recognizing texts from the scanned documents. We compare the performance of 
these OCR engines with and without the pre-processing algorithms. Fig. 4 (a)-(j) shows 
different images where the text ROI are extracted using text localization and video layout 
segmentation. These images are then binarized and fed to OCR engines to extract the texts. 
A comparison of the accuracy of the extracted texts is shown in Table 1, where it is seen that 
Tesseract clearly outperforms GOCR. For the image (b), GOCR fails to recognize a single 
character, whereas Tesseract is able to recognize two words (“SMS” and “56633”) correctly. 
Similar is the case for the image (j) where none of the characters are recognized by GOCR 
and all the words are recognized by Tesseract. 
Further improvement of recognized text is achieved by using the proposed pre-processing 
algorithms. Table 1 clearly demonstrates the marked improvement of using the pre-
processing for the GOCR engine. However, the Tesseract performs much better compared to 
GOCR, hence we hereby analyze the improvement results obtained with the Tesseract. For 
image (a), the name “Reema Sen” is recognized correctly after the pre-processing, whereas 
 
the names “Govinda” and “Rajpal” failed by one character each. In case of image (b), there is 
no improvement in the recognized words but it doesn’t degrade the performance in 
recognizing the key information (“SMS” and “56633”). The preposition “to” in image (c) is 
recognized correctly. In case of small words, the pre-processing clearly improves the 
performance due to the filtering algorithm in the pre-processing. 
 
 
Fig. 4. (a) – (j) Represents different images under consideration. 
 
Image Output of GOCR Output of 
Tesseract 






Reem_ _n. RajpaI 
Yadav. Om Puri. 
Starring Guvinda, 
Rcema Sen, Raipal 
Yadav, Om Puri. 
Starring Govind_. 
Reem_ _n. RajpaI 






(b) _____ ___ ___ 
_________ ____ __ 
__ 
Pluww SMS thu 
fnlluwmg (adn In 
56633 
___ SMS th_ 




mda tn 56633 
(c) SmS YR SH to SMS YR SH in 
56633 
SmS YR SH to 
_____ 
SMS YR SH to 
56533 
 
(d) _m_ BD to _____ SMS BD to 56633 SMS BD to S____ SMS BD to 
56633 
(e) AM t___o_,_b 
_q____ 
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(f) _M_= _ _A___ to 
Sd___ 
SMS: SC 34393 tn 
56533 











Mlbwzlb 1 a 
(h) ADD Ed_J to 
S____ 
ADD Eau to $6633 ADD Ed_J to 
S____ 














(j) _ ________'__ Sub ID 1005681893 WbID_OOS_B_B__ Sub ID 
1005681893 
Table 1. Output of the different OCR engines before and after applying the image pre-
processing algorithms 
 
It can be seen from Table 1 that even after the improvement due to pre-processing 
algorithms, we don’t achieve complete recognition of the texts. Thus there is a need for 
context based post-processing of the OCR output. The output of image (a) can be corrected 
by using a context based dictionary database of proper nouns, whereas the output of image 
(b) can be only be corrected using certain high level information and Natural Language 
Processing (NLP). The preposition error in image (f) can be corrected using Language 
Models (LM). 
  
7. Text Post-Processing 
The output of commercially available OCRs is pretty acceptable for neatly scanned 
document images with nearly 300 dots per inch resolution. However, in case of streamed 
videos, the video quality is comparatively very poor; as a consequence the accuracy of OCR 
is also not very good as seen in Table 1. Hence there is a need for some post processing 
module like language module based approach, NLP based approach or dictionary based 
approach to rectify the errors and increase the recognition accuracy. There has been a 
considerable amount of research done on correcting the words automatically in the output 
of OCR. A good survey of the research in this area is provided by (Kukich, 1992). 
  
7.1 NLP Based Spelling Correction 
Natural language processing is a computer based approach in analyzing and representing 
texts using a range of computational techniques for achieving human-like language 
processing. The goals of NLP are primarily to 
a. Parse and paraphrase a text 
b. Translate to another language 
c. Respond to the queries about the text contents 
d. Infer from texts 
However, the tools of NLP can be used to perform the spelling and word correction using 
the knowledge of different levels of a language which are also used by humans to gain 
understanding (Liddy, 2003). The capability of NLP systems too depend on the utilization of 
the following levels of language: 
 
a. Phonology – This is a study which deals with the inventory and interactions of 
sounds (Phonetics) in a specific language. This forms the basis for further work in 
morphology, syntax, discourse etc.  
b. Morphology – This deals with the study of formation and structure of words in a 
language. 
c. Lexical – This refers to classes of things or to concepts in a language. 
d. Syntactic – This provides the principles and rules for constructing sentences in 
languages. 
e. Semantic – This is a study of meaning in a language. 
f. Discourse – This deals with the study of deriving meaning from the connections of 
multiple sentences. 
g. Pragmatic – This is a study which deals with how context contributes to meaning in 
a language. 
Most of the NLPs use the lower levels of processing as these are thoroughly researched and 
implemented; lower levels deal with smaller units of analysis e.g., morphemes, words and 
sentences. Some of the major applications of NLP are information retrieval, information 
extraction, question-answering, summarization and machine translation and dialogue 
systems. The word level error correction capability of NLP is a powerful tool to improve the 
accuracy of text extraction compared to a standalone OCR. This can be used to correct 
articles, prepositions and verbs. 
(Pal et al., 2000) proposed OCR error correction in morphologically rich Indian language, 
where they have shown 84% word correction for a single character error. 
(Chodorow et al., 2007) presented a work on detecting errors in preposition for non-native 
English speakers. They have proposed maximum entropy (ME) model to estimate the 
probability of prepositions in their local context to detect the errors due to “incorrect 
selection”. The ME combined with Bayesian classifiers improves the precision to 0.88. 
Generative probabilistic OCR model is proposed by (Kolak et al., 2003) which is 
implemented using a weighted finite state model (FSM) framework of AT&T FSM Toolkit. 
The reduction in word error rate is 70% over the English-on-French for a standard OCR with 
an overall accuracy of 97%. 
(Taghva and Stofsky, 2001) presents the selection of candidate words by using multiple 
knowledge sources for spelling correction. They proposed a system which has three parts 
namely, a two level word generator for incorrect words, a confusion generator for longest 
common subsequence and confusion of words, finally a user interface that allows the user to 
review the candidate corrections and change accordingly. 
Thus we see that NLP plays a very important role in improving the word recognition rate 
which helps for better understanding of the sentences. 
  
7.2 Dictionary Based Spelling Correction 
Spelling correction using dictionary is the most widely used post-processing module for 
OCR. The most popular commercially available software for the spelling correction in OCR 
is Abby’s Finereader. The video OCR for digital news archives proposed by (Sato et al., 
1998) matches the OCR output with the words from the dictionary. A distance measure 
based on correlation is used to calculate the similarity of the word in OCR output with the 
dictionary database. They have used two types of dictionary, namely, Oxford Dictionary for 
general words and database for noun words to accommodate names of people, organization 
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or places. It is shown that after the dictionary based spelling correction the word recognition 
rate increased to 65.2% from 48.3%. 
(Hauptmann et al., 2002) has demonstrated an increase in accuracy of Information retrieval 
from broadcast video by using n-gram analysis and dictionary spelling correction on the 
output of the OCR. The MS word is used to perform the spelling correction. The n-gram 
post-processing improved the word recognition accuracy by 100% compared to the basic 
video OCR output. 
Sometimes, the post-processing algorithms and the actual OCR are integrated to allow 
information exchange between the two. (Hanson et al., 1976) reported 2% word error rate 
and 1% reject rate without using any dictionary. 
By using an augmented dictionary and ignoring punctuation, (Sinha and Prasada, 1988) 
achieved 97% of word recognition with a Viterbi type algorithm. 
In the context of text recognition, certain possible way of partitioning a dictionary is 
proposed by (Sinha, 1990). The word-length, word-envelop and character combination is 
used for the basis of partitioning the dictionary.  
Wherever possible, it is always recommended building a context based dictionary which 
improves the word recognition rates further compared to a normal dictionary. 
  
7.3 Language Model Based Word Correction 
The spelling checkers often used in correcting texts are mostly based on non-word errors. 
The words which are outside the valid list of words in a particular language are treated as 
erroneous words. However, there are several types of spelling errors, where the words 
being part of the language are incorrectly used in the current context. These require 
recognizing the context and creating a model for the same. Confusibles is a class of error, 
where the words belong to a particular language but are incorrectly used in their local 
context. Most of the research is done for confusables due to homophony (by, bye or center, 
centre) and similar spellings (abjure, adjure or founder, flounder). The context sensitive 
spelling errors are tackled by using a specially trained machine learning classifier for a 
specific confusable set. Word prediction based on the knowledge of a language is an 
alternative approach to solve the confusable errors. Language modeling can be used to solve 
the errors by selecting the best alternative from the confusable sets. Probabilities are 
assigned to sequences of words in a language model to predict the most likely word in a 
given context. 
Language models used as generic classifiers to build a system that can be generic for all set 
confusable disambiguation is presented by (Stehouwer et al., 2009). 
(Srihari et al., 1983) treats OCR as a black box and performs n-grams analysis on word 
and/or character level along with character confusion probabilities. They report up to 87% 
error correction on artificial data while relying on a lexicon for correction. 
Several knowledge sources are specific to a particular language can be used to aid the test 
extraction. (Bansal and Sinha, 2000) proposed integrating several knowledge sources for 
Devanagari script (for Hindi which is official language of India) in hierarchical manner. 
The time dependent language model (TDLM) based on weighted mixture of long-term news 
scripts and latest scripts as training data is used to improve the correctness of extraction of 
text information from the broadcast video by (Kobayashi et al., 1998). 
 
Given all the above tools to improve the accuracy of OCR output, one is still far away from 
achieving 100% accuracy in recognizing the texts especially for the videos generated or 
captured in an un-controlled environment. 
  
8. Some Real-Life Uses Cases 
Character Recognition from Streaming Videos can be used in multitude of applications. In 
most of the applications, the character recognition technology serves as the means for 
understanding the context of the Video. Once the context of the video is understood, it can 
be used create a lot of innovative value-added applications. We list out a few such 
applications in this section. 
  
8.1 Automatic Classification of Videos for Storage / Retrieval 
There are different kinds of programs that are broadcast on TV – News, Sports, 
Entertainment / Movies etc. It would be of immense help if these videos can be classified 
automatically based on the content. Possible use cases may include offline recording of TV 
programs for later analysis and Digital Video Recording (DVR). While each of these videos 
may have certain underlying properties (Sports Videos are more fast-changing, News 
Videos contain more static scenes etc.), it is really very difficult to classify the videos reliably 
in that way. A far more interesting and useful approach lie in trying to detect the texts that 
are coming embedded inside such videos. Once the texts are detected, the very semantics of 
the text can give enough clues on the type of the Video. For example detection of a 
“Breaking News” or Stock Tickers would characterize a News Channel (Fig. 5). Detection of 
“Score” type text can signify a Sports channel (Fig. 5). Presence of sub-titles can signify a 
movie channel. Once the videos are classified, it becomes easy to store them with the 
classification. This in turn results in a faster and easier retrieval mechanism. 
 
Fig. 5. TV screen shots depicting “Stock Ticker” in news channel and “Score” in News 
Channel 
 
8.2 Advertisement Removal for News Video / Movies 
Advertisements can also be characterized by the text embedded in them (Fig. 6). Once they 
are detected, they can easily be removed during storage. This use case is just an extension of 
that described in section 8.1, however the end-use objective is slightly different. It should be 
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confusable disambiguation is presented by (Stehouwer et al., 2009). 
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8. Some Real-Life Uses Cases 
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be used create a lot of innovative value-added applications. We list out a few such 
applications in this section. 
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Videos contain more static scenes etc.), it is really very difficult to classify the videos reliably 
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the text can give enough clues on the type of the Video. For example detection of a 
“Breaking News” or Stock Tickers would characterize a News Channel (Fig. 5). Detection of 
“Score” type text can signify a Sports channel (Fig. 5). Presence of sub-titles can signify a 
movie channel. Once the videos are classified, it becomes easy to store them with the 
classification. This in turn results in a faster and easier retrieval mechanism. 
 
Fig. 5. TV screen shots depicting “Stock Ticker” in news channel and “Score” in News 
Channel 
 
8.2 Advertisement Removal for News Video / Movies 
Advertisements can also be characterized by the text embedded in them (Fig. 6). Once they 
are detected, they can easily be removed during storage. This use case is just an extension of 
that described in section 8.1, however the end-use objective is slightly different. It should be 
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noted that in order to implement the system in both 8.1 and 8.2, text detection may not be 
the only technology to be employed – a multi-modal approach of Video Analytics,  Audio 
Analytics and Text Recognition together can provide far better results. 
 
Fig. 6. TV screen shots depicting Advertisement 
  
8.3 Automated Video Indexing for Internet Search 
Currently Video Indexing for Search is normally based on File name based indexing. 
However, texts embedded in the videos can provide far more information about the context 
of the video. If text recognition engine is run across the complete video, it can yield a set of 
keywords that best describes the context of the Video (Fig. 7). The complete Search Indexing 
can be based on these Keywords. Again, this may not be an independent technology, but a 
complementary one that works hand-in-hand with other Video Indexing Technologies 
employed to create far more accurate multi-modal implementations. 
 
Fig. 7. TV Video depicting Keyword Texts 
  
8.4 Duplicate News Story Detection 
News broadcasts are often accompanied by text tickers that describe the corresponding 
news event in the video. In applications where video recording is required for multiple TV 
channels, one can identify duplicate News Stories occurring in multiple channels / repeat 
broadcasts by just recognizing the accompanying text and comparing the recognized text for 
 















Fig. 8. TV screen shots depicting same texts in two different channel 
  
8.5 Personalized Stock Market Ticker 
Normally Stock tickers are embedded into TV broadcast as a continuous stream consisting 
of all stocks. However, a user may have interest in only a few particular stocks. OCR can be 
employed in real-time on the stock ticker section of the TV broadcast video and only the 
stocks of interest can be picked. The picked stock names and their prices can be shown as a 
separate text overlay ticker on top of the current TV Video (Fig. 9). The Set top Box giving 
feed to the Television needs to have overlay feature in order to enable this functionality. 
 
Fig. 9. Intelligent Stock Ticker Overlay on TV 
  
8.6 Personalized Mash-up of Internet News with TV News 
As an extension of the same technology described in section 8.5, TV news broadcast that 
normally has a lot of “Breaking News” text tickers can be a candidate for applying OCR. 
Once the OCR recognizes the news texts, it can be converted to a set of keywords based on a 
pre-defined dictionary. These keywords can then be used to fetch related news from 
Internet by subscribing to different Internet Newsfeed channels. This results in a stream of 
TCSL 798.65, Tata Motors 783.00 
Overlaid custom 
Stock Ticker 
Original Stock Ticker 
in Broadcast TV 
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news information that is contextually related to the news video currently broadcast on TV. 
The whole process is depicted in Fig. 10. This news information stream can either be 
overlaid on top of current TV video or can be stored inside the Set top Box for later access by 
the user. 
 
Fig. 10. Intelligent Mash-up of TV News with Internet News  
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1. Introduction
Most character recognition applications target machine printed and handwritten characters
on paper documents. Recently, the recognition of text in videos, web documents, and natural
scenes has become an urgent demand; research has intensified because this task is difficult to
realize (Antonacopoulos & Hu, 2004; Doermann et al., 2003; Kise & Doermann, 2007; Lienhart
& Wernicke, 2002; Lyu et al., 2005; Zhang & Kasturi, 2008). The problems posed by recog-
nizing low quality characters in the above mentioned applications are mainly due to defor-
mation such as the variety of font styles and style effects, as well as image degradation like
background noise, blur, and low resolution. A key weakness of most conventional character
recognition methods is that they tackle either one problem or the other, not both.
For overcoming image degradation, some methods, e.g. (Ho, 1998; Kopec, 1997; Xu & Nagy,
1999), design templates that reflect the degradation type anticipated. Also a robust discrim-
inant function for recognizing degraded characters was proposed in (Sato, 2000; Sawaki &
Hagita, 1998). Unfortunately, these methods are sensitive to shape deformation, since they
employ image-based template matching. They fail to effectively handle multiple fonts and
several style effects.
On the other hand, geometric features are often used for recognizing multiple fonts. Stroke
direction is particularly effective against character deformation (Umeda, 1996). For example,
the direction contribution based on stroke run-length is effective (Akiyama & Hagita, 1990;
Srihari et al., 1997; Zhu et al., 1997). However, geometric features are not robust against cor-
ruption of information due to image degradation. In addition, although geometric features are
more robust against deformation than image-based template matching, they are not invariant
for deformation such as aspect ratio fluctuation and stroke position shift. Therefore, geometric
features are weak against the kinds of deformation that are not present in the training samples.
For overcoming deformation problems mentioned above, nonlinear shape normalized tech-
niques (Tsukumo & Tanaka, 1988; Yamada et al., 1990) have been proposed as a pre-processing
method to relocate strokes uniformly. They normalize a pattern by exploiting the distance be-
tween strokes (Tsukumo & Tanaka, 1988) and stroke line density (Yamada et al., 1990), and
are mainly aimed at the recognition of Kanji characters that consist of many strokes in mostly
square patterns. Therefore, applying these methods to the recognition of numerals, alphabets
and kana characters, which consist of fewer strokes and are not square shape, is difficult. Also
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several style effects.
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the direction contribution based on stroke run-length is effective (Akiyama & Hagita, 1990;
Srihari et al., 1997; Zhu et al., 1997). However, geometric features are not robust against cor-
ruption of information due to image degradation. In addition, although geometric features are
more robust against deformation than image-based template matching, they are not invariant
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features are weak against the kinds of deformation that are not present in the training samples.
For overcoming deformation problems mentioned above, nonlinear shape normalized tech-
niques (Tsukumo & Tanaka, 1988; Yamada et al., 1990) have been proposed as a pre-processing
method to relocate strokes uniformly. They normalize a pattern by exploiting the distance be-
tween strokes (Tsukumo & Tanaka, 1988) and stroke line density (Yamada et al., 1990), and
are mainly aimed at the recognition of Kanji characters that consist of many strokes in mostly
square patterns. Therefore, applying these methods to the recognition of numerals, alphabets
and kana characters, which consist of fewer strokes and are not square shape, is difficult. Also
these methods are ineffective for degraded characters with backgrounds noise and blur be-
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cause when calculating stroke line density or distance between strokes they basically assume
that characters are not degraded.
To reduce the influence caused by image degradation in the recognition based on geometric
features, some methods try to compensate for the inaccuracy in the values of discriminant
function or geometric feature by assuming the type of degradation and estimating the de-
gree of degradation using local pixel distributions (Mori et al., 2001; Omachi et al., 2000). The
method in (Omachi et al., 2000) detects blurred areas using the thinning technique and com-
pensates similarity values in those areas. Another approach (Mori et al., 2001) offsets the
feature values using the complexity of pixel distributions. They, however, are counterpro-
ductive when the assumption of the degradation type is invalid. This suggests the difficulty
of compensating geometric information using local pixel distributions; discriminating noise
from the strokes of the character is almost impossible.
To tackle the problems mentioned above, we focus on a category-dependent method with the
top-down approach. All category-dependent methods assume the category of an input pat-
tern and adaptively compensates deformation or image degradation by exploiting category-
specific information. Category-dependent methods include a shape normalization method
that tackles the deformation (Nakagawa et al., 1999; Wakahara & Odaka, 1998). In this chap-
ter we propose a category-dependent method that achieves robustness against both defor-
mation and image degradation (Mori et al., 2005; 2010). Our method estimates the degree of
deformation and degradation of the input pattern on the basis of specific information of each
category. Exploiting the category information enables us to extract the variation of the aspect
ratio and that of the run-length used for computing feature values. The fluctuations in shape
and feature values are then offset by the estimated compensation coefficients. To evaluate the
proposed method, we apply it to the recognition of video text that is degraded by background
noise and blur, and deformed by aspect ratio fluctuations.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a description of the direc-
tional feature and the algorithm of the proposed method. Experimental results gained from
video text are reported in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes this chapter.
2. Adaptive Feature Extraction Using Category Information
2.1 Overview
This section describes the geometric feature used and details the algorithm of our method; fea-
ture extraction that exploits category-specific information. We use the stroke directional infor-
mation based on the stroke run-length as the geometric feature. The proposed method tackles
deformation and image degradation in two ways. One is adaptive normalization. Adap-
tive normalization is applied after the classification stage, and yields a normalization size
appropriate for the input pattern with fluctuation in aspect ratio by repeating the processes
of normalization and classification. The other is feature compensation. Feature compensation
is applied to the candidates output by the classification stage, and offsets the feature values
corrupted by image degradation to obtain higher recognition accuracy in the final recognition
stage. Figure 1 overviews the process flow including the proposed method.
2.2 Directional Feature
Geometric features that extract stroke direction are effective for discriminating multiple fonts.
In this chapter we use the stroke directional feature (Akiyama & Hagita, 1990; Srihari et al.,
1997; Zhu et al., 1997) that is based on stroke run-length. This feature is extracted as follows:






Fig. 1. Overview of processing.
Let l1, l2, l3, and l4 be the run-lengths on the horizontal, right diagonal, vertical, and left di-
agonal directions at each black pixel of strokes, respectively. Let lm,i be the run-length yielded
by averaging li on the m-th block obtained by partitioning a pattern. Let dm,i be the degree of
contribution in stroke direction as components of feature vector for the m-th block. dm,i can be
computed by the following steps.
Step 1: The input pattern is divided into N × N blocks.
Step 2: li (i = 1, ..., 4) is extracted at each black pixel.
Step 3: lm,i (m = 1, ..., N × N) is calculated by averaging li on each block.






Here we use N = 8. Figure 2 shows each step in the extraction of stroke directional feature




















Fig. 2. Directional feature extraction.
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Fig. 2. Directional feature extraction.










Characters used in videos or natural scenes come in various fonts and are often deformed
when they are superimposed or aligned. The fluctuation in aspect ratio based on these diver-
sities is one of the factors that degrade the recognition accuracy. However Japanese characters
contain so many various structures and ratios, that estimating the most appropriate ratio is
difficult. The shape normalization to a pre-defined aspect ratio often normalizes a pattern
such that it approaches an erroneous category which degrades the recognition accuracy. To
normalize a pattern effectively, the shape normalization methods proposed in (Nakagawa
et al., 1999; Wakahara & Odaka, 1998) use templates for each category and are effective for
normalizing such deformed characters. These methods, however, are too time-consuming be-
cause they produce normalized patterns for every each category. Here we propose an adap-
tive normalization scheme that uses category-specific information; it is simple but effective














Fig. 3. Flow of adaptive normalization.
Our proposal uses the ratio information of training samples of each category and is applied
after the first classification stage as follows: First the input pattern is normalized for the pre-
defined size retaining the aspect ratio of the input pattern; Here let r0x and r0y be the horizontal
and vertical rectangular size of the input pattern, respectively. Let R be the pre-defined size
for pattern normalization, and max(, ) be the operation that returns the larger element. The
horizontal and vertical rectangular dimensions of the normalized pattern, rx and ry, are given
by
rx = r0x · R/max(r0x, r0y), (2)
ry = r0y · R/max(r0x, r0y). (3)
When R < max(r0x, r0y), the input pattern is scaled down so that the longer rectangular size fits
pre-defined size R, and otherwise the input pattern is scaled up. Next the normalized pattern
is classified and candidate categories are obtained. Let rcx and rcy be the rectangular sizes for
the c-th category obtained by averaging rx and ry of training samples in the c-th category,
where c (= 1, ..., C) denotes the category number. Here we define the new rectangular sizes,















where N1 is the number of the candidate categories used for calculating new rectangular
sizes. Finally, the input pattern is re-normalized to fit the size of r′x and r′y and re-classified;
When r′x > r0x, the horizontal rectangular size of the input pattern is enlarged by the factor of
r′x/r0x, otherwise shrunk by r′x/r0x times. The new vertical rectangular size is obtained in the
same manner. The new candidate categories are obtained by re-classifying the re-normalized
pattern.
It should be noted here that when the classification result involves many error candidates, the
normalization of input pattern tends to result in an erroneous size or shape. To avoid over-
fitting to erroneous sizes and obtain appropriate values, we define the confidence measure,






where distc is the distances obtained in the classification stage for the c-th candidate category.
N2 is the number of categories used for calculating the confidence measure. scon f is defined as
the summation of the ratio between the 1st candidate’s distance and the c-th candidate’s one
and means the reliability of the classification result. We can select the appropriate normal-
ization pattern using this measure. When scon f obtained using the first normalized pattern is
less than that of the re-normalized one, the ratio of the first normalized one is more reliable
and so the first normalized pattern is selected as indicating the appropriate rectangular size.
Otherwise, the re-normalized pattern is selected. The normalized pattern with the selected
aspect ratio is submitted for the following stage.
2.4 Feature Compensation
Feature values extracted from a degraded pattern are often corrupted and cause mis-recognition.
To tackle this problem, we introduce a feature compensation technique that estimates the de-


















Fig. 4. Flow of feature compensation.
Feature values extracted from parts degraded like background noise or blur and those ex-
tracted from strokes are generally combined. In other words, the influence of degradation
appears as a weight that depends on the degree of degradation. Therefore, by estimating the
degree of degradation, we can acquire the compensation coefficient needed to compensate
the degraded feature values. This estimation thus enables us to obtain the most approximate
feature vector by compensating the degraded feature vector.
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2.3 Adaptive Normalization
Characters used in videos or natural scenes come in various fonts and are often deformed
when they are superimposed or aligned. The fluctuation in aspect ratio based on these diver-
sities is one of the factors that degrade the recognition accuracy. However Japanese characters
contain so many various structures and ratios, that estimating the most appropriate ratio is
difficult. The shape normalization to a pre-defined aspect ratio often normalizes a pattern
such that it approaches an erroneous category which degrades the recognition accuracy. To
normalize a pattern effectively, the shape normalization methods proposed in (Nakagawa
et al., 1999; Wakahara & Odaka, 1998) use templates for each category and are effective for
normalizing such deformed characters. These methods, however, are too time-consuming be-
cause they produce normalized patterns for every each category. Here we propose an adap-
tive normalization scheme that uses category-specific information; it is simple but effective
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where c (= 1, ..., C) denotes the category number. Here we define the new rectangular sizes,















where N1 is the number of the candidate categories used for calculating new rectangular
sizes. Finally, the input pattern is re-normalized to fit the size of r′x and r′y and re-classified;
When r′x > r0x, the horizontal rectangular size of the input pattern is enlarged by the factor of
r′x/r0x, otherwise shrunk by r′x/r0x times. The new vertical rectangular size is obtained in the
same manner. The new candidate categories are obtained by re-classifying the re-normalized
pattern.
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aspect ratio is submitted for the following stage.
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Fig. 4. Flow of feature compensation.
Feature values extracted from parts degraded like background noise or blur and those ex-
tracted from strokes are generally combined. In other words, the influence of degradation
appears as a weight that depends on the degree of degradation. Therefore, by estimating the
degree of degradation, we can acquire the compensation coefficient needed to compensate
the degraded feature values. This estimation thus enables us to obtain the most approximate
feature vector by compensating the degraded feature vector.
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The key to estimating the degree of degradation is using the variation in run-length distri-
bution of the input pattern. The variation of run-length basically depends on the degree of
degradation. Therefore, the degree of degradation can be estimated by extracting the degree of
variation in run-length distribution of the input pattern. However, as mentioned in Section 1,
it is impractical to estimate the variation from just pixel distribution in the input pattern. To
realize this estimation, we exploit the template of each category as category-specific informa-
tion. Comparing the input pattern to the template of each category enables us to calculate the
variation of run-length against the focused category.
It should be noted that using a run-length distribution extracted from just one localized region
tends to result in failure. The reason is that local parts of different categories often have similar
properties, particularly when the input pattern is degraded. Therefore, we estimate the degree
of degradation from the total pattern, not just the local regions. Adjusting the local estimation
against the global estimation provides an appropriate compensation coefficient for the focused
part. In summary, combining local and global estimations, both based on pattern comparison,
enables us to extract an approximate feature vector even from strongly degraded characters
by compensating the fluctuation in feature values.
As the template of each category, we use the directional stroke run-length. The templates
for each category are obtained as follows: The averaged stroke run-length lm,i is calculated
using same steps given in Section 2.2. The run-length vectors used as the template for the c-th
category, l̄cm,i, are then obtained by averaging lm,i from training samples of the c-th category.
Next we define the degree of degradation as the average of the degree of degradation from
blocks obtained by partitioning the input pattern. The degree of degradation on focused block,
pcm,i, is calculated as the ratio between the run-length distribution of the input pattern, lm,i, and
that of the c-th category’s template, l̄cm,i, as follows:
pcm,i =
{







pcm,i approaches 1 as the focused block of the input pattern become more degraded or more
dissimilar. pcm,i becomes 0 for the comparison of identical patterns. Also, the degree of degra-









4 · N2 . (8)
gc approaches 1 as the input pattern become degraded or dissimilar. gc becomes 0 if we are
comparing the identical patterns.
The compensation coefficient is then calculated. First the compensated run-length, l′m,i, an
indication of the compensation amount, is computed using the above degree of degradation
by
l′m,i = lm,i · (1 − g
c) + l̄cm,i · g
c. (9)
The compensation coefficient wcm,i is computed from l
′
m,i in each block by





Finally, a new feature value against the c-th category, dcm,i, is obtained by compensating dm,i
with coefficient wcm,i as follows:







where d̄cm,i is the mean vector of the c-th category. C feature vectors are obtained by repeating
the above procedure for every category and the input pattern is recognized by calculating
distances between the vector from the input pattern and the reference vector of each category.
Figure 5 shows the flow of the feature extraction and the recognition stage in the proposed






































Fig. 5. Flow in feature extraction and recognition.
Figure 6 visualizes the feature values obtained using compensation technique and those of
the original feature for the character with background noise. Darker block represents higher
contribution strength in each stroke direction. Figure 6 shows that the compensated feature
yielded by the proposed method still retains stroke direction while suppressing the influence
of background noise.




Fig. 6. Examples of feature values.
3. Recognition Experiments
3.1 Data
To confirm the proposed method’s robustness against degradation and deformation, we used
the characters in videos as the experimental data. Characters extracted from binarized video
frames suffer from several types of degradation and deformation; Fluctuation in aspect ratio,
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gc approaches 1 as the input pattern become degraded or dissimilar. gc becomes 0 if we are
comparing the identical patterns.
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Fig. 5. Flow in feature extraction and recognition.
Figure 6 visualizes the feature values obtained using compensation technique and those of
the original feature for the character with background noise. Darker block represents higher
contribution strength in each stroke direction. Figure 6 shows that the compensated feature
yielded by the proposed method still retains stroke direction while suppressing the influence
of background noise.




Fig. 6. Examples of feature values.
3. Recognition Experiments
3.1 Data
To confirm the proposed method’s robustness against degradation and deformation, we used
the characters in videos as the experimental data. Characters extracted from binarized video
frames suffer from several types of degradation and deformation; Fluctuation in aspect ratio,
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background noise, and blur are the main causes of poor recognition accuracy. Ratio fluctuation
comes from the variety of fonts used and shape adjustment caused by aligning characters
in fixed space when superimposing them. Background noise is caused by misjudging the
background region as character region due to similar properties such as color or size. Blur
is derived from the low spatial resolution of the image and inappropriate thresholds used in
binarizing the video frame. Figure 7 shows typical characters extracted from binarized frames
using the method proposed in (Kuwano et al., 1997). Characters with varied aspect ratio are
shown on the upper row (a) and characters with background noise or blur are shown on the
lower row (b). On the upper low, each value of “Origin. ratio” indicates the original aspect
ratio (horizontal size/vertical size) of the each sample, and each value of “Ave. ratio” indicates
the averaged aspect ratio of training data mentioned below in each sample’s category. These
values show that the aspect ratio of these samples are strongly fluctuated.
Fig. 7. Characters extracted from video.
We used the following data in the recognition experiments. As the training data set, we used
67 fonts of machine-printed Japanese characters from 3,190 categories. As the test data set,
9,980 samples were selected from samples we gathered; They contained 7,841 clean / ratio-
fluctuated / slightly noisy characters and 2,139 noisy / blurred ones.
3.2 Experimental Conditions
Normalization size for each sample was R = 64 pixels. Each feature vector consisted of 256
dimensional components (8 × 8 blocks × 4 directions). The dictionary was constructed by
averaging features from the training samples for each category. The following Euclidean dis-











In the adaptive normalization process, the adaptation iteration was set to the 1 time. N1 and
N2 were decided through a preliminary experiment. We used N1 = 128 for the aspect ratio
estimation and N2 = 16 for the recognition confidence measure.
3.3 Experimental Results
First, we compared the adaptive normalization technique to conventional fixed normaliza-
tion; the input pattern was normalized using a pre-defined aspect ratio. In this chapter we
applied the following two normalization flows as conventional techniques; In the first one
(Fixed normalization 1), multiply the shorter rectangular length by the normalization param-
eter, rt(= 1.0 ∼ 1.6), so that the input pattern becomes more square. For example, when
r0x < r0y, rx and ry are given by
rx = r0x · R/min(r0x · rt, r0y), (13)
ry = R, (14)
where min(, ) is the operation that returns the smaller element. When r0x > r0y, the operation is
applied to r0y in the same manner. Normalization with rt = 1.0 yields the normalized pattern
retaining the original aspect ratio of the input pattern as the standard normalization method.
On the other hand, the second conventional method (Fixed normalization 2) normalizes the
input pattern to a square shape; the horizontal and vertical lengths of the normalized pattern
are R and the aspect ratio is constant at 1.0.
Fig. 8. Classification rates versus normalization parameter
Figure 8 shows the 1st and 10th classification rates of the adaptive normalization method and
the two conventional techniques for all test data. The horizontal axis shows the normalization
parameter rt for fixed normalization 1. Figure 8 indicates that the adaptive normalization
yielded 12.3% better rates for the 1st classification rates and 5.8% better rates for the 10th rates
than the standard normalization, rt = 1.0. Also the best result of the 1st and 10th classification
rates obtained by rt = 1.3 in fixed normalization 1 and the 1st classification rate of fixed
normalization 2 are lower than that offered by the adaptive normalization. These results show
that the proposed adaptive normalization accurately estimates and determines the rectangular
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sizes for each input pattern in the presence of aspect ratio fluctuation. On the other hand, the
10th classification rate obtained by the fixed normalization 2 is only slightly higher than that
of the proposed adaptive normalization method. From these results, square normalization by
fixed normalization 2 seems to offset some degree of the ratio fluctuation in the compulsory
normalization method. However, this method deforms patterns of different categories to a
similar shape and so degrades the 1st classification rate.
Next, we examined the effectiveness of the proposed feature compensation technique. The
conventional method consists of the original directional feature without compensation tech-
nique. Adaptive normalization was applied to both features. Figure 9 shows the classification
rates of these methods for a data set containing only background noise and blur. The com-
pensated feature achieved about 8% better classification rates than the original one for all
candidate orders. In particular, for the top ten candidates, the compensated feature obtained
7.7% higher rates than the original one; that means our proposed method yielded 28% fewer
errors than the original one. This result proves that the proposed feature compensation ef-
fectively achieves robustness against image degradation such as that caused by background
noise and blur.
Fig. 9. Classification rates for each feature.
Finally, we evaluated the overall performance of the proposed method using all test data in-
cluding clean and degraded data. Figure 10 shows the classification rates for each method.
We used rt = 1.0 in fixed normalization 1 as the standard method retaining the original aspect
ratio of the input pattern. Figure 10 shows that adaptive normalization offers significantly
higher rates for every candidate order than the normalization method that holds the orig-
inal aspect ratio of the input pattern. Moreover, the compensated feature yields about 2%
higher classification rates than the original one for both fixed and adaptive normalization.
This advantage proves that our method can effectively offset the variation in features caused
by degradation without lowering the recognition accuracy for clean data. The results shown
in Figure 10 mean that our proposed method is effective for both fluctuation of aspect ratio as
deformation and background noise and blur as image degradation.
Fig. 10. Classification rates for all test data.
3.4 Discussion
We first evaluated the effect of ratio selection using the confidence measure. Table 1 shows the
classification rates with/without the ratio selection. From Table 1, the use of ratio selection
raised the recognition accuracy for both 1st and 10th rates. This shows that the proposed
confidence measure and ratio selection procedure are effective for avoiding over-fitting to
erroneous sizes.
1st rate 10th rate
With ratio selection 78.53% 91.93%
Without ratio selection 75.20% 90.56%
Table 1. Classification rates with/without ratio selection.
Next, we compared the classification rates obtained by adaptive normalization to those ob-
tained by fixed normalization 1 using ratio selection between rt = 1.0 and rt = 1.3 to examine
the effectiveness of aspect ratio estimation. Table 2 shows the 1st and 10th classification rates
for each method. From Table 2, the aspect ratio estimation yielded more appropriate ratios
automatically and so raised the recognition accuracy. It should be noted that it’s difficult to
know parameter rt = 1.3 for the best rates in fixed normalization 1 in advance.
1st rate 10th rate
Adaptive norm. 78.53% 91.93%
Fixed norm. 1 with ratio selection 78.12% 91.34%
Table 2. Classification rates using adaptive normalization and fixed normalization 1 with ratio
selection.
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sizes for each input pattern in the presence of aspect ratio fluctuation. On the other hand, the
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rates of these methods for a data set containing only background noise and blur. The com-
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candidate orders. In particular, for the top ten candidates, the compensated feature obtained
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errors than the original one. This result proves that the proposed feature compensation ef-
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Then, we examined the classification rates in repeating the adaptive normalization for vali-
dating the effect of the normalization iteration. Figure 11 shows the 1st and 10th classification
rates for each iteration with the adaptive normalization. When the iteration time, N1, is more
than 1, the classification rates for both 1st and 10th are saturated. This result indicates that the
adaptive normalization effectively estimates the rectangular sizes but has also limited ratio
estimation ability.
Fig. 11. Classification rates for each iteration time.
Moreover, we compared the CPU run time required for the recognition with adaptive normal-
ization to that with fixed normalization. The system resources and development environment
are as follows:
• CPU: Core2 Duo E6600 2.4GHz
• Memory: 1.5GB
• OS: Windows XP
• Language: C/C++
Table 3 shows the CPU run time per sample for each normalization method. The process
assessed ran from pattern normalization to classification, and the CPU run time was computed
by averaging the time taken to process each sample in the complete test data set. Table 3
shows that adaptive normalization has consumes more CPU run time. The increase is caused
by the repetition of feature extraction and classification and the addition of the ratio selection
process. However, this increase in time is offset by the increase in recognition accuracy.
CPU run time
Adaptive normalization 3.13 msec
Fixed normalization 1.97 msec
Table 3. CPU run time with each normalization method.
Figure 12 shows examples recognized correctly by the proposed method which were recog-
nized erroneously by the conventional one (correct result ← erroneous result). Figure 12 (a)
shows examples with ratio fluctuation and Figure 12 (b) shows examples with background
noise or blur. The upper row in (a) expresses first normalized patterns and their aspect ratios.
The lower one in (a) expresses adaptive normalized patterns and their aspect ratios. “Ave.
ratio” means the averaged aspect ratio of training data. Those examples show that the pro-
posed normalization method well handles aspect ratio fluctuation and can estimate the most
appropriate aspect ratios. With regard to the examples in (b), the proposed method effectively
compensated the feature fluctuation, and so suppressed errors.
(b) Background noise / blur
(a) Ratio fluctuation
Origin. ratio 0.45 Origin. ratio 0.56 Origin. ratio 0.61
Ave. ratio 0.70 Ave. ratio 1.0 Ave. ratio 1.0
Adapt. ratio 0.72 Adapt. ratio 0.90Adapt. ratio 0.95
Fig. 12. Examples of correct recognition.
Figure 13 shows examples recognized correctly by the original feature that were recognized
erroneously by the compensated one for the first candidate (correct category → erroneous
result). The errors in (a) are caused by the mis-normalization of the aspect ratio of the input
pattern, it approaches erroneous category’s ratio, and the failure of ratio selection using the
confidence measure. The errors in (b) are caused by the compensation of feature values on the
blocks deemed to be strongly degraded.
4. Conclusion
We have proposed a feature extraction method that is based on category-dependent pro-
cessing for the recognition of characters exhibiting both deformation and degradation. Our
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(b) Background noise / blur
(a) Ratio fluctuation
Origin. ratio 0.66 Origin. ratio 1.19 Origin. ratio 0.19
Ave. ratio 0.79 Ave. ratio 0.92 Ave. ratio 0.31
Adapt. ratio 0.89 Adapt. ratio 0.69Adapt. ratio 1.03
Fig. 13. Examples of mis-recognition.
method estimates the degrees of deformation and degradation of the input pattern by exploit-
ing category-specific information. The estimation realizes adaptive compensation of aspect
ratio fluctuations and feature value corruption caused by image degradation. Recognition ex-
periments with video texts exhibiting varying levels of deformation and degradation showed
that our method achieves higher classification rates than the conventional method.
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Handwriting is a skill that is personal to individuals. The term “handwriting” is defined to 
mean as a surface consisting of artificial graphic marks conveying some message through 
the mark’s conventional relation to language (Plamondon & Srihari, 2000). Handwriting 
recognition is the task of producing the symbolic form, from the stored information of the 
handwriting data. Handwriting data is captured and stored in its digital format either by 
scanning the writing on paper or by writing with a special pen on an electronic surface such 
as a digitizer combined with a liquid crystal display. The two approaches are respectively 
distinguished as off-line and on-line handwriting. On-line systems for handwriting 
recognition are available in hand-held computers such as PDAs with acceptable 
performance (Plamondon & Srihari, 2000). Off-line systems are less accurate than on-line 
systems due to their less informative data capturing device, which is usually the scanner. 
However, they are now good enough that they have a significant economic impact in 
specialized domains such as interpreting handwritten postal addresses on envelopes and 
reading courtesy amounts on bank cheques (Plamondon & Srihari, 2000). 
 
Comparing the achievements of various researches in this field is quite difficult as the 
databases and general approaches might differ. Testing done with different databases 
would give differing results as variations and complexity of the data in the databases are not 
the same. Similar issues are also with approaches. Approaches would differ in recognition of 
characters, digits, words, cursive, non-cursive, with or without post-processing.  Even 
though research in the area are extensive many more can be done at not necessarily in 
improving the percentage of accuracy but also at attempting to reduce complexity of its pre-
processing techniques, its classifier, its post-processing and also the need for huge databases 
for trainings. 
 
In this paper a hybrid approach of recognition is investigated with the fusion of Hidden 
Markov Model and Fuzzy Logic. The motivation behind this is to incorporate the syntactical 
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2. Handwritten Character Research 
According to (Arica & Yarman-Vural, 2001) in their article that reviews the research of 
character recognition (CR), the CR systems have evolved in three ages. The early ages are in 
the period of 1900-1980. The beginning of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) was said to 
have started with the objective of developing reading machines for the blind. In these early 
systems of automatic recognition of characters, area of concentrations are either in machine-
printed text or upon small set of well-distinguished handwritten text or symbols. Machine 
printed character recognition at that time used template matching in which an image was 
compared to a library of images. Statistical classifiers were mainly used for handwritten text, 
whereby feature vectors which were extracted using low-level image processing techniques 
on the binary image were fed to it.  
 
In the second period of development in the era of 1980s -1990s, the explosion of information 
technology has helped a rapid growth in the area of OCR. Structural approaches were 
introduced in many systems in addition to the statistical methods (Belaid & Haton, 1984; 
Shridhar & Badreldin, 1985). The CR research was focused basically on the shape 
recognition techniques without using any semantic information. Although an upper limit in 
the recognition rate was achieved, it was not sufficient in many practical applications. 
Reviews of character recognition research and development during this period for off-line 
can be found in (Mori et.al., 1992) and in (Suen et.al., 1990) for on-line cases.  
 
The 1990s period and onwards are referred as the advancements era, where the real 
progress in OCR systems is achieved. With the continuous growth in information 
technologies, new development tools and methodologies are utilized. In the beginning of 
this period, image processing and pattern recognition techniques were efficiently combined 
with artificial intelligence (AI) methodologies. Complex algorithms for character recognition 
systems were developed. With powerful computers and more accurate electronic 
equipments (e.g. scanners, cameras, and electronic tablets), efficient and modern use of 
methodologies such as neural networks (NNs), hidden Markov models (HMM), fuzzy set 
reasoning and natural language processing are possible. In recent systems for machine-
printed off-line (Avi-Itzhak et.al., 1995; Bazzi et.al. 1999) and limited vocabulary, user-
dependent on-line handwritten characters (Hu et.al., 2000; Meyer, 1995; Plamondon & 
Srihari, 2000) recognition rate are quite satisfactory for restricted applications. There is, 
however, still a long way to go in order to reach the ultimate goal of machine simulation of 
fluent human reading, especially for unconstrained on-line and off-line handwriting (Arica 
and Yarman-Vural, 2001). 
 
2.1 Methodologies of OCR Systems 
The methodologies that will be the topic of focus here are the methodologies of the off-line 
handwriting recognition. The sequence of approach for most of OCR systems would be to 
start the process from the pixel level and ending up with a meaningful text. This approach 
varies a great deal, depending upon the type of CR system and the methodology used. The 
literature review in the field of OCR indicates that these hierarchical tasks are grouped in 
the stages of preprocessing, segmentation, representation, training and recognition and 
postprocessing. In some methods, some of the stages are merged or omitted; in others a 
 
feedback mechanism is used to update the output of each stage. The three common 
alternative structures of word recognition systems are presented in Fig.1. 
 
Fig. 1. Common Alternative Structures of Handwritten Characters/Words Recognition 
Systems 
 
3. The Problem 
In constructing systems such as a classifier, in general there are two kinds of information 
available: numerical information from a measuring instrument and the linguistic 
information from a human expert. As the problem of handwritten character recognition 
deals with lots of variations and complexity of data, most of the time to use a purely 
statistical method would be too risky. In 1965, Zadeh introduced a modified set theory 
namely known as fuzzy sets (Zadeh, 1965). Fuzzy logic deals with fuzzy sets that classify 
using unsharp boundaries. Since the data of some of the handwritten characters are 
sometimes vaguely distinguishable, a fuzzy inference seems to be a very logical way to deal 
with the recognition. Fuzzy rule-based systems utilize linguistic variables and changing 
numerical data of an image into its linguistic form can be very challenging. Furthermore one 
of the major drawbacks of fuzzy logic is the lack of learning capabilities, unlike in neural 
networks and HMM, where its parameters can be trained. There have been efforts in this 
area where neuro-fuzzy systems are introduced. HMM has been used in a lot of the 
handwritten character/word recognition as a classifier of characters/words and as a hybrid 
approach with other methods (Wierer and Boston, 2007; Gilloux et. al, 1993). In this research 
project, HMM will instead be use in the preparation of linguistic variables of a fuzzy rule 
based recogniser. 
 
3.1 The Problem Solution 
A HMM model is a very useful tool to be incorporated into a fuzzy logic rule based system. 
It provides an approach that is compatible to the needs of a fuzzy system. The calculation of 
probabilities by a statistical model such as HMM provides a solid base for the more 
syntactical approach of a fuzzy system. HMM yields a more accurate assessment of 
probabilities for the linguistic variables of a fuzzy system. However the nature of fuzziness 
in the data captured for the offline handwritten characters recognition research makes a 
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feedback mechanism is used to update the output of each stage. The three common 
alternative structures of word recognition systems are presented in Fig.1. 
 
Fig. 1. Common Alternative Structures of Handwritten Characters/Words Recognition 
Systems 
 
3. The Problem 
In constructing systems such as a classifier, in general there are two kinds of information 
available: numerical information from a measuring instrument and the linguistic 
information from a human expert. As the problem of handwritten character recognition 
deals with lots of variations and complexity of data, most of the time to use a purely 
statistical method would be too risky. In 1965, Zadeh introduced a modified set theory 
namely known as fuzzy sets (Zadeh, 1965). Fuzzy logic deals with fuzzy sets that classify 
using unsharp boundaries. Since the data of some of the handwritten characters are 
sometimes vaguely distinguishable, a fuzzy inference seems to be a very logical way to deal 
with the recognition. Fuzzy rule-based systems utilize linguistic variables and changing 
numerical data of an image into its linguistic form can be very challenging. Furthermore one 
of the major drawbacks of fuzzy logic is the lack of learning capabilities, unlike in neural 
networks and HMM, where its parameters can be trained. There have been efforts in this 
area where neuro-fuzzy systems are introduced. HMM has been used in a lot of the 
handwritten character/word recognition as a classifier of characters/words and as a hybrid 
approach with other methods (Wierer and Boston, 2007; Gilloux et. al, 1993). In this research 
project, HMM will instead be use in the preparation of linguistic variables of a fuzzy rule 
based recogniser. 
 
3.1 The Problem Solution 
A HMM model is a very useful tool to be incorporated into a fuzzy logic rule based system. 
It provides an approach that is compatible to the needs of a fuzzy system. The calculation of 
probabilities by a statistical model such as HMM provides a solid base for the more 
syntactical approach of a fuzzy system. HMM yields a more accurate assessment of 
probabilities for the linguistic variables of a fuzzy system. However the nature of fuzziness 
in the data captured for the offline handwritten characters recognition research makes a 
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pure statistical approach a little inappropriate. Fuzzy logic has been used in many of the 
offline researches, giving an impressive result (Bouslama, 1997; Hanmandlu, 2003). There 
are many ways of using fuzzy classifier into the problem of handwritten character 
recognition and this paper proposes a method that does not need huge training sets and that 
is computationally simpler. 
 
Linguistic variables which are considered an important descriptive element in a fuzzy rule 
based system are prepared and trained by using HMM (Suliman et. al, 2007). Since the 
linguistic variables are just used at identifying strokes and curves from the input image not 
much training data will be needed as it would to train the HMM in identifying the strokes 
that made up the characters. This is in line with the motivation of this research as one of it is 
to minimize training data. Hence by incorporating HMM and fuzzy logic, it seems to be an 
idea worth investigating. 
 
In making the research more manageable, the area of concentration is scoped down to the 
recognition of isolated handwritten lowercase characters. The database used is The IRESTE 
On/Off (IRONOFF) Dual Handwriting Database, developed by researchers from University 
of Nantes, France. The IRONOFF database can be obtained by contacting: Christian VIARD-
GAUDIN: cviard@ireste.fr). 
 
3.2 The Proposed System Structure 
The structure of the whole system is illustrated in Fig. 2. The task of recognizing and 
classifying the characters from an image file, goes through a few processes as illustrated by 
the figure. The input image file is preprocessed using minimum preprocessing functions like 
binarization and thinning. The thinned image will then undergo a feature extraction process 
of chain-coding.  
 
Fig. 2. The System Structure 
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Fuzzy Rule Based Classifier Fuzzification Process 
 
The chain-coded image kept in a file, is then passed through a Hidden Markov Chain. The 
HMM will be processing the chain-codes and the output produced would be the identified 
strokes and its associated log-likelihood. These log-likelihood values are then converted to 
probabilities and pass through fuzzification process producing meaningful linguistic terms 
for the variables. The linguistic variables will then be used by a set of fuzzy rules to classify 
the character accordingly. 
 
4. Hidden Markov Model 
HMM is a doubly statistical process with an underlying Markov process that is not directly 
observable (hidden), but can only be observed through another set of statistical processes 
that produce the sequence of observed symbols (Rabiner, 1989; Kundu & He, 1991). The 
HMM is characterized by a finite-state Markov chain and a set of output distributions.  
 
Following are the notations introduced by (Rabiner, 1989). The elements of the first-order 
HMM for character recognition are formally defined as follows. 
i) N, the number of states in the model. Even though the states are usually hidden often 
there are some physical significance attached to the states or to set of states of the 
models.  
 
ii) M, the number of distinct observation symbols per state. The observation symbols 
correspond to the physical output of the system being modeled. The individual 
symbols are denoted as V = {v1, v2,….. vm}.  
 
iii)  The state transition probability distribution A= {aij} where ,   
 
 aij = P[qi+1 = Si | qt = Si],      1 <= i,j <= N  
 










v) The intial state distribution π = { πi},  where 
 
 π i  = P[q1 = Si],   1≤  i ≤ N    
 
 Given appropriate values of N, M, A, B and π, the HMM can be used as a generator 
to give an observation sequence, 
 
Hence, a model can be denoted by a parameter set   = (A, B, π). 
As according to (Rabiner, 1989), there are three basic problems of interest in an HMM. 
Problem 1 is the evaluation problem, namely given a model and a sequence of observations, 
how do we compute the probability that the observed sequence was produced by the model. 
This problem allows the model that best matches the observation be chosen. Problem 2 is 
where we attempt to uncover the hidden part of the model, i.e. to find the ‘correct’ state 
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Hence, a model can be denoted by a parameter set   = (A, B, π). 
As according to (Rabiner, 1989), there are three basic problems of interest in an HMM. 
Problem 1 is the evaluation problem, namely given a model and a sequence of observations, 
how do we compute the probability that the observed sequence was produced by the model. 
This problem allows the model that best matches the observation be chosen. Problem 2 is 
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sequence. Problem 3 is the one in which we adjust the model parameters so as to best 
describe how a given observation sequence comes about. The observation sequence used to 
adjust the model parameters is called a training sequence since it is used to “train” the 
HMM. The training problem is a crucial one for most applications of HMMs, since it allows 
us to optimally adapt model parameters to observed training data – i.e. to create best models 
for real phenomena. This is part of machine learning. 
 
Since our problem would be an evaluation problem whereby, given a model and a sequence 
of observations, how do we compute the probability that the observed sequence was 
produced by the model or also viewed as one of scoring how well a given model matches a 
given observation sequence. In our view point we are considering a case in which we are 
trying to choose among several competing models, the model which best matches the 
observations. As such Problem 1 will be of our concern. Problem 3 will also be needed as we 
need to first train the model parameters to the observed training data. With this we would 
be incorporating the concept of machine learning into the system. Since the two problems 
will be used in this research work, both of the solutions to the problem are elaborated 
below. 
 
Solution to Problem 1 
As we wish to calculate the probability of the observation sequence O = O1, O2 ,..., OT given 
the model λ, i.e. P(O| λ), a more efficient procedure to use would be the forward procedure 
(Kundu and He, 1991). Consider the following forward variable )(it defined as  
 1 2( ) ( .... , | ),t t ti P O O O q St     
αt(i) may then be solved inductively as follows , 
1. Initialization, 
   
2. Induction : 
   
3. Termination : 
   
 
In modelling the problem to an HMM, the observation sequence would be the extracted 
chain-codes of the hand-written characters images. The chain codes will then be fed to the 
appropriate HMM of strokes to be identified. The codes will be ‘churned’ by the HMM and 
as a result strokes will be identified together with its associated probabilities. The strokes as 
identified will go through a fuzzification algorithm that will change it to linguistic variables 
which will then be utilized by a fuzzy classifier.  























Solution to Problem 3  
The third problem is the most difficult as it is to determine a method to adjust the model 
parameters (A, B, π) to maximize the probability of the observation sequence given the 
model. There is no known way to analytically solve for the model which maximizes the 
probability of the observation sequence. However we can choose    = (A, B, π) such that 
P(O| ) is locally maximized using an iterative procedure such as Baum-Welch method or 
equivalent. Here the iterative procedure of Baum-Welch will be discussed as a solution for 
problem 3. 
To implement the solution we will first need to define the variable ( )t i  the probability of 
being in state iS at time t and then define ( , )t i j the probability of being in state iS  at time t 
and state jS  at time t+1, given the model and the observation sequence, i.e.: 
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t i expected number of transition from .iS  
The Baum-Welch re-estimation formulas for A,B and π are  
 


















































Iterative application of these formulas will converge to a local maxima of ( | )P O  . 
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5. Fuzzy Logic 
Fuzzy logic refers to all of the theories and technologies that employ fuzzy sets, which are 
classes with unsharp boundaries. Not as in a classical set theory, the concept in fuzzy sets 
does not have a well defined natural boundary. A representation of the concept closer to 
human interpretation is to allow a gradual transition. In order to achieve this, the notion of 
membership in a set needs to become a matter of degree. This is the essence of fuzzy sets.  
 
A fuzzy logic system would usually consist of the following: 
a)  A fuzzification unit which maps the measured inputs, which might be in the form of 
crisp values, into the fuzzy linguistic values used by the fuzzy reasoning mechanism. 
b) A knowledge based which is the collection of the expert control rules (knowledge) 
needed to achieve the control goal. 
c) A fuzzy reasoning mechanism which performs various fuzzy logic operations to infer the 
control action for the given fuzzy inputs. 
d) A defuzzification unit which converts the inferred fuzzy control action into the required 
crisp control value. 
In this research it is to the first part of the fuzzy logic system that an HMM Model is 
introduced to. The fuzzy linguistic values are extracted and quantified by an HMM Model. 
As previously mentioned, the extracted chain-codes of the hand-written character images 
will then be fed to a few HMM models of strokes to be identified. As a result, strokes will be 
identified together with its associated log likelihoods which may in turn be used derive to 
probabilities. The strokes as identified will go through a fuzzification algorithm that will 
change it to linguistic variables which will then be utilized by a set of fuzzy rules to 
determine the class of the character. 
 
6. The Pre-processing Phase 
The raw data of handwritten characters, no matter how it is acquired, will be subjected to a 
number of preprocessing steps to make it useable. The preprocessing phase aims to extract 
the relevant textual parts and prepares them for segmentation and recognition. The main 
objectives of preprocessing are i) noise reduction, (ii) normalization of data and (iii) 
compression in the amount of information to be retained. In noise reduction alone there are 
hundreds of available techniques which can be categorized into three major groups of 
filtering, morphological operations and noise modelling (Serra, 1994;  Sonka & Boyle,  1999). 
Filters can be designed for smoothing (Legault & Suen, 1997), sharpening (Leu, 2000), 
thresholding (Solihin & Leedham, 1999), removing slightly textured background (Lee & Fan, 
2000) and contrast adjustment process (Polesel et. al., 1997). Various morphological 
operations can be designed to connect broken strokes (Atici & Yarman-Vural, 2001), 
decomposed the connected strokes (Chen et. al., 1994), smooth the contours, prune the wild 




In this research work a minimal number of preprocessing processes are used. The 
preprocessing steps are shown in Fig. 3. An image file of handwritten character will first be 
read and binarized. Then reference line of upper and lower base line of the character will be 
estimated. The estimation of the upper and lower base line will be used to classify the 
characters into its three groups of either ascenders (e.g.  h, l, t, f, d, b), descenders (e.g. g, p, q, 
y) or neither (e.g. a, c, e, i, m, n etc.) . The subsequent sections will explained further the pre-
processing phase undertaken in this research. 
 
Pre-processing Steps 
Step 1:  
 
Binarize the character image.  
Input:   An image file of the character in .bmp format 
Results:   A matrix of the character image in 0’s (for background) and 1’s (for 
the foreground that makes up the character contour). 
Step 2: Estimate Reference Line to classify the three groups of characters (ascenders, 
descenders, neither). 
Input:   The character matrix from Step 1. 
Results:  A classification of the character into its 3 groups. To be used as one of 
the character features in the fuzzy inference system. 
Step 3: Thinned the image into edges of one pixel thick. 
Input:  The character matrix from Step 1. 
Results: A character matrix with all (or at least most of) its edges with one pixel 
thickness only. 
Fig. 3. Pre-processing Steps 
 
6.1 Binarization 
When an image is captured, it is stored in the form of pixel density value, which means each 
pixel has the value of a 0-255 (for a gray scaled image). Many researchers choose to work 
with a binarize image where all the grey value will be threshold and converted to either 0 
for white (background) and 1 for black (foreground). This process is known as binarization. 
The method used to binarize is known as thresholding. In thresholding, the gray-scale or 
color images are represented as binary images by picking a threshold value. The two 
categories of thresholding are global and local thersholding. In global thresholding, one 
threshold value is used for the entire document image which is often based on an estimation 
of the background intensity level with that of the image using an intensity histogram (Chen 
et. al., 1994). Local or adaptive thresholding use different values for each pixel according to 
the local area information (Saula & Pietikainen, 2000).  Local thresholding is commonly used 
in works that involve images that are of varying level of intensities, such as pictures from 
satellites cameras or medical scanned images. For simple images like handwriting, where 
the characters are written on a white background, using a global threshold would suffice to 
distinguish the background and the foreground. Fig. 4 displays an image of the character ‘e’ 
in its image file format of .bmp and the same character after it had been binaries and save in 
a text (.txt) file. 
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distinguish the background and the foreground. Fig. 4 displays an image of the character ‘e’ 
in its image file format of .bmp and the same character after it had been binaries and save in 
a text (.txt) file. 
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traverse from the mid line to the lower baseline. Taking a threshold T, that is the average 
density of the character, we scan through density vector and the first line that have a density 
value that is lower than T, would be consider as the middle line. The middle line produced 
was a better option than the mid line gotten from the average of the lower and the upper 
lines. This estimate of the middle line was favourable enough for the next step. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Algorithm for grouping characters 
 
Once the upper, middle and lower lines had been placed, the character will be heuristically 
categorized into an ascender, a descender or neither. The algorithm for the simple heuristic 
technique used in the research is given Fig. 6. The grouping of the characters into the 3 
groups are  utilized directly by the recognition phase and if grouped correctly it would have 
scoped down the classification phase from the 26 possibilities (26 alphabets of a .. z ) to 
about a third lesser of possibilities. 
 
The heuristic technique was compared to an HMM model created to group the character 
using the vertical density of the image. Relying on the fact that some of the characters in a 
certain group would be denser in the upper zone than the lower zone and so on, the result 
of the grouping using the heuristic method is given in Table 1. The heuristic technique yield 






Neither Ascenders Descenders Total 
Neither 94.39 3.57 2.04 100.0 
Ascender 21.43 63.09 15.48 100.0 
Descenders 27.38 19.05 53.57 100.0 
Table 1. Confusion matrix of the three groups of characters 
 
6.3 Thinning 
There are a number of algorithms available for the thinning process. Thinning algorithms 
has to satisfy among others the following two constraints: 
 Connectivity must be maintained at each iteration. Removal of border pixels must not 
cause discontinuities. 
 The end of the thinned shape limbs must not be shorten. 
Gap1 = upper line – middle line 
Gap2 = middle line – lower line 
 
If Gap1 is small or Gap2 is small 
      Alphabet is Neither 
else  
   if density in upper zone > density in lower zone 
  Alphabet is Descender 
Else 
               Alphabet is Ascender 
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traverse from the mid line to the lower baseline. Taking a threshold T, that is the average 
density of the character, we scan through density vector and the first line that have a density 
value that is lower than T, would be consider as the middle line. The middle line produced 
was a better option than the mid line gotten from the average of the lower and the upper 
lines. This estimate of the middle line was favourable enough for the next step. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Algorithm for grouping characters 
 
Once the upper, middle and lower lines had been placed, the character will be heuristically 
categorized into an ascender, a descender or neither. The algorithm for the simple heuristic 
technique used in the research is given Fig. 6. The grouping of the characters into the 3 
groups are  utilized directly by the recognition phase and if grouped correctly it would have 
scoped down the classification phase from the 26 possibilities (26 alphabets of a .. z ) to 
about a third lesser of possibilities. 
 
The heuristic technique was compared to an HMM model created to group the character 
using the vertical density of the image. Relying on the fact that some of the characters in a 
certain group would be denser in the upper zone than the lower zone and so on, the result 
of the grouping using the heuristic method is given in Table 1. The heuristic technique yield 






Neither Ascenders Descenders Total 
Neither 94.39 3.57 2.04 100.0 
Ascender 21.43 63.09 15.48 100.0 
Descenders 27.38 19.05 53.57 100.0 
Table 1. Confusion matrix of the three groups of characters 
 
6.3 Thinning 
There are a number of algorithms available for the thinning process. Thinning algorithms 
has to satisfy among others the following two constraints: 
 Connectivity must be maintained at each iteration. Removal of border pixels must not 
cause discontinuities. 
 The end of the thinned shape limbs must not be shorten. 
Gap1 = upper line – middle line 
Gap2 = middle line – lower line 
 
If Gap1 is small or Gap2 is small 
      Alphabet is Neither 
else  
   if density in upper zone > density in lower zone 
  Alphabet is Descender 
Else 
               Alphabet is Ascender 
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Since the image of handwritten words are relatively small and less elaborate and less convex 
than an image of other objects, a slightly simpler version of a thinning algorithm would 
suffice. The thinning process used in this research is a one pass thinning algorithm that has 
been slightly modified to ensure connectivity and at the same time to repair any repairable 
discontinuities. An example of a binarize image of the same character ‘e’ as in Fig. 4, which 
is before thinning procedure, is shown in Fig. 6 after it had been thinned. The chain-coded 
version of the same ‘e’ is in Fig. 7 and will be explained in the next section. 
 
  
Fig. 6. A thinned binarize image of ‘e’ Fig. 7. An image of chain-coded “e” 
 
With the process of thinning where pixels are removed, sometimes the image can get broken 
or disjointed. To cater for such cases, images that had been thinned will be passed through a 
special function that would check and repair simple disjointed edge that was caused by 
thinning.  
 
7. The Feature Extraction Phase 
The feature extraction phase in a handwriting recognition system is agreed by many (Suen, 
1986; Impedovo et. al., 1991; Arica & Yarman-Vural, 2001) to hold a very important role. 
Feature extraction can be defined as the process of extracting distinctive information from 
the matrices of digitized characters. In OCR applications it is important to extract those 
features that will enable the system to discriminate between all the character classes that 
exist. A suggested reading on the survey of feature extraction methods for handwriting 
recognition would be (Oh et. al. 1999).  
 
Geometrical and topological representation is one of the many feature extraction methods 
used in the OCR research. This method has proven to be the most popular feature extraction 
method amongst researchers (Blumstein & Verma, 1999). This type of representation is able 
to encode some knowledge about the structure of the object or may provide some 
knowledge as to what sort of components make up that object. There are hundreds of 
topological and geometrical representations than can be grouped to a few categories (Arica 
& Yarman-Vural, 2001). 
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One popular category in geometrical and topological representation of features is by 
extracting and counting topological structures. Common primitive structures that are 
searched from a character or word image are strokes which may be as simple as lines and 
arcs or as complex as curves and splines. Characters and words can be successfully 
represented by extracting and counting many topological features such as the extreme 
points, maxima and minima, cusps above and below a threshold, openings, cross points (x), 
branch points (T), line ends, loops and many more (Madhvanath & Govindaraju 1999; 
Madhvanath et. al., 1999). 
 
Coding is a category where the strokes of the character are mapped into chain-codes. One of 
the most popular coding schemes is Freeman’s chain code (Freeman, 1974) even though 
there are many versions of chain coding. Fig. 9. shows a directional guide of a Freeman 
Code. The following section will discuss the process of chain coding as used in this research 
work. 
 
Once the image has been pre-processed and chain-codes of the character to be classified had 
been stored, it is now ready for the feature extraction phase. The feature extraction phase is 
just as important as the classification phase. In this research work the feature extracted will 
be used solely as the input for the classification phase. This component is regarded as very 
important because the focal point of the research lies in the success of the features extracted. 
Fig. 8 gives an account of the steps in the feature extraction phase.  
 
Feature Extraction Steps  
Step 1: Decode the one-pixel thinned image into chain codes using the 
Freeman code of directions. 
Step 2: Examine the segments of chain codes that made up the 
character, to decide which HMM Models to call. 
Step 3: Call the appropriate HMM Models for the segments. This will 
produce log-likelihood values of the strokes identified. Take the 
possibilities of all strokes that are above its lower threshold 
value. 
Step 4: Change the log-likelihood values of the strokes into numbers 
between 0 to 1 to reflect the probability values. 
Fig. 8. Feature Extraction Steps  
 
7.1 Chain coding 
The one-dimensional model of the image is obtained by tracing the contour edges of the 
character image and representing the path by Freeman chain codes. The objective of the 
edge tracing would be to get chain codes that would traverse an image of a handwritten 
character as naturally as it would as it was written. The challenge of the chain-coding 
process would lies very much on the way the image would be traverse and the starting 
point of the traversing method. A same image will produce a different chain-code if it starts 
from a different point or traverse in a different direction. Consistency is required in order to 
minimize variations in chain-codes of the same character.  
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Since the image of handwritten words are relatively small and less elaborate and less convex 
than an image of other objects, a slightly simpler version of a thinning algorithm would 
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method amongst researchers (Blumstein & Verma, 1999). This type of representation is able 
to encode some knowledge about the structure of the object or may provide some 
knowledge as to what sort of components make up that object. There are hundreds of 
topological and geometrical representations than can be grouped to a few categories (Arica 
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One popular category in geometrical and topological representation of features is by 
extracting and counting topological structures. Common primitive structures that are 
searched from a character or word image are strokes which may be as simple as lines and 
arcs or as complex as curves and splines. Characters and words can be successfully 
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Coding is a category where the strokes of the character are mapped into chain-codes. One of 
the most popular coding schemes is Freeman’s chain code (Freeman, 1974) even though 
there are many versions of chain coding. Fig. 9. shows a directional guide of a Freeman 
Code. The following section will discuss the process of chain coding as used in this research 
work. 
 
Once the image has been pre-processed and chain-codes of the character to be classified had 
been stored, it is now ready for the feature extraction phase. The feature extraction phase is 
just as important as the classification phase. In this research work the feature extracted will 
be used solely as the input for the classification phase. This component is regarded as very 
important because the focal point of the research lies in the success of the features extracted. 
Fig. 8 gives an account of the steps in the feature extraction phase.  
 
Feature Extraction Steps  
Step 1: Decode the one-pixel thinned image into chain codes using the 
Freeman code of directions. 
Step 2: Examine the segments of chain codes that made up the 
character, to decide which HMM Models to call. 
Step 3: Call the appropriate HMM Models for the segments. This will 
produce log-likelihood values of the strokes identified. Take the 
possibilities of all strokes that are above its lower threshold 
value. 
Step 4: Change the log-likelihood values of the strokes into numbers 
between 0 to 1 to reflect the probability values. 
Fig. 8. Feature Extraction Steps  
 
7.1 Chain coding 
The one-dimensional model of the image is obtained by tracing the contour edges of the 
character image and representing the path by Freeman chain codes. The objective of the 
edge tracing would be to get chain codes that would traverse an image of a handwritten 
character as naturally as it would as it was written. The challenge of the chain-coding 
process would lies very much on the way the image would be traverse and the starting 
point of the traversing method. A same image will produce a different chain-code if it starts 
from a different point or traverse in a different direction. Consistency is required in order to 
minimize variations in chain-codes of the same character.  
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The image is traversed using the connected component analysis algorithm. It then performs 
a traversal of the skeleton, segmenting it into strokes separated by points that have one or 
more than three neighbours (since these points are either endpoints or junctions where 
different strokes meet). The general steps followed in traversing the image are given in Fig. 
10. The algorithm is implemented as a recursive function in C codes. It will traverse a body 
of connected components recursively and return to the calling function once all the pixels in 
the connected component have been cleared. It will be called again if there are still 
connected components left in the image.  
 
  
Fig. 9. Freeman’s Directional Guide Fig. 10. Algorithm for Traversing the Image 
 
An example of an image of character “e”, the same character used in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6., is 
shown in Fig. 7, after it has been chain coded. From the chain codes of the character, features 
such as the type of strokes will be extracted. The strokes will be identified with a set of 
probabilities. How these features are extracted by means of HMM and later used by a fuzzy 
inference system for classification is the other novelty of this research work.  
 
7.2 Extracting Features from Chain-codes 
After a careful study of the different types of stroke directions in a character set a few types 
are selected and thought to have distinguishing factors to identify a character class. Table 1 
shows the types of strokes that are used to distinguish the characters. In order to simply the 
strokes without needing to consider the way it might be traverse, codes that visually 
produced the same, the directions are usually combined. For example, in identifying a 
vertical stroke, if the image is traverse from bottom up then the direction will be North and 
if it is traverse top to bottom the directions will be South. Of course the traversing method is 
meant to be consistent and it will always traverse the same way, but just in case, the 
directions are disregarded and both will be considered as a vertical stroke. Hence are true 
for the Horizontal stroke, the Right Slant and the Left Slant. 
 
The other two obvious strokes are named as the C-curve and the D-curve. The last two 
strokes will be given the highest priorities in the investigation of strokes. In the case where 
the curve might be broken and not too distinguishable then the normal NSEW directions 
will be investigated. The combination of these smaller identifiable strokes can still make a 
good set of features for producing linguistic variables. The C-curve would be a prominent 
feature in characters like a, c, d, e etc., and the D-curve in characters like b, p, etc. Some of 
the characters may have the combinations of both curves and some may have a fuller curve 
than others. All these differences are projected in the linguistic that will describe the strokes. 
While there are still edges to be traverse 
Begin 
      Find the starting point to traverse. 
      From starting point till junction point or end  point    
     Begin 
Find and store the direction code of the point 
by investigating its neighbour position. 
                 Once done, cleared pixel from image. 
      End  
End 
 
The codes that form the strokes and the visual examples of some of the strokes investigated 
are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 11.  
 
Types of Strokes Identified Corresponding Direction Codes 
Horizontal lines   4 or 0 
Vertical lines    2 or 6 
Right Slant 1 , 2, 0 or 5, 4 , 6 
Left Slant 3, 2, 4 or 7, 6, 0 
Loop 6, 5, 4, 7, 0, 1, 2, 3 
Right Hook  6, 7, 0 1 
Left Hook 6, 5, 4, 3 
C – curves    7, 6 , 4, 5 or 1, 2, 4, 3 
D-curves      5, 6, 0, 7 or 3, 2, 0, 1 




Fig. 11. Visual examples of some of the strokes identified (from left to right: Right hook, Left 
hook, C-curve, D-curve, U-curve). 
 
From the chain codes of the character, features such as the type of strokes will be extracted. 
The strokes will be identified with a set of probabilities. HMM as mentioned before will be 
used for this purpose. In addition to the standard left-right model, null transitions are used 
for state skipping, which allows the model to tolerate omissions of some features, whereas 
self loops are used for modelling the repetition of features. Most of the strokes shared the 
same model topology. It was tested during development of the models, that increasing the 
number of states in the model does not improve the probabilities too much. This is probably 
because the strokes are all relatively very simple. However it is found that the best is to have 
models for as many strokes variation rather than having one and conclude its variations 
from the emerged log-likelihood values. For example, rather than have one model for 
vertical line, we tend to have a few such as for right slant, left slant, very tall vertical and 
small vertical lines. Since types of stroke played a distinguishing factor in the classification 
phase, its identification is considered very important.  
The major drawback of using chain codes as the features for the HMM model is the 
observation symbols (which are the Freeman direction codes) are usually common and 
appear in more than one stroke models. One very important observation made during the 
development of the HMM models for the various strokes is, it is difficult to distinguish 
strokes that have similar observation symbols. If we were to pass the chain codes for 
Vertical_Lines to both the C_curve’s HMM Model and the Vertical_Lines’s HMM Model, it 
will be recognized by both and sometimes the log-likelihood values alone would not be 
enough to ascertain which model fits the chain codes better. In order to minimize confusion 
that might occur in the identification of the strokes, the of list chain codes to be processed 
would first be scanned through for two purposes. The first intent is to clean the list from any 
spurious direction codes that might appear in the strokes. This is done by removing any 
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The image is traversed using the connected component analysis algorithm. It then performs 
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than others. All these differences are projected in the linguistic that will describe the strokes. 
While there are still edges to be traverse 
Begin 
      Find the starting point to traverse. 
      From starting point till junction point or end  point    
     Begin 
Find and store the direction code of the point 
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                 Once done, cleared pixel from image. 
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Fig. 11. Visual examples of some of the strokes identified (from left to right: Right hook, Left 
hook, C-curve, D-curve, U-curve). 
 
From the chain codes of the character, features such as the type of strokes will be extracted. 
The strokes will be identified with a set of probabilities. HMM as mentioned before will be 
used for this purpose. In addition to the standard left-right model, null transitions are used 
for state skipping, which allows the model to tolerate omissions of some features, whereas 
self loops are used for modelling the repetition of features. Most of the strokes shared the 
same model topology. It was tested during development of the models, that increasing the 
number of states in the model does not improve the probabilities too much. This is probably 
because the strokes are all relatively very simple. However it is found that the best is to have 
models for as many strokes variation rather than having one and conclude its variations 
from the emerged log-likelihood values. For example, rather than have one model for 
vertical line, we tend to have a few such as for right slant, left slant, very tall vertical and 
small vertical lines. Since types of stroke played a distinguishing factor in the classification 
phase, its identification is considered very important.  
The major drawback of using chain codes as the features for the HMM model is the 
observation symbols (which are the Freeman direction codes) are usually common and 
appear in more than one stroke models. One very important observation made during the 
development of the HMM models for the various strokes is, it is difficult to distinguish 
strokes that have similar observation symbols. If we were to pass the chain codes for 
Vertical_Lines to both the C_curve’s HMM Model and the Vertical_Lines’s HMM Model, it 
will be recognized by both and sometimes the log-likelihood values alone would not be 
enough to ascertain which model fits the chain codes better. In order to minimize confusion 
that might occur in the identification of the strokes, the of list chain codes to be processed 
would first be scanned through for two purposes. The first intent is to clean the list from any 
spurious direction codes that might appear in the strokes. This is done by removing any 
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symbols that appear only once in a list of chain codes that is longer than 5. The second 
purpose is to determine which HMM model to be invoked and thus reduce the degree of 
confusion to ascertain the types of strokes through its log-likelihood values alone. The 
general algorithm for the above mentioned tasks is given in Fig. 12. The decision to 
determine which HMM models to be called is by examining the number of different 
symbols that occurred in the chain codes. For a list of chain codes that have the occurrence 
of 4 or more different symbols, it is assumed that the stroke are complex and as such it will 
fit the description of a curve or loop, and so the corresponding HMM model would be 
called. For a list of chain codes that is made of less than 4 symbols would be considered as 
simple strokes and the appropriate model will be called. 
 
 
Fig. 12. Algorithm to Determine HMM Models to be invoked 
 
7.3 Preparing Input for Linguistic Variables 
A linguistic variable enables its value to be described both qualitatively by a linguistic term 
(i.e. a symbol serving as the name of a fuzzy set) and quantitatively by a corresponding 
membership function (which express the meaning of the fuzzy set). Linguistic term is used 
to express concepts and knowledge in human communication, whereas membership 
function is useful for processing numeric input data.  
 
In this research the classification component of the system which is based on the concept of 
fuzzy logic is developed purely using Mathlab Toolbox of Fuzzy Logic. This component will 
be discussed in the next section. Since we will be utilizing Mathlab for this purpose all the 
fuzzification process of the linguistic variables and the inference for the classification are just 
a matter of invoking the functions in the toolbox. The fuzzy inference system, or FIS as it is 
known in Mathlab, however accepts probabilities of the input variables in order to change it 
to its corresponding linguistic variables. Since the HMM models of the strokes, give as an 
Procedure for Determining Which HMM Model to invoke  
 
Create and initialize an array to hold the count for each of the 8 possible 
observation symbols in a list of chain codes 
 
Count the occurrence of each symbol in the list of  
  
Clean the list from any spurious symbols that might appear in the chain codes, 
i.e. any symbols that only occur once in a list that is longer than 4 will be 
removed. 
 
Count the number of different symbols that appear in the chain codes 
 
If (Count is more than 3) 
 Call HMM Models for curves and loop 
Else  
 Call HMM Models for N,S,E,W and other simpler strokes 
 
output the log-likelihood of the strokes fitting the model λ = (A, B, π), it is our task to change 
the log-likelihood values to a value resembling probability (value between 0 and 1). The log-
likelihood values, which computation is based on a series of intensive calculations of 
forward and backward variables and then re-estimation in the training part, and this values 
will then be used in the calculation of the forward variable again in the testing part inclusive 
of scaling in order to avoid the values going too small and to infinity, would usually gives a 
value that is very unlike a probability. In order to change these values to more meaningful 
probability values a simple method is employed. 
 
During testing, the most perfect and the least perfect strokes of each type will be carefully 
selected and tested. The term “perfect” in describing any type of strokes would be a stroke 
that is most prominent in visibility of the image to resemble the contour of the stroke in 
question. For example for a vertical line (South), that would be the tallest and the most 
vertical of lines, such as in the character “p” or “d” or “l” and so on. The description of 
“least perfect” would be strokes that have minimum features to fit the category, e.g. in this 
example would be a very short vertical line. The log-likelihood value of the perfect stroke, 
named it x, would be used as an upper threshold and the log-likelihood value of the least 
perfect stroke, named it y, will be used as a lower threshold, i.e. the threshold of acceptance.   
 
Log-likelihood of the current stroke being investigated name it m,  
 
To illustrate the idea further, assumed the example below.  
 
Assuming the following chain codes of a south stroke (6 6 6 6 6 7 6 6 6 7 6 6 6 7 6 6 7), yields 
a log-likelihood of, named it m, -18.357026. Assume x = -31.981509 and y = -3.427863.  So, the 




















As such, anything below this threshold value would not be accepted. Of course this upper 
and lower threshold values differ from stroke to stroke. These probability values need only 
to be fed to the FIS designed for the classification task for it to be fuzzify into its 
corresponding linguistic variables and be used in the classification task.  
 
8. Classification Phase 
A HMM model is a very useful tool to be incorporated into a fuzzy logic rule based system. 
It provides an approach that is compatible to the needs of the system. The derivation of 
probabilities by a statistical model such as HMM provides a solid base for the more 
syntactical approach of a fuzzy system. HMM yields a more accurate assessment of a log-
likelihood which may in turn be used to derive probabilities for the linguistic variables of a 
fuzzy system. The set of steps employed in the classification phase is given in Fig. 13. 
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Classification Phase: Steps in Fuzzy Inferencing 
Step 1: Fuzzification of the input variables: 
Determine to which degree the input variables belong to each 
of the appropriate fuzzy sets via membership functions.  
Step 2: Application of the fuzzy operator (AND or OR) to multiple 
part antecedents: 
Using as input two or more membership values from fuzzified 
input variables, a single truth value will emerge as output. The 
output is the degree of support for the rule. 
Step 3: Application of implication method from the antecedent to the 
consequent: 
Using the single value from the antecedent which is the degree 
of support for the entire rule to shape the output fuzzy set. If 
the antecedent is only partially true, (i.e., is assigned a value 
less than 1), then the output fuzzy set is truncated according to 
the implication method. 
Step 4: Aggregation of the consequents across the rules: 
Testing is done on all rules in the FIS, and so the rules outputs 
must be aggregated to make a decision. The inputs to this 
process are the outputs from each rule’s antecedent and the 
output is one fuzzy set for each output variable. 
Step 5: Defuzzification: 
The fuzzy set from the aggregated output is defuzzify to 
produce a single number output from the set. 
Fig. 13. Classification Phase: Steps in Fuzzy Inferencing 
 
The classification phase of the system is based on the concept of fuzzy rules developed 
using Mathlab (Version 7.4.0). The fuzzy inference system (FIS) was built using Mathlab 
GUI tools from its Fuzzy Logic Toolbox.  
 
A fuzzy rule has two components, an if-part (referred as the antecedent) and a then-part 
(referred to as the consequent). The structure of fuzzy rule is identical to that of a 
conventional rule in artificial intelligence. The main difference is the antecedent of a fuzzy 
rule is described by a linguistic variable and a membership function. A linguistic variable is 
like a composition of symbolic variable and a numeric variable. Numeric variables are 
frequently used in science, engineering, mathematics, medicine and many other disciplines 
while symbolic variables play an important role in AI and decision sciences. Using the 
notion of the linguistic variable to combine these two kinds of variables into a uniform 
framework is one of the main reasons that fuzzy logic has been successful in offering 
intelligent approaches in engineering and many other areas that deal with continuous 
problem domain. 
 
The features extracted by the HMM yields a very good medium for further conversion of the 
linguistic variables. The strokes as identified, together with its probability will go through 
the process of fuzzification. The triangular and the trapezoidal membership functions were 
used to change the strokes probability into its linguistic variable forms. The two 
 
membership functions were chosen due to their simple formulas and computational 
efficiencies. Examples of the linguistic variables used are : “Very Tall Right_Slant”, “Very 
Tall Vertical_Line”, as in l’s, or as in some of d’s or b’s. “Tall C_curve” as in c’s, “small 
C_curve” as appear in d’s, a’s and so on.  When the HMM models were used with the fuzzy 
rules to recognize the handwritten characters, a favorable results was achieved. 
 
8.1 Fuzzy Rule Based 
The fuzzy rule-based is comprised of fuzzy if-then rules that are used to formulate the 
conditional statements that comprise fuzzy logic. A single fuzzy if-then rule assumes the 
form,     
 if x is A then y is B,  
 
where A and B are linguistic values defined by fuzzy sets on the ranges (universes of 
discourse) X and Y, respectively. The if-part of the rule "x is A" is called the antecedent or 
premise, while the then-part of the rule "y is B" is called the consequent or conclusion. If the 
antecedent is true to some degree of membership, then the consequent is also true to that 
same degree. 
 
The antecedent of a rule can have multiple parts, in which case all parts of the antecedent 
are calculated simultaneously and resolved to a single number using the logical operators as 
described in the preceding section. Example of such rule as in the rule-based is as below: 
 
If descender is certain and RightCurve is medium and  VerticalLine is tall then Char_p is definite 
 
Another example of one the rule from the fuzzy rule-based that describes character ‘d’ is:  
  
If ascender is certain and LeftCurve is medium and Vertical_line is tall then Char_d is definite 
 
The rule above gives a perfect description of character ‘d’. There are other rules that describe 
all the combination of the linguistic variables that gives the description that would match 
the character to various degrees. The consequent of a rule can also have multiple parts, in 
which case all consequents are affected equally by the result of the antecedent. The 
consequent specifies a fuzzy set be assigned to the output. The implication function then 
modifies that fuzzy set to the degree specified by the antecedent. The most common ways to 
modify the output fuzzy set are truncation using the min function (where the fuzzy set is 
chopped off) or scaling using the prod function (where the output fuzzy set is squashed). 
 
The algorithm of fuzzy rule-based inference consists of three basic steps and an additional 
original step. These steps are : (i) Fuzzy matching: Calculate the degree to which the input 
data match the condition of the fuzzy rules. (ii) Inference: Calculate the rules conclusion 
based on its matching degree. (iii) Combination: combine the conclusion inferred by all 
fuzzy rules into a final conclusion. (iv) Defuzzification: for outputs that need a crisp output 
and additional step is to convert a fuzzy conclusion into a crisp one. By using the FIS of 
Mathlab for the purpose mentioned above, the outcome of the inference will be used to 
determine the classification of the characters. 
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9. Experimental Results 
For all reported results, the following definitions of recognition rate, error rate, rejection rate 
and reliability rate are used.  
 
Let B, be a test set with character images. If the classifier system rejects, rejN , classifies 






























The recognition rate, error rate and rejection rate will all summed up to 100%. The 
calculation of these rates as used by Oliveira (Oliveira et. al., 2002) is felt to be very reflective 
of the needs of a handwriting recognition system when applied to real applications. The 
reliability of the system can be demonstrated by the above equation for a given error rate. 
 
The result of the following experiment is based on the recognitions of characters from the 
IRONOFF database. A sample of not more than 1000 handwritten characters with variability 
in handwriting is used from that database. Characters chosen from the database are based 
on its legibility. That means characters that could not be recognize by the naked eye and 
those written too cursively would be dropped from the test samples. This is because some of 
the characters in the database are written in a cursive manner and without context it would 
be quite difficult to be recognized. About 20 to 30 samples of each character are used in the 
testing. An overall recognition rate of 80.19% is recorded for the system. Table 3 shows all 
the rates measured for the classification of the lowercase characters in the data set. Table 4 
gives the recognition rate grouped by the categories of the characters which is used as one of 
the distinguishing features in the fuzzy rules. 
 
The features extracted by the HMM yields a very good medium for further conversion of the 
linguistic variables. The strokes as identified, together with its probability will go through 
the process of fuzzification. The triangular and the trapezoidal membership functions were 
used to change the strokes probability into its linguistic variable forms. The two 
membership functions were chosen due to their simple formulas and computational 
efficiencies. Examples of the linguistic variables used are : “very tall right slant”, “very tall 
vertical line”, as in l’s, or as in some of d’s or b’s. “Tall C-curve” as in c’s, “small C-curve” as 
appear in d’s, a’s and so on.  
 
When the HMM models were used with the fuzzy rules to recognize the handwritten 
characters, a favorable results was achieved. Bearing in mind that comparing the 
achievements of various researches in this field is quite difficult as the database and general 
approaches might differ. Testing done with different databases would give differing results 
as variations and complexity of the data in the databases are not the same. Similar issues are 
also with approaches. Approaches would differ in recognition of characters, digits, words, 
cursive, non-cursive, with post-processing or not.  Even though research in the area are 
extensive many more can be done at not necessarily in improving the percentage of 
accuracy but also at attempting to reduce complexity of its pre-processing techniques, its 
classifier, its post-processing and also the need for huge databases.  
 
Data Group Recognition Rate  Error Rate  Rejection Rate Reliability Rate 
Overall 
Classification  
80.19 8.28 11.53 89.4 
Table 3. Recognition, Error, Rejection and Reliability Rate of all characters 
 
Characters grouped in categories of ascender, 
descender or neither 
Recognition rate 
Ascenders 
(e.g.  b, d ,f, h, k, l, t) 
86.55 
Descenders 
(e.g.  g, j, p, q, y) 
81.62 
Neither  
(e.g.  a, c, e ,i, m, n, o, r, s, u, v, w) 
72.40 
Average % 80.19 
Table 4. Recognition rate of characters in groups  
 
10. Conclusion 
The success of the fuzzy rule-based system that is used in recognizing the characters would 
be quite heavily depended on the accuracy of the features extracted and the way the rules 
are structured. The work presented by (Lazzerini & Marcelloni, 2000) uses a purely 
linguistic fuzzy recognizer on handwritten character digit with a recognition rate of 69.5%. 
Even though it might seem comparatively lower than other methods, the method presented 
has the novelty in other areas of importance. 
 
With a reasonable rate of recognition on a more difficult database of lower-case characters, 
HMM model is proven to be a very useful tool to be incorporated into a fuzzy logic rules 
based system. It provides an approach that is compatible to the needs of the system. The 
calculation of probabilities for each observation by a statistical model such as HMM 
provides a solid base for the more syntactical approach of a fuzzy system. HMM yields a 
more accurate assessment of probabilities for the linguistic variables of a fuzzy system. 
However the nature of fuzziness in the data captured for the offline handwritten characters 
recognition research makes a pure statistical approach a little inappropriate. Fuzzy logic has 
been used in many of the offline researches, giving an impressive result (Wierer & Boston, 
2007; Hanmandlu et. al. 2003; Bouslama, 1997). There are many ways of using fuzzy 
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classifier into the problem of handwritten character recognition and this paper proposes a 
method that does not need huge training sets and is computationally simpler. 
 
The tasks of digit recognition and upper-case character recognition have proven to be 
simpler than lower-case character recognition. For comparison purposes, some character 
classifiers recognize some 97% for digits (Lee, 1996; Shouno et. al., 1999), 97% for upper-case 
letters and 80% for lower-case letters (Heutte, 1998). However, these results are obtained by 
using complex image processing techniques ((Lee, 1996), or combination feature types, e.g. a 
combination of structural and statistical features (Heutte, 1998) or complex classifiers 
(Shouno et. al., 1999). Even though much lower recognition accuracy is achieved by our 
method comparatively with other methods but on the whole the objective of the research is 
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1. Introduction  
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) System, by virtue of its usefulness, has emerged as a 
major research area since 1950. Now it is becoming a more challenging issue all over the 
world to have efficient and more accurate recognizers. There are many widely spoken 
languages in the world like Chinese, Arabic, Hindi, English, Spanish, Bangla, Russian, 
Japanese etc. Bangla is one of the most widely spoken languages, ranking 5th in the world. 
21st February is observed as the international mother language day to pay homage to the 
martyrs fought for the establishment of Bangla as the mother tongue of Bangladesh. With 
the automation everywhere, it is a burning issue to digitize huge, volume of Bangla 
documents by using an efficient OCR. However as of today there is no such good recognizer 
available for Bangla compared to other languages. From 80s, it took huge interest and now 
becomes as a major research area particularly in Bangladesh and India. Lots of works have 
been done in different sections of pattern recognition tasks (i.e, pre-processing, 
segmentation, feature extraction, classification) but there is a lack of synchronization 
between these works. That is why we put our effort into a comprehensive review of the 
current status of research to develop an all-inclusive Bangla OCR which will enable one to 
understand the difficulties and challenges involved, to know how much progress has been 
done and to estimate what more to be done to come out with a successful Bangla OCR.  
 
2. Overview 
This chapter includes introduction to Bangla language which provides a brief description on 
it, present status on the development of Bangla OCR and some comparative analysis of 
several proposed methods on Noise Reduction, Skew Detection and Correction, 
Segmentation, Feature Extraction, Classification published in different articles. Future works 
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3. Introduction to Bangla Language 
Bangla is an eastern Indo-Aryan language and evolved from Sanskrit (Barbara F. Grimes, 
1997). The direction of the writing policy is left to right. Bangla language consists of 50 basic 
characters including 11 vowels and 39 consonant characters and 10 numerals. In Bangla, the 
concept of upper case or lower case letter is not present. Bangla basic characters have 
characteristics that differ from other languages. Bangla character has headline which is 
called matraline or matra in Bangla. It is a horizontal line and always situated at the upper 
portion of the character. Among basic characters, there are 8 characters which are with half 
matra, 10 characters with no matra and rest of them with full matra. All consonants except 
  are used as the starting character of a word whereas, vowels are 
used everywhere. Vowels and consonants have their modified shapes called vowel 
modifiers and consonant modifiers respectively. Both types of modifiers are used only with 
consonant characters. There are 10 vowels and 3 consonant modifiers which are used before 
or after a consonant character, or at the upper or lower portion of a consonant character or 
on the both sides of a consonant character, likewise, . In Bangla, 
some special characters are there which are formed by combining two or more consonants 
and acts as an individual character. These types of characters are known as compound 
characters. The compound characters may further be classified as touching characters and 
fused characters. Two characters placed adjacent contact to each other produce a touching 
character. Touches occur due to horizontal placement of only two characters and/or vertical 
placement of two or more characters. About 10 touching characters are there in Bangla. 
Fused characters are formed with more than one basic character. Unlike touching characters, 
the basic characters lose their original shapes fully or partly. A new shape is used for the 
fused characters. In sum, there are about 250 special characters in Bangla except basic and 





Vowel Modifiers  










Horizontal Touching Characters 
 








Table 3.1. Different types of Bangla characters. A subset of 112 compound characters out of 
about 250 characters (B.B. Chaudhuri, 1998) is shown here. 
 
The occurrence of vowels and consonants are larger compared to special characters in most 
of the Bangla documents. A statistical analysis, shown in Table 3.2, took 2 sets of data 
populated with 100,000 words from Bangla books, newspapers and 60,000 words from 
Bangla dictionary respectively (B.B. Chaudhuri, 1998). 
 
Global characteristics 1st set of data 2nd set of data 
Vowel characters 38.70% 37.10% 
Consonant characters 61.30% 62.90% 
Compound characters 4.10% 7.20% 
Entropy of the alphabet 4.07 (bits/char) 3.54 (bits/char) 
Average word length 5.73 (char) 4.99 (char) 
Words with suffix 69.80% 0.00% 
Table 3.2. Statistical analysis on the occurrence of different characters 
Some of the modifiers are there which are used on top of the character (basic or special 
character) as well as a few in the bottom of the character. Again some basic characters also 
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have upper portion which is treated as a part of the character. So it can be said that the 
construction of Bangla characters require 3 zones named upper zone, middle zone and 
lower zone. Upper portion from matra line is called upper zone. Middle portion that is 
situated under the matraline is called middle zone. As some modifiers are used at the 
bottom of the middle zone, this portion is called lower zone. Most of the characters are 
situated in the middle zone. Fig. 3.1 shows a simple example explaining the construction of 
a Bangla word. 
 
Fig. 3.1. Dissection of a Bangla Word 
 
4. Scanning and Image Digitization 
Before going into the ocr process, one must scan the paper through a flat-bed scanner. It is 
better not to use hand-held scanner, which may create local fluctuation for hand movement 
(B.B. Chaudhuri, 1998). It is crucial to have good quality printed document scanning. If the 
quality is poor and the color contrast is too low, it will be hard for the OCR software to read 
the text and to make correct interpretation. The scanned image is stored, for example, as a 
jpeg/bmp format file which is converted to a binary image. In order to improve the quality 
of the image to make the OCR correct interpretation, noise reduction and elimination and 
skew detection and correction processes are performed. 
 
5. Noise Detection and Removal 
Noise is naturally added during scanning process. When documents or papers are scanned, 
some noises are added automatically into it. There are two different types of noises known 
as background noise and salt and pepper noise which are given most importance. A 
histogram-based thresholding approach is used to convert gray tone into two-tone images 
 
(B.B. Chaudhuri, 1998). The histogram shows two prominent peaks corresponding to white 
and black regions. The threshold value is chosen as the midpoint of the two histogram 
peaks. The two-tone image is converted into 0-1 labels where 1 and 0 represent object and 
background, respectively. Authors also claim that their approaches are better than J. N. 
Kapur, P. K. Sahoo and A. K. C. Wong (J. N. Kapur, 1985), and N. Otsu (N. Otsu 1979). 
However, salt and pepper noise is not mentioned here. Different authors have suggested for 
applying noise elimination process at different stages of Preprocessing or Segmentation. 








Fig. 5.1. Images (a) – (f) with different types of noises 
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a Bangla word. 
 
Fig. 3.1. Dissection of a Bangla Word 
 
4. Scanning and Image Digitization 
Before going into the ocr process, one must scan the paper through a flat-bed scanner. It is 
better not to use hand-held scanner, which may create local fluctuation for hand movement 
(B.B. Chaudhuri, 1998). It is crucial to have good quality printed document scanning. If the 
quality is poor and the color contrast is too low, it will be hard for the OCR software to read 
the text and to make correct interpretation. The scanned image is stored, for example, as a 
jpeg/bmp format file which is converted to a binary image. In order to improve the quality 
of the image to make the OCR correct interpretation, noise reduction and elimination and 
skew detection and correction processes are performed. 
 
5. Noise Detection and Removal 
Noise is naturally added during scanning process. When documents or papers are scanned, 
some noises are added automatically into it. There are two different types of noises known 
as background noise and salt and pepper noise which are given most importance. A 
histogram-based thresholding approach is used to convert gray tone into two-tone images 
 
(B.B. Chaudhuri, 1998). The histogram shows two prominent peaks corresponding to white 
and black regions. The threshold value is chosen as the midpoint of the two histogram 
peaks. The two-tone image is converted into 0-1 labels where 1 and 0 represent object and 
background, respectively. Authors also claim that their approaches are better than J. N. 
Kapur, P. K. Sahoo and A. K. C. Wong (J. N. Kapur, 1985), and N. Otsu (N. Otsu 1979). 
However, salt and pepper noise is not mentioned here. Different authors have suggested for 
applying noise elimination process at different stages of Preprocessing or Segmentation. 








Fig. 5.1. Images (a) – (f) with different types of noises 
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In (A. Roy, 2002), gray-level images are median filtered and then Otsu’s thresholding 
algorithm is used to binarize the images of word. The binary images are then filtered to 
obtain smooth images. In (Jalal Uddin Mahmud, 2003), noise is removed from character 
images. Noise removal includes removal of single pixel component and removal of stair case 
effect after scaling. Stair case effect occurs when the scaled characters have junctions so thin 
that inner and outer contour required for chain code representation cannot be found. Each 
pixel has been replaced by a filtering function to avoid such effect. However, this does not 
consider background noise and salt and pepper noise. In (Md. Abul Hasnat, 2007), the 
authors used connected component information and eliminated the noise using statistical 
analysis for background noise removal. For other type of noise removal and smoothing they 
used wiener and median filters (Tinku Acharya, 2005). Connected component information is 
found using boundary finding method (such as edge detection technique). Pixels are 
sampled only where the boundary probability is high. This method requires elaboration in 
the case where the characteristics change along the boundary. A comparative performance 
study in Table 5.1 is given below for some of the images shown in fig. 5.1.  
 
Papers Fig. 5.1a Fig. 5.1b Fig. 5.1c Fig. 5.1d Fig. 5.1e Fig. 5.1f 
B.B. Chaudhuri, 
1998 
yes yes x x yes x 
A.Roy, 2002 yes yes yes yes yes x 
Jalal Uddin 
Mahmud, 2003 
yes yes Yes yes yes x 
Md. Abul Hasnat, 
2007 
yes yes yes yes yes x 
Table 5.1. Applicability of different techniques on noisy images shown in fig. 5.1 
 
6. Skew Detection and Correction 
Skew is basically an angle that is created due to an angular placement of document in the 
scanner. (B.B. Chaudhuri, 1998) says that it can be corrected in two steps, i) estimation of 
skew angle θs and ii) rotation of image by θs in the opposite direction. Many skew detection 
and correction algorithms are available. B.B. Chaudhuri (1998) suggests an approach 
suitable for Bangla scripts. Basically, it tries to detect the head line of document words. Head 
line is a straight line given on the upper side of a character when used in words. It has been 
found that average length of Bangla words is six characters (R. M. Bozinovic, 1989), 30-35% 
of characters are vowel modifiers having very little contribution to head word, 5% is 
compound character. In Bangla, 41 characters can appear in the first position, of them 30 
characters have headlines. Probabilistic analysis reveals that, in 99.39% cases, there will be at 
least one character with head line in a Bangla word. In this process, firstly a bounding box 
(an upright rectangle containing a word/component) is defined. The mean box width is bm 
and the standard deviation is bs. Components having boundary box equal to bm and less 
than bm +3bs are retained, others are discarded, which fall into categories like dots, 
punctuation marks, isolated characters and characters without headlines. Next, upper 
envelop of selected component, G, is found. From each pixel of the uppermost row of the 
bounding box, a vertical scan is performed until a pixel labelled G is encountered; it is 
converted into U label, known as the upper envelope. Hough transform technique may be 
 
applied on the upper envelopes for skew estimation. (B.B. Chaudhuri, 1998) has suggested a 
new idea which is faster, robust and accurate compared to Hough transform. The idea is 
based on Digital Straight Line (DSL).  The upper envelope may contain non-linear parts 
which require deletion, for which chain code representation has been used. Conditions for 
straightness of chain code digital arc are given in (J. N. Kapur, 1985). 
A subset of DSL is known as SDSL. SDSL consists of runs of pixels in at most two directions 
which differ by 450. For runs of two directions, the run lengths in one of the directions are 
always one. The run length in the other direction can have at most two values differing by 
unity. An example is shown in fig-6.1. Here, the angle between two directions d1 and d2 is 
45° and run lengths in d1 direction are two (n) or three (n+1) occurring alternately. 
 
 
Fig. 6.1. Example of a digital straight line (DSL). Here, "X" denotes DSL pixel 
 
A reasonable number of SDSLs can be used to find the average estimate of skew angle, 
which is formed between the first and last pixel of every SDSL with horizontal direction. To 
get a better estimate, clusters of SDSLs are found. Each line of text contains a number of 
SDSLs, which are grouped into a cluster. The SDSLs that have equal normal distances from 
a reference point are considered to be members of same cluster. The leftmost and the 
rightmost pixels of each cluster is taken and considered as the leftmost and rightmost 
coordinate of a line represented by that cluster. The Skew estimation algorithm is: 
 
 STEP 1: Find connected components in the binary document image and find the 
mean bm and standard deviation bs of their bounding box widths. 
 STEP 2: Choose the set S of connected components having bounding box width 
greater than or equal to bm and less than bm+ 3bs. 
 STEP 3: For each component in S find the upper envelope described above. From 
each envelope component, find the SDSLs. If more than one SDSL is found choose 
only the longest one and form the subset R1. Let the longest SDSL in R1 be CL. 
 STEP 4: From the line CL or its continuation, find the normal distances to the 
leftmost pixel of other SDSLs of R1. 
 STEP 5: Cluster the SDSLs of R1 corresponding to individual text lines and find the 
leftmost and rightmost pixel of each cluster, as described above. 
 STEP 6: For each cluster find the angle of line joining the leftmost and rightmost 
pixels (e.g., A and B in Fig. 6.2d) with horizontal direction. 
 STEP 7: Average of such angles over all clusters (e.g., text lines) gives an accurate 
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A reasonable number of SDSLs can be used to find the average estimate of skew angle, 
which is formed between the first and last pixel of every SDSL with horizontal direction. To 
get a better estimate, clusters of SDSLs are found. Each line of text contains a number of 
SDSLs, which are grouped into a cluster. The SDSLs that have equal normal distances from 
a reference point are considered to be members of same cluster. The leftmost and the 
rightmost pixels of each cluster is taken and considered as the leftmost and rightmost 
coordinate of a line represented by that cluster. The Skew estimation algorithm is: 
 
 STEP 1: Find connected components in the binary document image and find the 
mean bm and standard deviation bs of their bounding box widths. 
 STEP 2: Choose the set S of connected components having bounding box width 
greater than or equal to bm and less than bm+ 3bs. 
 STEP 3: For each component in S find the upper envelope described above. From 
each envelope component, find the SDSLs. If more than one SDSL is found choose 
only the longest one and form the subset R1. Let the longest SDSL in R1 be CL. 
 STEP 4: From the line CL or its continuation, find the normal distances to the 
leftmost pixel of other SDSLs of R1. 
 STEP 5: Cluster the SDSLs of R1 corresponding to individual text lines and find the 
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pixels (e.g., A and B in Fig. 6.2d) with horizontal direction. 
 STEP 7: Average of such angles over all clusters (e.g., text lines) gives an accurate 








(a)     (b) 
 
(c)      (d) 
Fig. 6.2. Skew detection approach (Bangla). (a) An example of Bangla skewed text; (b) 
Selected components from fig. 6.2a; (c) Upper envelope of selected components of fig. 6.2b; 
(d) SDSL components of fig. 6.2c. 
 
The efficiency of the above described method (A3) in table 6.1 has been measured and 
compared with Hough transform applied on original document (A1) and on SDSLs (A2), 
shown in that table. The average execution times for a document of 512X512 pixels on a SUN 
3/60 (with Microprocessor MC68020, and SUN O.S. Version 3.0) machine are 620, 312, and 
17.80 seconds for methods A1, A2 and A3, respectively shown by (B.B. Chaudhuri, 1997). It 
is shown that the methods A2 and A3 are statistically equally accurate. However method A3 











Mean and SD of estimated skew angles using method 
 A1  A2  A3  
 mean SD mean SD mean SD 
40 40.396 0.285 40.034 0.256 39.889 0.301 
20 20.174 0.439 20.049 0.3162 20.047 0.242 
10 10.271 0.393 10.166 0.201 10.112 0.323 
5 5.064 0.458 4.962 0.213 5.188 0.233 
2 1.986 0.396 2.151 0.234 2.054 0.307 
For each true skew angle the statistics is computed over 20 document images. 
A1: Hough transform over total image. 
A2: Hough transform over SDSLs of upper envelop. 
A3: Proposed quick method. 
 
Table 6.1. Mean and Standard Deviation (SD) of Estimated Skew Angles Obtained by 
Different Methods shown by (B.B. Chaudhuri, 1997) 
 
7. Segmentation 
This is the most vital and important portion for designing an efficient Bangla OCR because 
feature extraction and recognition process depends on this phase to make the recognition 
process successful. The output of this phase consists of individual images of basic, modified 
and compound characters. Segmentation process includes the following steps. They are: 
 
1. Line Detection 
2. Matraline or Headline detection 
3. Baseline Detection 
4. Word Segmentation 
5. Character Segmentation 
 
7.1 Line Detection Process 
Generally, a document is written in multiple lines considering one or more than one 
columns. In this chapter, one columned document is considered. The lines of a text block are 
detected by finding continuous white pixels between two consecutive matralines. Fig: 7.1.1 
shows the result. 
 
 
Fig. 7.1.1. Text line detection in a document image 
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Fig. 6.2. Skew detection approach (Bangla). (a) An example of Bangla skewed text; (b) 
Selected components from fig. 6.2a; (c) Upper envelope of selected components of fig. 6.2b; 
(d) SDSL components of fig. 6.2c. 
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17.80 seconds for methods A1, A2 and A3, respectively shown by (B.B. Chaudhuri, 1997). It 
is shown that the methods A2 and A3 are statistically equally accurate. However method A3 
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This is the most vital and important portion for designing an efficient Bangla OCR because 
feature extraction and recognition process depends on this phase to make the recognition 
process successful. The output of this phase consists of individual images of basic, modified 
and compound characters. Segmentation process includes the following steps. They are: 
 
1. Line Detection 
2. Matraline or Headline detection 
3. Baseline Detection 
4. Word Segmentation 
5. Character Segmentation 
 
7.1 Line Detection Process 
Generally, a document is written in multiple lines considering one or more than one 
columns. In this chapter, one columned document is considered. The lines of a text block are 
detected by finding continuous white pixels between two consecutive matralines. Fig: 7.1.1 
shows the result. 
 
 
Fig. 7.1.1. Text line detection in a document image 
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7.2 Matraline or Headline Detection Process 
Matraline or headline is an important and distinct feature in bangla. It connects the bangla 
components together. The matraline consists of highest number of black pixels compared to 
the upper, middle and lower zone. Under the matraline, the basic shapes of the characters 
are found. So, if matraline can be detected correctly, it helps to segment the characters in a 
more flexible way. The row with the highest frequency of black pixels is detected as 
matraline or headline. It is observed that the height or thickness of the matraline increases in 
case of larger font size. In those cases we get more rows having similar frequency or nearly 
close to the row of highest frequency. In order to detect the matraline with its full height, the 
rows with those frequencies are also treated as matraline (Jalal Uddin Mahmud, 2003). Thus 
we can say that matraline consists of matra upper line and matra bottom line. Fig. 7.2.1 






Fig. 7.2.1. Matraline detection process for different mages (a) - (b) 
 
7.3 Baseline Detection Process 
A line has a baseline, also named as an imaginary line, which is a row from where the 
middle zone ends and lower zone starts i.e. a separator between middle and lower zone. 
Baseline gets equal to end row of the line when the line does not have any lower modifier(s). 
It is the row where an abrupt change occurs between the previous and next row (S.M. Milky 
Mahmud, 2004). In a general document, it is observed that about 70% lines hold baseline i.e., 
30% lines do not have lower modifiers. So detection of baseline is very important for bangla. 
Some characters particularly some modifiers are situated here and they are needed to be 
recognized. Baseline can be detected efficiently searching from lower position of the middle 
zone to the end row of a line. This is to find out the position from where the black pixels 
start to increase while they are decreasing in the middle zone. That position is denoted as 
baseline (Nasreen Akter, 2008). Fig. 7.3.1 shows the baseline. 
 
 
Fig. 7.3.1. Process of baseline detection  
 
7.4 Word Segmentation Process 
There are always some white spaces between two words in a text line. Using vertical scan, 
words are separated by treating the white spaces as a separator. Fig. 7.4.1 shows the word 
segmentation process. 
 
Fig. 7.4.1. Process of word segmentation 
During the word segmentation process, peculiar situations occur when some matraless 
character is used in a word (fig. 7.4.2). These situations create some false separators which 
cause the word to be broken into small pieces. So the process of word segmentation becomes 
faulty. To avoid this error, widths of each separator in a line is calculated and an average of 
them is found. Separators which have widths greater than or equal to the half of the average 
are considered to be true separator (Nasreen Akter, 2008). (B.B. Chaudhuri, 1998) used the 
midpoint of a run of at least k1 consecutive 0s (i. e., white pixels) if the run exits in a vertical 
projection profile of a line. 
 
 
Fig. 7.4.2. Word with 0 consecutive columns between two characters 
 
7.5 Character Segmentation Process 
It is the most difficult and challenging part to build printed Bangla OCR. As Bangla is an 
inflectional language, the ornamentation of the characters in a word causes many 
peculiarities and makes the segmentation difficult. Many works have been done in order to 
solve those problems. A word can be constructed either with only taking the basic characters 
or basic characters and modifiers or basic and compound characters or basic, modified and 
compound characters. The main parts of all the characters are situated in the middle zone. 
So the middle zone area is considered as the character segmentation portion. Since matraline 
connects the characters together to form a word, it is ignored during the character 
segmentation process to get them topologically disconnected (B.B. Chaudhuri, 1998).  
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7.5 Character Segmentation Process 
It is the most difficult and challenging part to build printed Bangla OCR. As Bangla is an 
inflectional language, the ornamentation of the characters in a word causes many 
peculiarities and makes the segmentation difficult. Many works have been done in order to 
solve those problems. A word can be constructed either with only taking the basic characters 
or basic characters and modifiers or basic and compound characters or basic, modified and 
compound characters. The main parts of all the characters are situated in the middle zone. 
So the middle zone area is considered as the character segmentation portion. Since matraline 
connects the characters together to form a word, it is ignored during the character 
segmentation process to get them topologically disconnected (B.B. Chaudhuri, 1998).  
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A word constructed with basic characters is segmented into characters in a way by scanning 
vertically, starting from just beneath the lower row of the matraline to the baseline, 
considering a column of continuous white pixels as the separator, shown in fig. 7.5.1, 
between the characters (B.B. Chaudhuri, 1998, Jalal Uddin Mahmud, 2003, Md. Abdus 
Sattar, 2007, Md. Al Mehedi Hasan, 2005, Nasreen Akter, 2008, S.M. Milky Mahmud, 2004). 
In this technique, the two characters,  and , get split into two pieces due to ignoring 
matraline. This problem is overcome by joining the left piece to the right one to make an 
individual character by considering the fact that a character in the middle zone always 
touches the baseline (B.B. Chaudhuri, 1998).   
 
Fig. 7.5.1. Character segmentation ignoring matraline  
There are four kinds of modifiers based on their uses. One kind of modifiers, used only in 
the middle zone, is called middle zone modifiers, for example , ,  and the modifiers 
which are used only in the lower zone, such as,  - are called the lower zone 
modifiers. Another kind of modifiers is there which consists of both upper and middle zone. 
They are like . The last kind of modifier is called the upper zone modifier, 
such as .  
The four modifiers,  - have middle part as well as upper part. Some 
basic characters are there which also have upper portion of their own, for example, 
 . The portions of these characters are found by a set of characteristic 
functions Md. Al Mehedi Hasan, 2005) or initiating a greedy search from a pixel in order to 
find a whole character (Jalal Uddin Mahmud, 2003). When the above modifiers, especially 
 - are used with basic characters, many combinations like 
. In case of  - these three modifiers have 
been used with those basic characters that have no upper portion of their own. As there is a 
separator, shown in fig. 7.5.2, in the middle zone for each of them, the thickness of the left 
and right portion of the separator determines which portion is for the modifier. A horizontal 
scan applying in immediate upper row of the matra upper line from left to right or right to 
left determines that the basic character does not have the upper part of its own (as because a 
row of white pixels is found from the scan). After that, the characters,  -  are 
got segmented keeping their original shapes (Nasreen Akter, 2008). In the time of 
, a row of white pixels is not found during the horizontal scan. In  and 
, the first found black pixel determines whether there is  or  and then  is segmented 
to  and  in the way shown in fig. 7.5.2 and  is segmented by calculating the gap in the 
upper zone and the thickness of the upper part of the basic character (Nasreen Akter, 2008). 
 
In order to segment  and , more than one gaps are found in the immediate upper row of 
the matra upper line for  which determines there is . Then  is segmented into 
characters by finding the cutting point in the first and second half of the upper zone and  
is by the thickness column (Nasreen Akter, 2008). Although  has one gap, it does not get 
mixed up with  since no cutting point is found in the first half of the upper zone. The 
segmentation process of is similar with the segmentation process of  only differing 
with the scan direction (Nasreen Akter, 2008).  is segmented by finding the cutting point 
(Nasreen Akter, 2008).  
More peculiarities are formed if the modifer   or   gets included with those situations. 
These issues have not been addressed yet by researches. However, modifier,   with basic 
character, which is used in the upper zone, is detected by considering its distinct feature 
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8. Feature Extraction 
Feature extraction is an important and challenging part for any character recognition 
process. Selection of good features leads to improved recognition rate. Many feature 
extraction algorithms are proposed for both printed and handwritten bangla document. 
Some of the potential algorithms are described below with comparative analysis. 
 
8.1 Feature extraction algorithm for printed bangla character 
(a) (Jalal Uddin Mahmud, 2003) proposed the following procedure to extract feature 
from bangla text. In Bangla language, more than one connected components are 
present. Here, at first, all the connected components of an isolated character are 
detected using DFS (Depth First Search). Then center of mass has been calculated 
for each connected component. Center of mass for i th connected component is 


















  (2) 
 
Here, 
Ni = Number of Black pixels in connected component i. 
Pij = x Coordinate of the jth Black pixel in ith connected component. 
Qij = y Coordinate of the jth Black pixcl in ith connected component. 
 
Then a bounded rectangle of each component is calculated by its minimum and 
maximum span in x direction and y direction. The freeman chain code is calculated 
by dividing each component into four regions depending on the center of mass of 
that component shown in fig. 8.1.1. 
 
 
Fig. 8.1.1. Four Regions for a connected component 
 
Freeman Chain code is based on the observation that each pixel has eight 
neighborhood pixels. The 8 transitional positions defined by freeman chain code 
are then divided into 4 transitional zones in order to keep the correct order of 




(a)                                                                         (b) 
Fig. 8.1.2. (a) Slope Convention for Freeman Chain code, (b) 8 directional slopes divided into 
4 direction zones for searching. 
 
Maintaining an anti clock wise order of searching, zonal information is used to 
modify the chain coded position of the next selected pixel. The algorithm selects the 
next pixel if it fulfils all of the following criteria: 
o The pixel is Black, i.e., it is a part of the character. 
o The pixel is within the bounded rectangle of the connected 
component. 
o The pixel is still not visited. 
o The pixel is in a zone. 
 
                (a)                                                                        (b) 
Fig. 8.1.3. (a) Chain code generation for an image, (b) Searching order in the four zones 
 
Fig. 8.1.3 (a) shows the chain code generation of an image marked by gray pixels. When 
the algorithm starts from the hatched pixel (absolute coordinate, x=1, y=3), it marks the 
current black pixel as visited and initiates its directional zone as DOWN zone. So it 
searches for an unvisited black pixel in the directional order: 3,4,5,6,7,0,1,2 (Searching 
order is shown in Fig. 8.1.3 (b) for each zone). In this way the process continues and 
finally produces the chain code, 06700132454. 
The frequency of each directional slope at each region is recorded and updated during 
the traverse. A total of 32 directional slopes or local features for each component are 
found. Then they are normalized to 0-1 scale. In Bangla, as there are more than one 
components in a character, the normalized features for each connected components are 
then averaged. The calculation of normalized slope distribution is as follows: 
If a1, a2, a3, ……….,a8 are 8 directional slopes in region 1,  then normalizing constant for 
region 1 is,   
 N1 =  (a1*a1 + a2*a2 + ……… +a8*a8)        (3) 
 
So, normalized slope in region i = Si,j/ Ni  , where i = 1 to 4 and j = 1 to 8 
 
Si,j = Frequency of jth directional slope in ith region. 
               Ni   = Normalizing constant in ith region. 
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(b)  (Abu Sayeed Md. Sohail, 2005) demonstrated a method where a large two 
dimensional vector is converted into a small one dimensional vector. Here, 
initially, character images of fixed resolution are separated from original text and 
digitized into a large two dimensional vector, later converted into a small one 
dimensional vector. The algorithm they used is: 
 
i. Find center of the image by Center_x =  (width)/2, Center_y = 
(Height + 1)/2 
ii. For each black pixel, a radius is calculated as 
2 2( _ ) ( _ )r Center x x Center y y     
iii. Sum all pixels within same radius (sum_r_max,……….., 
sum_r_min) 
iv. Calculate the membership for each circle or disk using the 
membership function, (|| ) __ ( ) bp rbp total pixelsm f bp e   
 
This technique is used for the recognition of a single isolated character. It has not 
been tested for all the characters in a document or at least in a word. 
The technique has been used with ANN (Artificial Neural Network). The 
advantage of this technique, shown by the authors, is that the extracted features are 
same even if the original character is rotated with rotation angles from 5 to 350 
degree having a little bit of distortion. Non rotated characters are recognized with 
more than 90% of efficiency while rotated characters are recognized over 80- 89% 
efficiency depending upon the angle of rotation. 
 
(c) (B.B. Chaudhuri, 1998) showed that compound characters occupy only 4-6% of the 
text corpus. In order to introduce fast, accurate and robust technique, basic, 
modifier and compound characters are distinguished and identified by the 
following 3 features listed below. 
i. Feature f1 - Bounding box width. 
ii. Feature f2 - Number of border pixels per unit width, which is 
computed by dividing the total number of character border 
pixels by the width of the character. 
iii. Feature f3 - Accumulated curvature per unit width. 
 
They have used a feature-based approach for basic and modifier character 
recognition and a combination of feature-based and template-matching approach 
for the compound character recognition. 
The authors considered a few stroke features for initial classification of the basic 
characters by a tree classifier. Apart from them, some other features are also used 
at some nodes of the tree classifier. In fig. 8.1.4, the principal set of chosen stroke 




Fig. 8.1.4 Stroke features used for character recognition. (Shaded portions in the character 
represent the features) 
It is mentioned that most of the cases, the strokes, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8 are correctly 
detected. 
 
8.2 Feature extraction algorithm for Bangla handwritten characters 
(a) (Subhadip Basu, 2005) has used a set of 76 features which includes 24 shadow 
features, 16 centriod features and 36 longest- run features, computed taking 64 x 64 
pixel size binary images. 
Shadow features are calculated by dividing the image into 8 octants within 
minimal square. Lengths of all projections on each of the 24 sides of all octants are 
summed up to produce 24 shadow features, shown in fig. 8.2.1. 
 
Fig. 8.2.1. An illustration for shadow features. (a-d) Direction of fictitious light rays as 
assumed for taking the projection of an image segment on each side of all octants. (e) 
Projection of a sample image 
Coordinates of centriods of black pixels in all 8 octants of a digitized image, shown 
in fig. 8.2.2, are considered to add 16 centriod features. 
 
Fig. 8.2.2. Centriod features of two different characters (a)-(b) 
Longest- run features are computed dividing the square into 9 overlapping regions 
and for each, 4 longest-run features are calculated respectively by row wise, 
column wise along 2 of its diagonal. Thus 36 features are produced (fig. 8.2.3). 
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Fig. 8.2.3. An illustration for computation of the row wise longest-run feature.(a) The 
portion of a binary image enclosed within a rectangular region.(b)  every pixel position in 
each row of the image is marked with the lenght of the longest bar that fits consecutive black 
pixels along the same row. 
 
(b) (Mohammad Badiul Islam, 2005) suggested various stroke feature generation for 
handwritten bangla characters (fig.  8.2.4). Stroke identification is performed using 
curve fitting algorithm and curvature analysis. The equation of curve fitting is, 
x=a+by+cy2. The point on the stroke that has maximum curvature, k, is calculated 
with the formula, k= x2/(1+x12)3/2 where x1 = dx/dy and x2 = d2x/dy2. If k >= 0.9 
then the stroke is a curve otherwise a straight line. Finally, the code is given using 
the slope equation, x = a + by. 
 
Fig. 8.2.4. Strokes used for Bangla character Recognition. 
 
(c) (T.K. Bhowmik, 2003) constructed a feature vector of lengths ((2L + 1) + 3) as: 
fL  = (DL, Pi, Hv, HRun), generated for those points whose lower bound and upper 
bound cardinalities are greater than or equal to L excluding that point. 
Where, DL = {di – l , di – l + 1 , ……, di – 1}  {di}  {di + 1, di + 2, ……di + l } 
Pi = (height of xi with respect to middle zone) / height of the middle zone 
 Hv = (value of vertical histogram of xi) / height of the middle zone 
 HRun = value of black pixel run of xi 
Then the feature vector, fL,  is normalized to  fLN = (DL/8, Pi, Hv, HRun/ δ) where, δ 
is a constant. 
 
8.3 Comparative analysis on different types of features 
In section 8.1 and 8.2, a total of six features are discussed. The technique given in section 
8.1b is used for the recognition of a single isolated character. It has not been tested for all the 
characters in a document or at least in a word. Using stroke feature technique (section 8.1c), 
a set of characters are found in most of the leaves of the decision tree (fig. 9.1) which needs 
further care to extract feature for identification of individual character. Chain code feature 
generation, discussed in section 8.1a, helps to produce a distinct feature set of 32 slopes for 
each component of the segmented characters. Shadow, centriod and longest-run feature set 
illustrated in section 8.2a, provides a total of 76 feature values for each characters. Although 
these two techniques produce distinct feature sets for each character, significant difference is 
observed between these two techniques among the samples of different sized characters.  
 
 
(a) Slope values for letter Aa 
 
(b) Slope values for letter Kha 
 
Fig. 8.3.1. Slope produced by chain code (a)-(b) 
 
Fig. 8.3.1a and fig. 8.3.1b display 32 slope values for character Aa ( ) and Kha ( ) 
respectively. Six different sizes of fonts, namely 16, 18, 20, 22, 24 and 26 pixel font sizes have 
been considered for both cases. All these fonts have been resized into 64 x 64 pixels. In some 
cases, a slope value for each of the font size is same, for example, slope values at index 7 for 
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Aa (  ) while slope values at index 26 differ by a significant amount. Same type of result is 
found in fig. 8.3.2. On the other hand, similar analysis is performed with shadow, centriod 
and longest run features. We considered 68 feature values from them used in (Subhadip 
Basu, 2005). Values of these 68 features for letter ‘Aa’ and ‘Kha’ are presented in fig. 8.3.2. 
We have considered 6 font sizes for both these characters. It is seen in the figure that each 
value for all sizes deviates among themselves in a lesser amount than that of chain code 
representation.   
 
 
(a) Letter Aa 
 
(b) Letter Kha 
Fig. 8.3.2. Shadow, centriod and longest run feature values (a)-(b) 
 
9. Classification 
This is the last phase of the whole recognition process. Several approaches have been used 
to identify a character based on the features extracted using algorithms described in 
previous section. However, there is no benchmark databases of character sets to test the 
performance of any algorithm developed for Bengali character recognition (Angshul 
Majumdar, 2009). Each paper has taken their own samples for training and testing their 
proposals. In choosing classification algorithms, use of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a 
 
popular practice because it works better when input data is affected with noise. Since a 
detailed definition of different Neural Network is outside the scope of this chapter, the 
readers are suggested to see established literature for detailed description of these methods. 
However a brief overview is provided for Decision tree and MLP classifier with some other 
neural networks. 
 
9.1 Decision tree 
(B.B. Chaudhuri, 1998) used a binary tree classification. Only one feature is tested at each 
non terminal node. The decision rules are mostly binary e.g. presence or absence of the 
feature. Here, the features are positional strokes. As one goes down the tree, the number of 
features to choose from gets reduced. Most basic characters can be recognized by the 
principle features alone. In some cases, more than one characters share the same non-
terminal node of the tree. To separate them, some additional features are used (likewise,  
and  - vertical line touches headline or not,  and , a vertical line at center position 
cross  3 times while  is 4 times). 
 
 
Fig. 9.1. A flow chart representation of a certain portion of tree classifier for basic character 
recognition 
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value for all sizes deviates among themselves in a lesser amount than that of chain code 
representation.   
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Fig. 8.3.2. Shadow, centriod and longest run feature values (a)-(b) 
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principle features alone. In some cases, more than one characters share the same non-
terminal node of the tree. To separate them, some additional features are used (likewise,  
and  - vertical line touches headline or not,  and , a vertical line at center position 
cross  3 times while  is 4 times). 
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Compound character recognition is done in 2 stages. In the first stage, the characters are 
grouped into small subsets by a feature-based tree classifier. At the second stage, characters 
in each group are recognized by a sophisticated run-based template matching approach. The 
features used in the tree classifier are headline, vertical line, left slant (i.e., features 1, 2, 3 of 
fig. 8.1.4), boundary box width, presence of signature in upper zone etc. A terminal node of 
this tree corresponds to a subset of about 20 characters. These character templates are 
ranked in terms of their bounding box width and stored during the training phase of the 
classifier. When a character reaches the terminal node in search phase, firstly bounding box 
width is matched, then a matching score is completed by superimposing the candidate on 
the template. Different algorithms have been prescribed to compute matching score. In this 
process, a reasonable amount of character size variation can be accommodated by rescaling. 
If templates for 12 point character size are stored, it was found that characters from size 
ranging from 8 to 16 points can be matched by rescaling the candidate without appreciable 
error. Fig. 9.1 depicts an elaborated decision tree for basic character recognition.  
 
9.2 MLP 
(Subhadip Basu, 2005) has used Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) classifier to classify 
handwritten alphabetic characters. It is a special kind of ANN, a feed-forward neural 
network with artificial neurons. An MLP consists of one input layer, one output layer and a 
number of hidden layers. The output of each neuron is connected to each neuron of the 
immediate next layer as input. Neurons in the input layer are used to simply pass the 
information to the next layer. Supervised training is applied. Back Propagation has been 
used here which minimizes the sum of square error for the training samples by conducting a 
gradient descent search in weight space. It is found that the recognition performance is 
increased as the number of neurons in the hidden layer is increased (Table 9.2.1). A training 
set of 8000 samples and a test set of 2000 samples of optically scanned handwritten 
characters of 50 alphabetic symbols have been used to train and test the network. All these 
samples were scaled to 64x64 pixel images first and then converted to binary images 
through thresholding. The Back Propagation algorithm with learning rate 0.8 and 
momentum term 0.7 were executed. (fig. 9.2.1) 
 






35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 
Percentage 
recognition 
rate on the 
training 
samples 
80.35 80.93 82.8 84.7 85.70 86.46 87.36 86.69 85.65 
Percentage 
Recognition 
rate on test 
samples 
70.35 70.70 71.6 73.15 74.2 75.05 73.65 74.7 72.00 
Table 9.2.1. Recognition Performance of the MLP with different numbers of neurons in the 
hidden layers   
 
9.3 Kohonen Neural Network (KNN) 
KNN (Adnan Mohammad Shoeb Shatil, 2007) differs from the feed forward back 
propagation neural network architectures. The first difference is that the Kohonen network 
(fig. 9.3.1) does not contain hidden layers; secondly, training and recognition processes are 
significantly different, that is, it is trained in unsupervised mode; thirdly, it does not use an 
activation function, and finally, the Kohonen Network does not use any bias weight in the 
network. For a particular feature vector of a given pattern, a single neuron will be fired. 
Input data is first resized to 250x250 pixels, regardless of whether the input image is a single 
word or character. Skew detection was not taken into consideration. Both computer 
generated image and scanned image have been used to train the network. A character is 
converted into a vector of length 625, which also determines the number of input neurons. 
This work considered 10 Bangla digits, 11 vowels, 36 consonants, in total, 57 characters. 
Authors have reported the performance of kohonen network given in Table 9.3.1 based on 
different scopes of character/words i. e., trained, untrained similar, scanned documents and 
irregular font. A comparison on accuracy rate between kohonen and neural network is 
found in Table 9.3.2.  
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Character/Words Rate of accuracy with kohonen 
network 
Trained 100% 
Untrained similar 99% 
Scanned documents 99% 
Irregular font 98% 
Table 9.3.1. Accuracy rates corresponding to different sectors 
Typeface Accuracy rate 
Kohonen network Neural network 
Sutonny 97.6% 94.37% 
Sulekha 96.2% 91.25% 
Table 9.3.2. Performance comparison between Kohonen Network and Neural Network 
 
9.4 Nearest Subspace Classifier 
The concept of Nearest Subspace Classifier has been applied in a different way in (Angshul 
Majumdar, 2009). The assumption is – samples from each class lie on a subspace specific to 
that class. As per the assumption, the training samples of a particular class span its 
subspace. The problem is to determine to which subspace it belongs to. Therefore, any new 
test sample belonging to a class can be represented as a linear combination of the test 
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Where vk,test is the test sample for kth class, vk,i is the ith test sample for the kth class and εk is 
the approximation error for the kth class 
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The expression in brackets (the orthoprojector) can be computed beforehand since it does 
not depend on test sample. The algorithm is as follows: 
Training – For each class ‘i’, compute the orthoprojector (the term in bracket of the above 
equation) 
Testing – Calculate the error for each class ‘i’ by hitting the test sample by the 
orthoprojector. Classify the test sample to the class having the minimum error.  
During experimentation, each image is normalized to 16x16 pixels. Two different scenarios, 
namely pessimistic and optimistic scenarios have been considered. There were 12 different 
fonts of 5 different sizes of each. For the pessimistic scenario 5 different datasets were 
created by randomly splitting the font types into groups of 9 for training and 3 for testing 
(Table 9.4.1). For optimistic scenario, 3 different datasets were created by randomly splitting 
the font sizes into groups of 3 for training and groups of 2 for testing (Table 9.4.2). The 
authors have shown that this classifier gives better performance than Nearest Neighbour, 




Set No. KNN Proposed SC SVM 
1 0.1529 0.0667 0.1085 0.1200 
2 0.3660 0.2157 0.2967 0.3507 
3 0.4065 0.2549 0.3098 0.3720 
4 0.4157 0.3150 0.3699 0.3853 
5 0.2706 0.2065 0.2314 0.2507 
Table 9.4.1. Recognition Error for Pessimistic Scenario 
Set No. KNN Proposed SC SVM 
1 0.0253 0.0074 0.0114 0.0204 
2 0.0376 0.0082 0.0188 0.0302 
3 0.0596 0.0245 0.0384 0.0474 
Table 9.4.2. Recognition Error for Optimistic Scenario 
 
9.5 Heuristics Neural Network  
Heuristics on Neural Network (Golam Sarowar, 2009) showed that variation in 
implementing Back Propagation (BP) algorithm can significantly affect a Neural Network’s 
performance. Even better preprocessing and feature extraction may fail to give better 
accuracy if the recognition process (both training and testing) is incompetent. The rate of 
convergence of BP depends on the learning rate. Learning rate is reduced when a new train 
sample increases error after weight adjustment of NN and rate is increased when a new 
train sample decreases the error in classification. BP with momentum method is such a 
method where both the weight change at the previous step and the gradient at the current 
step are used to determine the weight change for the current step. With momentum, a 
network can slide through a local minimum which otherwise get stuck. In conjugate 
gradient algorithms, search is performed along conjugate directions, not in the steepest 
descent direction (negative of the gradient), which generally produces faster convergence. 
Some conjugate gradient algorithms are Fletcher-Reeves Update, Polak-Ribiere update, 
Powell-Beale restarts and scaled conjugate gradient. Some heuristics have also been applied 
to the above variations of BP. Antisymmetric activation or transfer function quickens the 
learning. Maximum possible information content in the training set can be ensured by 
introducing a training set that results largest training error. Desired response of a neuron at 
the output layer is offset by some amount to prevent the free parameters of the network 
being driven to infinity. Each input variable should have a zero-mean. It is useful to reduce 
the dimension of input vectors. Use of crossvalidation (B. Yegananarayana, 2008) may be 
used to prevent overfitting a common problem with neural network training. Table 9.5.1 
and 9.5.2 show performance variations in case of different versions of BP algorithm with 





classification Accuracy % 
Backpropagation with momentum 0.021 1251 115 83.57 
Backpropagation with adaptive 
learning rate 
0.07 102 180 74.29 
Powell-Beale restarts 0.0121 80 86 87.26 
Polak-Ribiere update 0.02 74 95 86.43 
Scaled Conjugate Gradient 0.021 150 110 84.29 
Table 9.5.1. Accuracy without heuristics 
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classification Accuracy % 
Backpropagation with momentum 0.40114 3163 102 85.43 
Backpropagation with adaptive 
learning rate 
0.69554 62 224 68 
Powell-Beale restarts 0.405388 65 78 88.86 
Polak-Ribiere update 0.4180 43 84 88.00 
Scaled Conjugate Gradient 0.399 81 97 86.14 
Table 9.5.2. Accuracy with heuristics applied   
 
The authors mentioned that the main issue with recognition of Bengali characters is the 
scarcity of samples. Typically, parametric classifiers like Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
and SVM perform well when there is a lot of training data available; otherwise the 
parameters used in classification over-fit. In such a case it is logical to use a non-parametric 
classifier such as the KNN. 
 
10. Future Challenges and Conclusion 
Despite so many attempts to solve problems on several aspects of an OCR, a fully fledged 
solution is still unavailable for Bangle language. Problems that we have identified are 
summarized below. 
Little data are available as sample. So rigorous testing of an implementation is not possible. 
Each author has used their own set of data. As a result, comparative analysis does not 
produce a really meaningful result. Some authors addressed noise detection and cleaning 
phase in their works. However, a comprehensive solution for elimination of all types of 
noise is not available. The reader has already understood that Bangla has not only basic 
characters; it is rich with modifiers and compound characters. Placement of modifiers may 
happen on the upper, lower, left or right side of original characters which generates a lot of 
complications. Rarely authors could confidently claim that a particular segmentation and 
classification scheme has dealt with all of them. Again lack of standard or benchmark 
samples do not allow one to make a comprehensive testing of their application. 
Investigation of the phases of pattern recognition deserves special attention to be 
considered. We have done some component level implementation on Intel® Core™2 Duo 
processor with 4 GB RAM. Fig. 5.1a has been used as a sample image for binarization, 
segmentation, feature extraction, and classification. The total time length required for all the 
activities took from 1 minute to 10 minutes depending on the choice of algorithms. This 
suggests that careful investigation would reveal the best possible combination of algorithms 
and processes for all the phases of Bangla OCR. It is evident that a full commercial OCR is a 
demand of the time in this era of digitization.  
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Handwriting is a complex daily activity that involves attention, memory, linguistic, 
cognitive and perceptual-motor skills. As motor act, writing a letter requires to retrieve the 
letter storing in memory, to access the corresponding motor program (letter global shape, 
relative size of letter strokes), to set the parameters for the program (absolute size of letters 
and writing speed) and to execute the program (muscles recruitment) (Ellis, 1988; Van 
Galen, 1991). The letter to be traced and the corresponding graphic motion are intimately 
related in handwriting activity. Because both reading and writing are learned 
simultaneously in school, it may be assumed that letters are both coded visually and under a 
sensorimotor form (Hulme, 1981). From this point of view, the most notable example is 
probably Chinese or Japanese ideograms, which are composed of a number of strokes that 
must be written in a precise order when learning to read and write. The metaphor 
“grammar of action” was proposed by Goodnow & Levine (1973) to define stroke 
composition rules. Subsequently, this order is used as a cue to retrieve the ideograms from 
memory (Flores d’Arcais, 1994), suggesting that the motor schema specific to each ideogram 
may be an essential component of their representation. Many others arguments in favour of 
the tight coupling between the visual and sensorimotor representations of letter shapes can 
be advanced. First, Anderson et al., (1990) describe the case of a patient whose inability to 
write letters can be associated with deficits in the visual identification of letters. By contrast, 
she could easily read all numbers and nonverbal symbols, and she was equally able to write 
numbers and perform written calculations without difficulty. In a same way, writing 
movements can help alexic patients whose reading abilities are impaired. When they were 
asked to trace the outline of the letters with their fingers, they sometimes succeeded in 
recognizing letters they were not able to recognize only visually (Bartolomeo et al., 2002; 
Seki et al., 1995). To go further on, some researchers investigated the question of the 
presence of a global cerebral network including visual and sensorimotor components and 
mediating a multimodal representation of letters. Longcamp and colleagues (2003) showed 
activations of a part of the left premotor area during passive observation of isolated letters 
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participants were writing the letters. They suggested that handwriting motions might 
therefore be activated in memory by the visual presentation of letters. Moreover, this 
multicomponent neural network could be built up while learning concomitantly to read and 
write.  
In this framework, handwriting acquisition consists in learning the visual representations of 
letters, which are used to guide their production, and the motor representations (motor 
programs) specific to each one. Longcamp, et al. (2005) have studied two groups of 
preschool children (aged 3–5 years) who were learning letters either by handwriting or by 
typing, and compared letter recognition performances one week later. Results showed that 
in the older children, handwriting training gave rise to a better letter recognition 
performance than typing training. Further research in multisensory-training protocols, as 
opposed to unisensory protocols, produce greater and more efficient learning. These results 
indicate that multisensory training promotes more effective learning of the information than 
unisensory training (Ernst & Bülthoff, 2004; Bluteau et al., 2008; Fredembach et al., 2009). 
The benefit of multisensory exposure is persistent even when information is gathered from 
unisensory condition (Shams & Seitz, 2008). Theses previous results suggest that character 
recognition abilities are somehow dependent on the way we learn to write and to read. To 
acquire proficient handwriting is required to produce legible texts to be read, and to a large 
extent, to communicate. Indeed, we write words manually to be read, character production 
is mainly guided by this implicit subjective recognition goal. However, handwriting 
acquisition is neither trivial nor effortless, and it takes many years of instructions to master 
this skill. Difficulties are also observed in adults involved in learning new handwriting 
systems. At the beginning of learning, movements are slow and guided by visual and 
kinaesthetic feedback resulting in letter forms not yet mastered. With practice, writing 
becomes more automatic and the control of movement is mostly proactive, that is to say, 
based on an internal representation of motor acts. The developmental changes in the 
product and the process of handwriting could be the consequence of a change from 
retroactive control of movement (based on sensorial, visual and kinaesthetic feedback) to 
proactive control (Zesiger, 1995; Bara & Gentaz, 2010; Hillairet et al., 2007).  
Considering this whole framework, one can understand that handwriting recognition 
presents a challenge for most researchers working on letter perception. Indeed, how can 
people accurately discriminate letters given the important variability in handwritten forms? 
Classically it is assuming that to recognize handwritten letters people must be able to accept 
distortions on the standard letter. Freyd (1983) proposed an alternative to classical view, and 
demonstrates that handwriting recognition makes use of information about how the letters 
are formed. Specifically, perceivers could spontaneously infer the underlying dynamics 
pattern of motor movements used for a particular handwritten letter by applying their own 
knowledge of the production processes to its static trace. 
To sum up, subjective handwriting recognition evaluation is accurate and relevant for 
character recognition analysis. A better understanding of the types of information (shape, 
kinematics, motor internal simulation) used by the perceiver could enhance the 
development of almost essential computerized character recognition methods. The finding 
that readers spontaneously extract production information from static handwritten 
characters may have implications beyond handwriting recognition. Essentially, in 
developing a handwriting recognition interface one should take into account static input as 
well as dynamic characteristics of handwriting. As we have seen, character production and 
 
recognition both deal with static and dynamic features of letters, because spatial shape and 
kinematics of production are intimately related in handwriting activity. Finally, the question 
of “how quantifying handwriting and its static and dynamic characteristics?” despite a large 
extend of researches is not trivial and remains crucial. The choice and relation between 
subjective/objective, static/dynamic evaluation criteria is a decisive factor for character 
recognition. 
 
2. Measure of writing performance 
2.1 Historical approach  
Over the years, many methods were developed for the evaluation of handwriting 
proficiency. Since academic instruction aims to write legibly and rapidly, quality and 
rapidity criteria seemed sufficient to evaluate handwriting. Thus, most of evaluations are 
based on analyzing the handwritten product and speed. Nevertheless, authors who work on 
handwriting acquisition run up against the problem of assessment. Since decades, 
researchers continuously tried to develop and improve standardized evaluations and 
proposed numerous tools, which can be classified according to whether they involve 
qualitative or quantitative measures, global or analytic scales, or measures of the 
handwriting product or process (for a review, see Rosenblum et al. 2003). 
Historically, first evaluations were dedicated to an overall judgment of readability of written 
products. Handwriting production was first evaluated for its “global quality” or “legibility” 
before researchers developed more analytic evaluations based on predetermined criteria 
considered as important factors in written products quality. One of the first scales devoted 
to assess global quality of written product was the Thorndike Scale for Handwriting of 
Children (1910) (from fifth to eighth grade) based on the rating of “general merit”. After 
handwriting was evaluated for its “general merit”, authors proposed scales based on the 
attribution of an average score assigned by a group of judges who compared written texts to 
handwriting samples previously graded from “readable” to “unreadable”. 
In the aim to provide less subjective judgments, some authors proposed to replace global 
scales by using clearly defined criteria to grade handwriting samples. Analytic scales then 
gradually replaced the earlier global evaluations. With analytic scales, the various 
characteristics of handwriting considered as playing a role in the overall quality of written 
product are rated individually. The most common criteria used to judge writing legibility 
are letter form, size, slant, spacing, and line straightness. For example, Freeman (1959) scale 
included the following five criteria: tilt, height, shaping of letters, line quality and an overall 
score representing the general merit. These parameters still lead to recent development of 
character production analysis software (Guinet & Kandel, 2010). One of the more used 
analytic scales is The Concise Evaluation Scale for Children’s Handwriting (Dutch 
abbreviation BHK; Hamstra-Bletz et al., 1987) first developed to examine the readability and 
speed of writing performance in young dysgraphic children. It should be noted that 
quantitative measures are sometimes preferred over qualitative ones because it is easier to 
quantify fluency (e.g., the number of characters a child is able to write in one minute or the 
total time taken by a child to complete a given text of a predefined number of characters) 
than legibility (scoring readability of handwriting products requires judges expertise and 
laborious comparison to numerous standards). For the BHK evaluation, children are asked 
to copy a standard text that is presented to them on a card for five minutes. The first five 
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recognition abilities are somehow dependent on the way we learn to write and to read. To 
acquire proficient handwriting is required to produce legible texts to be read, and to a large 
extent, to communicate. Indeed, we write words manually to be read, character production 
is mainly guided by this implicit subjective recognition goal. However, handwriting 
acquisition is neither trivial nor effortless, and it takes many years of instructions to master 
this skill. Difficulties are also observed in adults involved in learning new handwriting 
systems. At the beginning of learning, movements are slow and guided by visual and 
kinaesthetic feedback resulting in letter forms not yet mastered. With practice, writing 
becomes more automatic and the control of movement is mostly proactive, that is to say, 
based on an internal representation of motor acts. The developmental changes in the 
product and the process of handwriting could be the consequence of a change from 
retroactive control of movement (based on sensorial, visual and kinaesthetic feedback) to 
proactive control (Zesiger, 1995; Bara & Gentaz, 2010; Hillairet et al., 2007).  
Considering this whole framework, one can understand that handwriting recognition 
presents a challenge for most researchers working on letter perception. Indeed, how can 
people accurately discriminate letters given the important variability in handwritten forms? 
Classically it is assuming that to recognize handwritten letters people must be able to accept 
distortions on the standard letter. Freyd (1983) proposed an alternative to classical view, and 
demonstrates that handwriting recognition makes use of information about how the letters 
are formed. Specifically, perceivers could spontaneously infer the underlying dynamics 
pattern of motor movements used for a particular handwritten letter by applying their own 
knowledge of the production processes to its static trace. 
To sum up, subjective handwriting recognition evaluation is accurate and relevant for 
character recognition analysis. A better understanding of the types of information (shape, 
kinematics, motor internal simulation) used by the perceiver could enhance the 
development of almost essential computerized character recognition methods. The finding 
that readers spontaneously extract production information from static handwritten 
characters may have implications beyond handwriting recognition. Essentially, in 
developing a handwriting recognition interface one should take into account static input as 
well as dynamic characteristics of handwriting. As we have seen, character production and 
 
recognition both deal with static and dynamic features of letters, because spatial shape and 
kinematics of production are intimately related in handwriting activity. Finally, the question 
of “how quantifying handwriting and its static and dynamic characteristics?” despite a large 
extend of researches is not trivial and remains crucial. The choice and relation between 
subjective/objective, static/dynamic evaluation criteria is a decisive factor for character 
recognition. 
 
2. Measure of writing performance 
2.1 Historical approach  
Over the years, many methods were developed for the evaluation of handwriting 
proficiency. Since academic instruction aims to write legibly and rapidly, quality and 
rapidity criteria seemed sufficient to evaluate handwriting. Thus, most of evaluations are 
based on analyzing the handwritten product and speed. Nevertheless, authors who work on 
handwriting acquisition run up against the problem of assessment. Since decades, 
researchers continuously tried to develop and improve standardized evaluations and 
proposed numerous tools, which can be classified according to whether they involve 
qualitative or quantitative measures, global or analytic scales, or measures of the 
handwriting product or process (for a review, see Rosenblum et al. 2003). 
Historically, first evaluations were dedicated to an overall judgment of readability of written 
products. Handwriting production was first evaluated for its “global quality” or “legibility” 
before researchers developed more analytic evaluations based on predetermined criteria 
considered as important factors in written products quality. One of the first scales devoted 
to assess global quality of written product was the Thorndike Scale for Handwriting of 
Children (1910) (from fifth to eighth grade) based on the rating of “general merit”. After 
handwriting was evaluated for its “general merit”, authors proposed scales based on the 
attribution of an average score assigned by a group of judges who compared written texts to 
handwriting samples previously graded from “readable” to “unreadable”. 
In the aim to provide less subjective judgments, some authors proposed to replace global 
scales by using clearly defined criteria to grade handwriting samples. Analytic scales then 
gradually replaced the earlier global evaluations. With analytic scales, the various 
characteristics of handwriting considered as playing a role in the overall quality of written 
product are rated individually. The most common criteria used to judge writing legibility 
are letter form, size, slant, spacing, and line straightness. For example, Freeman (1959) scale 
included the following five criteria: tilt, height, shaping of letters, line quality and an overall 
score representing the general merit. These parameters still lead to recent development of 
character production analysis software (Guinet & Kandel, 2010). One of the more used 
analytic scales is The Concise Evaluation Scale for Children’s Handwriting (Dutch 
abbreviation BHK; Hamstra-Bletz et al., 1987) first developed to examine the readability and 
speed of writing performance in young dysgraphic children. It should be noted that 
quantitative measures are sometimes preferred over qualitative ones because it is easier to 
quantify fluency (e.g., the number of characters a child is able to write in one minute or the 
total time taken by a child to complete a given text of a predefined number of characters) 
than legibility (scoring readability of handwriting products requires judges expertise and 
laborious comparison to numerous standards). For the BHK evaluation, children are asked 
to copy a standard text that is presented to them on a card for five minutes. The first five 
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sentences (grade 3 level of reading) are evaluated by judging deviations of the child’s 
writing from the standard handwriting text according to 13 criteria (e.g. global size, line 
straightness, spacing, letters joins, letters distortions, ambiguous shapes, overlaps between 
letters, wavering and trembling). A total score on all 13 criteria items is calculated to 
determine writing quality which is subsequently used to categorize the child as a poor or 
proficient writer). Copying speed is calculated according to the number of letters written in 
five minutes. The BHK diagnostic sensitivity, the development of norms and use among 
children in various populations explain the extensive use of the BHK in studies and clinical 
practice (Blöte & Hamstra-Bletz, 1991). 
Although most researchers agree upon criteria used in analytic scales (Bruinsma & 
Nieuwenhuis, 1991), approaches used to collect handwriting products vary across studies 
and factors such as the nature of the handwriting task (e.g. copying or writing from memory 
tasks), given instructions (e.g. fast or slow handwriting) and graphic workspace (e.g. school 
writing paper or not) can influence written products quality. Moreover, scales are also 
designed in different aims, including handwriting difficulties assessment, detection of 
children being at risk to develop handwriting difficulties, developmental changes 
assessment, etc. Methodological variations hinder direct comparisons between analytic 
scales and limit the development of optimally effective handwriting assessment. 
Nevertheless, global and analytic scales permit an analysis of the handwriting final product. 
Considering the fact that handwriting is a highly dynamical process; it appears that 
evaluation of handwriting products do not provide many information about the underlying 
handwriting process. With the development of computerized measures, it is possible to 
assess the handwriting process while children are writing. Because handwriting movements 
require a precise organization in time and space, and proper control over pressure, spatial, 
and temporal measures during writing supply information about the degree of handwriting 
proficiency. In literature, we face an increasing number of measures dedicated to the 
analysis of specific aspects of the handwriting process (e.g. average velocity, production 
time, movement fluency) and dedicated to more static or global criteria (e.g. recognition 
rates, height, strokes number). 
In conclusion, both approaches which assess the product or the process of handwriting have 
their advantages and inconveniences. Subjective evaluations (when someone has to judge 
the quality of the handwriting product) suffer from limited accuracy, sensitivity, and 
reliability, but are simple to implement and nearer to the natural situation of handwriting in 
the classroom. Moreover, in many cases, for example in presence of motor production noise 
in learning process or in handwriting troubles which deteriorated presentation conditions, 
experts still give their preference to subjective judgments of the quality even if human 
expert can also make mistakes. “In most applications, the machine performances are far 
from being acceptable, although potential users often forget that human subjects generally 
make reading mistakes“ (Barrière & Plamadon, 1998). The more objective, computerized 
analyses make possible to evaluate handwriting dynamics by providing more accurate and 
more reliable data by means of rapid, automated procedures, but, the practical applications 
(clinical or educational issues) are still limited because the lack of global decisions about the 
legibility of a written product. In mainly cases of character recognition, subjective judgments 
remain more accurate than their computerized corresponding scores.  
 
 
2.2 Human performance 
The measure of performance in the execution of a task raises a number of issues, largely 
present in the literature under the term “motor learning and human performance“ (Schmidt 
& Wrisberg, 2000). This measure depends on three main factors: the subject, the task and the 
environment.  
First of all, the subject which is the fundamental element of any condition of motor 
performance comes with a number of characteristics: inherent abilities, cognitivo-motor 
knowledge, sociocultural context and level of motivation. These characteristics can influence 
the way of carrying out the task and the performance. The estimation of these capabilities 
such as the level of subject expertise and the nature of the population to be tested may help 
up in the understanding of this influence. As an example, several normalized tests are 
applied to a limited population (child, in remedial persons, etc.). 
The second factor in motor learning and human performance is the environment. It can 
affect the production of a task by the application of temporal constraints (limited time to 
complete a task), or spatial constraints. In the area of character recognition, the limitation by 
writing templates lines is an example of these environmental spatial constraints. 
The last factor influencing the measure of performance is the task. The nature of the task 
directly affects the demand for performance and achievement. Certain tasks have high 
sensory demands, such as detection of an approaching ball to return to tennis. Others have 
high cognitive demands for action, planning and implementation of action. Finally, we can 
consider the competence necessary to execute the task, that is to say, the ability of the person 
to make the right move. In some tasks, only one of these factors will determine the 
performance of the person, but it is more often a succession of analysis, planning, decision 
and implementation of a gesture that is indicative of the degree of success or failure of the 
task. A first answer is to classify the task according to the progress of the task: discrete 
action, actions in series or ongoing activities. Discrete actions are generally fast and well 
defined from the beginning to the end. A pointing task belongs to this category. Actions in 
series are a succession of several discrete actions, connected in sequence and whose order is 
crucial in the successful accomplishment of the task. Some writing of characters (especially 
composed by several strokes like Chinese characters) obeys to this classification. Finally, the 
continuous actions are defined by the absence of precise start and end, and are generally 
repetitive. At a certain level of handwriting expertise, when subject has internalized and 
automated the motor act, handwriting can be classified as continuous action. Another 
classification of the tasks is to determine the sensorimotor load and cognitive load. For a 
beginner writer, drawing a character is mainly interfered with the control of its movements. 
Gestures are slow and guided by visual and kinaesthetic feedbacks. Children have to 
constantly check on their handwriting trace in order to guide their fingers in the right way. 
Then, with fluency, writing access the stage of cognitive treatments, by concatening letters 
to make words, and then sentences with meaning. As an example, we can also cite the 
learning of Japanese or Chinese characters. At the end of the first elementary cycle, the 
students have to know a small set of 1006 kanji (denoted as gakushuu kanji) ordered by 
increasing level of difficulty. Finally, tasks can also be classified according to the degree of 
predictability of the environment. A task performed in a changing, unpredictable and open 
environment, requires an adaptation of the person. Writing a phone number while someone 
is driving on a bumpy road is a quite unpredictable environment. A closed task will be 
realized in a stationary environment and predictive. The person could then plan ahead the 
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sentences (grade 3 level of reading) are evaluated by judging deviations of the child’s 
writing from the standard handwriting text according to 13 criteria (e.g. global size, line 
straightness, spacing, letters joins, letters distortions, ambiguous shapes, overlaps between 
letters, wavering and trembling). A total score on all 13 criteria items is calculated to 
determine writing quality which is subsequently used to categorize the child as a poor or 
proficient writer). Copying speed is calculated according to the number of letters written in 
five minutes. The BHK diagnostic sensitivity, the development of norms and use among 
children in various populations explain the extensive use of the BHK in studies and clinical 
practice (Blöte & Hamstra-Bletz, 1991). 
Although most researchers agree upon criteria used in analytic scales (Bruinsma & 
Nieuwenhuis, 1991), approaches used to collect handwriting products vary across studies 
and factors such as the nature of the handwriting task (e.g. copying or writing from memory 
tasks), given instructions (e.g. fast or slow handwriting) and graphic workspace (e.g. school 
writing paper or not) can influence written products quality. Moreover, scales are also 
designed in different aims, including handwriting difficulties assessment, detection of 
children being at risk to develop handwriting difficulties, developmental changes 
assessment, etc. Methodological variations hinder direct comparisons between analytic 
scales and limit the development of optimally effective handwriting assessment. 
Nevertheless, global and analytic scales permit an analysis of the handwriting final product. 
Considering the fact that handwriting is a highly dynamical process; it appears that 
evaluation of handwriting products do not provide many information about the underlying 
handwriting process. With the development of computerized measures, it is possible to 
assess the handwriting process while children are writing. Because handwriting movements 
require a precise organization in time and space, and proper control over pressure, spatial, 
and temporal measures during writing supply information about the degree of handwriting 
proficiency. In literature, we face an increasing number of measures dedicated to the 
analysis of specific aspects of the handwriting process (e.g. average velocity, production 
time, movement fluency) and dedicated to more static or global criteria (e.g. recognition 
rates, height, strokes number). 
In conclusion, both approaches which assess the product or the process of handwriting have 
their advantages and inconveniences. Subjective evaluations (when someone has to judge 
the quality of the handwriting product) suffer from limited accuracy, sensitivity, and 
reliability, but are simple to implement and nearer to the natural situation of handwriting in 
the classroom. Moreover, in many cases, for example in presence of motor production noise 
in learning process or in handwriting troubles which deteriorated presentation conditions, 
experts still give their preference to subjective judgments of the quality even if human 
expert can also make mistakes. “In most applications, the machine performances are far 
from being acceptable, although potential users often forget that human subjects generally 
make reading mistakes“ (Barrière & Plamadon, 1998). The more objective, computerized 
analyses make possible to evaluate handwriting dynamics by providing more accurate and 
more reliable data by means of rapid, automated procedures, but, the practical applications 
(clinical or educational issues) are still limited because the lack of global decisions about the 
legibility of a written product. In mainly cases of character recognition, subjective judgments 
remain more accurate than their computerized corresponding scores.  
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The measure of performance in the execution of a task raises a number of issues, largely 
present in the literature under the term “motor learning and human performance“ (Schmidt 
& Wrisberg, 2000). This measure depends on three main factors: the subject, the task and the 
environment.  
First of all, the subject which is the fundamental element of any condition of motor 
performance comes with a number of characteristics: inherent abilities, cognitivo-motor 
knowledge, sociocultural context and level of motivation. These characteristics can influence 
the way of carrying out the task and the performance. The estimation of these capabilities 
such as the level of subject expertise and the nature of the population to be tested may help 
up in the understanding of this influence. As an example, several normalized tests are 
applied to a limited population (child, in remedial persons, etc.). 
The second factor in motor learning and human performance is the environment. It can 
affect the production of a task by the application of temporal constraints (limited time to 
complete a task), or spatial constraints. In the area of character recognition, the limitation by 
writing templates lines is an example of these environmental spatial constraints. 
The last factor influencing the measure of performance is the task. The nature of the task 
directly affects the demand for performance and achievement. Certain tasks have high 
sensory demands, such as detection of an approaching ball to return to tennis. Others have 
high cognitive demands for action, planning and implementation of action. Finally, we can 
consider the competence necessary to execute the task, that is to say, the ability of the person 
to make the right move. In some tasks, only one of these factors will determine the 
performance of the person, but it is more often a succession of analysis, planning, decision 
and implementation of a gesture that is indicative of the degree of success or failure of the 
task. A first answer is to classify the task according to the progress of the task: discrete 
action, actions in series or ongoing activities. Discrete actions are generally fast and well 
defined from the beginning to the end. A pointing task belongs to this category. Actions in 
series are a succession of several discrete actions, connected in sequence and whose order is 
crucial in the successful accomplishment of the task. Some writing of characters (especially 
composed by several strokes like Chinese characters) obeys to this classification. Finally, the 
continuous actions are defined by the absence of precise start and end, and are generally 
repetitive. At a certain level of handwriting expertise, when subject has internalized and 
automated the motor act, handwriting can be classified as continuous action. Another 
classification of the tasks is to determine the sensorimotor load and cognitive load. For a 
beginner writer, drawing a character is mainly interfered with the control of its movements. 
Gestures are slow and guided by visual and kinaesthetic feedbacks. Children have to 
constantly check on their handwriting trace in order to guide their fingers in the right way. 
Then, with fluency, writing access the stage of cognitive treatments, by concatening letters 
to make words, and then sentences with meaning. As an example, we can also cite the 
learning of Japanese or Chinese characters. At the end of the first elementary cycle, the 
students have to know a small set of 1006 kanji (denoted as gakushuu kanji) ordered by 
increasing level of difficulty. Finally, tasks can also be classified according to the degree of 
predictability of the environment. A task performed in a changing, unpredictable and open 
environment, requires an adaptation of the person. Writing a phone number while someone 
is driving on a bumpy road is a quite unpredictable environment. A closed task will be 
realized in a stationary environment and predictive. The person could then plan ahead the 
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completion of the task. That fact explains the needs of closed tasks for most of the 
normalized test or objective measure of character recognition to be effective. Gentile 
(Gentile, 1987) proposed a classification in two dimensions, depending on the predictability 
of the environment and the sensorimotor and cognitive load of the task. The change of type 
of task highly influences the intra individual performance of the task (Higgins & Spaeth, 
1972; Franks et al., 1982), as illustrated in figure 1. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Change of intra individual performance variability during closed or open skill 
environment. From Higgins & Spaeth (1972). 
 
In this context, the question of which measure criteria should be used to evaluate motor 
performance remains. To clarify the multitude of possible measures, authors working in the 
field of human performance list three main types of measures (Guthrie, 1952): 
1) the maximum certainty of achieving the goal; 
2) the minimum energy expenditure, and 
3) the minimum completion time.  
Their variation is seen as a variation of the degree of achievement of performance, from 
performance considered as beginner level to expert level (see figure 2). Performers who are 
more proficient in movements designed to achieve a particular goal usually demonstrate 
one or more of the qualities mentioned previously.  
 
 
Fig. 2. Theoretical depictions of the stages of motor learning and associated motor 
performance characteristics. From Schimdt & Lee (1987). 
 
The maximum certainty of goal achievement implies that a person is able to meet a 
performance goal regardless to the situation, on demand and without luck. This criterion 
can often be seen as a combination of low variability in task performance regarding to a 
predefined performance level. We can notice that variability in the required movements 
may help acquiring a maximum certainty of goal achievement as demonstrated in other 
motor learning fields such as sports (Barlett et al., 2007). The minimum energy expenditure 
is a consequence of a low noise action, realized without unwanted and unnecessary 
movements. Finally, the minimum completion time supposes that a skilled movement has a 
higher level if its duration is shorter than another movement, with the same level of 
precision. A contradiction remains with the certainty of goal achievement criterions while 
speed and accuracy are antinomic. Fortunately, humans seem to have the capability to swap 
speed for accuracy, depending on the task requirements.  
The way to access to the three main types of measure of performance is founded on two 
types of information. The first class of information is directly accessed by internal states of 
sensorimotor system. Observations such as physiological parameters (ECG, EMG, etc.) or 
subjective evaluations about the performance belong to this group. These parameters are 
rich but often suffer from a complex analysis mainly due to the motor noise and complexity 
of the system. Furthermore, external states such as traces, on-line recording (cf. figure 3.a) or 
off-line recording (cf. figure 3.b) and observer evaluations can be seen as a second group of 
measurements. These former parameters suffer also from computation noise and/or 
subjectivity of observers, but are quite easier to analyse due to the recording of only a part of 
the system. In lots of performance evaluations, these criterions are preferred and proved 
their efficiency in constrained domains such as postal addresses (Cohen, 1991), bank check 
or census forms reading. In character recognition and performance measurement, both 
internal and external states information can be used simultaneously: for the writing task, 
EMG would be valuable for the estimation of minimum muscle energy expenditure and off-
line record of several paper trails would be valuable for maximum certainty of achieving the 
goal. The two ways to access information have both complementary meanings. The special 
case of on-line recording allows access to the internal states of the system (pressure, forces, 
velocity, angles...) through the development of new sensors, and can be seen as belonging to 
both groups. For a detailed survey on off-line and on-line character recognition, see 
Plamadon (Plamadon, 2000). 
 
 
Fig. 3. a) Off-line word. The image of the word is converted into grey-level pixels using a 
scanner. b). On-line word. The x,y coordinated of the pen tip are recorded as a function of 
time by a digitizer (haptic device, tablet,...). From Plamadon, 2000. 
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3. Challenges: Which criteria do I have to choose for what? 
Regarding human performance knowledge, a set of criteria chosen in the three main types 
(maximum certainty of achieving the goal; minimum energy expenditure, and minimum 
completion time) correctly depict the analysis of human performance. Nevertheless, the 
authors working on the acquisition of handwriting still face the problem of evaluation of 
character recognition. What class of criteria should we adopt in assessing the performance of 
manual gestures such as writing? Another way to classify character recognition performance 
criteria is based on the separation between objective and subjective measures. Subjective 
(qualitative) criteria result from a judgment, and objective (quantitative) criteria refer to a 
computerized numerical analysis. Creating tools to assess the quality of writing (i.e. character 
recognition) remains difficult despite the presence of many standardized assessments, and 
many measures that can be classified according to their consideration of qualitative or 
quantitative parameters. Historically, the production of writing was first evaluated on 
subjective criterions. Technological advances in computation and preference for objective 
scientific method has reversed the trend. However, the use of subjective criteria is still relevant 
for character recognition performance analysis and stay the final goal of character production. 
Indeed, we write words manually with the final objective to be read (i.e. give a trace to be 
visually evaluated). The character production is mainly guided by this implicit subjective 
recognition goal. In addition, two levels are accessible for such manual gesture and are 
offering to evaluate the performance: the writing process (gesture) and production (static 
trace) (Rosenblum et al., 2003). Each level includes different information respectively 
kinematics of gesture and static final quality of character. The fact that writing is a highly 
dynamic process with the support of strong relations between action and perception, allow us 
to study the process of production (gesture) to enrich the product evaluation (static trace). 
Technological advances made possible to study and quantify the links between spatial 
accuracy and kinematics of handwriting. But we face with a plethora of measures in the 
literature dedicated to the analysis of specific aspects of the writing process (average speed, 
production time, fluidity of movement...) and static global criteria based on the production 
(recognition rate, size of letters, number of strokes,...) with few links among them.  
To clarify criteria choice for both gesture and handwriting products evaluation and 
quantification, we propose to identify the relation between static (product) and dynamic 
(handwriting process) measures in an objective and subjective evaluation of on-line 
acquisition of writing.  
As suggested by several researches presented in §1, many connections between perception 
and action can be observed in humans. As the judgment of product and process involve 
human perception, correlation amongst static subjective criteria (mainly related to shape) 
and dynamic subjective criteria (related to kinematics) should appear (Hypothesis 1). 
Literature tends to distinguish in one hand static objective criteria related to shape and in 
the other hand, dynamic objective criteria, related to kinematics of production. Then, we 
should observe some strong links between static measures, and strong links between 
dynamics criteria. However, this hypothesis has to be contrasted in regards to existing tight 
coupling between spatial shape and kinematics in handwriting production. So, we also 
assume some correlation between static and dynamic objective measures (Hypothesis 2). 
The obvious example of mean velocity computation (distance divided by time) tends to 
suggest a relation between static objective measure (distance) and dynamic objective 
measure (time). At last, comparison between subjective judgments and objective measures 
 
should be somehow related, justifying the current use of objective criteria instead of the 
classically performed subjective character recognition and evaluation (Hypothesis 3). 
 
4. Experimental evaluation of kinematics and spatial features: an analysis of 
subjective and objective measures 
To access relations between spatial criteria and kinematics of handwriting and relations 
between subjective and objective judgments, we designed a two step experiment. The first 
phase consisted in the acquisition of children and adults handwriting. The second phase 
consisted in an evaluation of handwriting with an objective computation of criteria and 
subjective judgments. 
 
4.1 Acquisition of handwriting  
The acquisition phase differs in children and adults. By choosing two different populations, 
we wanted to access whether traditional handwriting evaluations could be generalized to 
pre-scripter children, who present more variable handwriting and are more susceptible to 
noise generated by the establishment of fine motor control. In addition, we wanted to 
generalize this evaluation with the learning of novel trajectories with adults. In traditional 
handwriting of cursive Latin characters, adults are considered as expert-scripter and a clear 
ceiling effect would have occurred on each evaluation criteria. Indeed, to avoid this effect, 
unknown trajectories were proposed to the participants. This choice is also related to the 
characteristics of subjects (developmental difference in sensory motor control) which have to 
be considered as proposed by human performance researches (cf. §2). 
 
4.1.1 Participants 
Forty-four children between the ages of 4.9 and 5.9 months (21 boys and 23 girls, mean 
age: 5.3) from two senior kindergarten classes in Grenoble participated in this study. All 
participants spoke French as their first language and no child had a statement of special 
educational needs. Permission for recruitment was gained from the head teacher of the 
school, and written informed consent for the participation of the children was obtained from 
their parents. At the same time, we asked 23 adults participants aged between 18 and 26 
(including 13 girls, mean age: 21.3± 2.5) to participate in this study. All adult participants 
were unfamiliar with Arab or Japanese languages, and none of them had known motor 
trouble or neurological dysfunction. Their participation was done after their informed 
written consent, in respect with Helsinki declaration. 
 
4.1.2 Method 
The acquisition methodology differs in children and adults in order to take these two 
population specific needs. 
On the one hand, children were seated comfortably in front of a table, upon which a digital 
tablet (Wacom®) was placed. In this measuring system, the positions of the pen were sampled 
at a frequency of 100 Hz and at a spatial resolution of .008 cm. The pen used in order to write 
on the tablet was a ball-point pen (Intuos Ink Pen, Wacom®) allowed to receive feedback of 
the written samples. A white paper was placed on the digital tablet. We asked children to copy 
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On the one hand, children were seated comfortably in front of a table, upon which a digital 
tablet (Wacom®) was placed. In this measuring system, the positions of the pen were sampled 
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on the tablet was a ball-point pen (Intuos Ink Pen, Wacom®) allowed to receive feedback of 
the written samples. A white paper was placed on the digital tablet. We asked children to copy 
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paper placed in front of the child (for example see fig 4). There were no time and size 
constraints. The order of letter presentation was counterbalanced across participants. The test 
lasted approximately 10 min by participants. We randomly chose 250 trajectories over the 1144 
collected for the incoming subjective judgments and objective analysis. 
 
Fig. 4. Examples of standard cursive letters proposed to children participants 
 
On the other hand, adult participants were asked to produce four foreign characters (Japanese 
inspired and Arabic letters – cf. figure 5). The choice of novel trajectories was a way of 
experimenting participants with a lower motor skill level, in order to avoid ceiling effect in 
both handwriting performance and character recognition. The digitalization of their traces was 
performed using a haptic device (PHANToM Omni® from SensAble). The desired trajectory 
was displayed on a horizontal screen and the participant’s pen trajectory was recorded from 
the haptic device, placed over the screen (Bluteau et al., 2008). Ergonomics efforts have been 
made to achieve this virtual co-located configuration, close to the real writing task, allowing 
standardize protocol of trajectories presentation and recording (Bluteau et al., 2008). As a 
result, we recorded at 1000 Hz the positions and forces applied during the drawing of 
characters. Each adult participants has to draw 20 trajectories, given in a pseudo random order 
(two consecutive and identical letters were not allowed). We kept only 250 of the 460 
trajectories, randomly chosen for our analysis. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Trajectories proposed to adult participants. The two upper letters were issued from 
Arabic alphabet. The two lower letters were issued from Japanese hiragana alphabet, with 
the order of drawing indicated above. 
 
4.2 Evaluation of handwriting 
In this second phase, subjective judgments and objective evaluations were performed. As we 
wanted to study the relationship between human evaluations and objective measures, the 
recordings from children and adults productions went through these two evaluations. 
 
4.2.1 Subjective evaluation 
Method 
First of all, a “judgments” software (NoteSub) was developed to normalize the presentation 
of trajectories and gather the judgments. Two different display methods were proposed to 
get static (accuracy of the trace mainly based on spatial characteristics) and dynamic 
judgments (kinematics of the motor production) (cf. figure 6). The static display in which 
each of the shapes appear simultaneously on a computer screen was used to assess the 
quality of the product. The dynamic display, in which letters were printed on a computer 
screen, according to the cinematic of production of the writer, was used to evaluate the 
process of writing (kinematics). Two orders were given for either static presentation: “judge 
the graphical quality”; and dynamic presentation: “judge the quality of movements” of the 
presented letters. The letters were presented randomly in blocks of 50 letters for a static or 
dynamic judgment, in order to avoid a fatigue effect. The order of these blocks was balanced 
using a standard Latin square protocol. In total, judges rated two times each of the 250 
letters (a static judgement and a dynamic judgment). Each judge had to recognize the 
character before evaluating the quality (rate from 1 – lowest quality, to 10 – highest quality) 
and were asked to describe the underlying criteria on which they based their judgment. In 
addition, a judgment was considered by the software as valid only when an “active” 
displacement of the rating cursor was performed (in order to avoid by default judgment). 
Finally, we obtained two subjective ratings for each trace: a score based on the product of 
handwriting, closely related to the shape or spatial criteria and a score of production 
process, closely linked to kinematics. 
 
   
Fig. 6. Screen capture of NoteSub, the subjective evaluation software. (Left) Static 
Presentation of letters. (Center) Dynamic presentation of letters. (Right) Example of dynamic 
presentation, the letter appears gradually, in respect with subject movement velocity, pauses 
and pen lift up. 
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Ten judges evaluated the quality of character and writing process. Four of them were asked 
to judge the 250 children productions and six were asked to judge the 250 adult productions. 
Concerning adults production judgments, evaluators mean age was 32.6 years (± 9.6); 
concerning children production judgments, evaluators mean age was 28.2 years (± 2.8).  
 
Subjective criteria  
As previously describe, we asked judges to rate the “graphical quality” of the handwriting 
product (static trace) and the “movement quality” of the handwriting process (dynamic). In 
addition, for each set of letters, judges were asked to report underlying criteria of their 
judgments 
a. Static presentation 
Basing their assessment on a static presentation (called “static judgment” later in this 
chapter) judges had access to traditional presentation of character. Their character 
recognition performance and evaluation should include several spatial criteria such as tilt, 
orientation and shaping of letters encountered in literature. However, we can hypothesize 
that judges could also access to cinematic characteristics of the production given its subtle 
link to the written shape. For example, static clues such as curvature of letters could call to 
judge corresponding knowledge of rule production, the well known “two-third power law” 
(Viviani & Terzuolo, 1982) and allow access to cinematic parameters such as velocity. But we 
believe that their static judgment will be mainly based on spatial shape information.  
b. Dynamic presentation 
In the dynamic presentation, the judge had access to kinematics of production. This 
evaluation (called “dynamic judgment” later in this chapter) allows the extraction of 
cinematic parameters induced by pauses, accelerations and order of strokes. In order to 
avoid judgment based on shape’s features, the character immediately disappears after 
dynamic presentation. We make the assumption that their dynamic judgment will be mainly 
based on kinematics of production. To our knowledge, this kind of kinematics judgments 
has not been implemented in literature but appears to be a substantial source of information. 
 
4.2.2. Objective evaluation 
Method 
In parallels with subjective evaluation, the computation of objective measures was done 
using a normalized Matlab script. For each of the 250 adults and children trajectories, we 
calculated a number of objective measures, inspired by the literature. Quantitative spatial 
measurement considered were the number of strokes, the distance and a score of similarity 
between the "experimental trajectory" and "theoretical trajectory“. This score (Dynamic Time 
Warping - DTW) provides access to a criterion of similarity of form. The quantitative 
cinematic measures considered include the duration of movement, duration of pauses, 
average speed and the number of velocity peaks. Their calculation was performed by a 
Matlab™ script, from the acquisition of positions at 1000 Hz for the adult production and 
100 Hz for the children productions. In addition for further analysis, we computed 
predictors (or control variables) by taking in account the total distance of the track, standing 
for the difficulty of trajectories and the level of initial motor skills for children by a figure 
copy task. These various objective criteria are described in details below. 
 
Objective criteria 
a. Spatial shape 
Number of Strokes and Number of pen up/pen down 
We defined a stroke as a continuous drawing of trajectory according to pen up/pen down 
actions. These measures are linked and are both indicators of the difficulty of the letter and 
the global formation of the shape of the letter. By counting the number of strokes, we are 
able to extrapolate the degree of fluency of writing for a specific letter. For example, in 
children above 7-years-old, the number of pen up/pen down (or number of strokes) is 
usually larger than the theoretical number of strokes required to trace the letter. This is due 
to absence of achieved motor program and efficient control of the trajectory (in charge of 
topokinesis and morphokinesis). Due to one-stroke design of adult trajectories, these criteria 
were only computed for children.  
 
Distance of trajectories 
We computed the total distance of the trajectories of our participants. Distance criterion could 
be considered as size information, one of the most common criteria used to judge writing 
legibility. This criterion is particularly used in children evaluation of written letters because 
size variations are important during handwriting acquisition. Young children’s handwriting is 
often characterized by the production of large letters. When children better master fine 
movements required in writing, letters size decrease (Blöte & Hamstra-Bletz, 1991). 
 
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) 
The computation of a distance score between two curves is a usual way of quantifying the 
differences or to put a figure on likeness. Classical distance measures include point-to-point 
distance quantification (also known as Euclidean distance), point-to-closest point or even 
unidimensionnal distance (known as Manhattan distance or nearest prototype). In 1983, 
Joseph Kruskal and Mark Liberman introduced a new technique to calculate the distance 
between two curves. This technique, called time warping, proposes to match the two curves 
by distorting time axis (or “warping“as called by its authors). This means that variation in 
writing speed is considered as noise and then will be deleted (or at least decreased) by the 
algorithm. This algorithm has been applied to many fields, including speech recognition, 
handwriting pattern recognition, video analysis, quality of cursive character in reference to a 
standard (Niels, 2004) and also sequence alignment. We will take this last example to detail 
the algorithm. In genetics, sequence alignment consists in transforming one sequence into 
another using edit operation that replaces, inserts or removes an element. Each operation 
has an associated cost, and the final alignment will be given by the lowest cost standing the 
sequence of editing operations. Note that the lengths of the two sequences do not have to be 
equal. The Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) belongs to dynamic programming methods, that 
solve complex problem by breaking it into simpler steps, and provides solutions to such 
genetic questions. The problem can be stated naturally as a recursion, a sequence A is 
optimally edited into a sequence B by either: 
1. inserting the first character of B, and performing an optimal alignment of A and the 
tail of B 
2. deleting the first character of A, and performing the optimal alignment of the tail of 
A and B 
3. replacing the first character of A with the first character of B, and performing 
optimal alignments of the tails of A and B. 
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optimally edited into a sequence B by either: 
1. inserting the first character of B, and performing an optimal alignment of A and the 
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A and B 
3. replacing the first character of A with the first character of B, and performing 
optimal alignments of the tails of A and B. 
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The same reasoning is valuable for comparison of distance between two sequences of points 
(P1 and P2), where step 1 stands for the computation of distance between P1(i) and P2(i+1), 
step 2 stands for the computation of distance between P1(i+1) and P2(i) and finally, step 3 
stands for the distance computation between P1(i) and P2(i). The partial alignment of the 
two sequences (or curves) can be tabulated in a matrix, where cell(n,m) contains the cost of 
the optimal alignment of A[1..n] to B[1..m] (or P1(1..n) to P2(1..m)). The cost in cell(i,j) can be 
calculated by adding the cost of the relevant operations to the cost of its neighbouring cells, 
and selecting the optimum. In other words, the global DTW cost is given by “finding the 
way of the valley of minimum cost into the cost matrix“(cf. Figure 7). 
 
 
Fig. 7. Example of Matching path. (c) shows a possible matching path of the curves shown in 
(a) and in (b). Curve 1 is on the vertical axis and curve 2 is on the horizontal axis of the 
matching path. If we had filled the matching matrix with distances between points, this 
matching path would have been the visualisation of the way of the valley of minimum costs.  
 
After the definition of the matching path, a backtracking algorithm allows visual checking of 
the alignment of the two sequences (cf. figure 8). 
 
Fig. 8. Application of Dynamic Time Warping algorithm on a trajectory used in our 
experiment with adults and visualisation of the alignment using a backtracking algorithm. 
Optimal alignment (red) computed between theoretical trajectory (blue) and experimental 
trajectory (green) by a temporal distortion corresponding to a delay or advance between the 
two traces. 
 
DTW allows comparison of sequences without re-sampling and has been demonstrated to 
be successful for comparison of discrete and online handwriting acquisitions (Niels, 2004; 
 
Di Brina, 2008; Bluteau et al., 2008). This algorithm has a real application in character 
recognition as shown by this citation from Di Brina and colleagues (2008): “By objectively 
analyzing the spatial-temporal patterns, DTW captures the essential character of writing, 
i.e., the overall shape of its graphic output”. 
b. Cinematic criteria 
Number of velocity peaks 
This measure is classically seen as an indicator of writing fluidity and is related to the 
number of accelerations and decelerations during production. A movement is seen as jerky 
as soon as the number of velocity peaks is high. The number of velocity peaks is given by 
counting the number of zero crossing of the acceleration (∂v = 0). The velocity profile has to 
be filtered to reduce acquisition noise. The filtering process implies different values in adults 
and children to access the number of velocity peaks. In our experiment, we used a third 
order Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 12Hz to filter the adult productions 
(down-sampled at 100Hz); and we used a third order Butterworth filter with a cut-off 
frequency of 6Hz to filter the children productions (sampled at 100Hz). We chose 
Butterworth filter for its large use in literature and its intrinsic parameters (slow roll offs 
around cut-off frequency and no ripples) compare to other quicker roll offs cutting filters 
(Chebishev filter, Elliptic filter, etc.). 
Mean Velocity 
This measure is also a traditional criterion to evaluate the fluidity of writing. Normalized 
tests have integrated it by counting the number of words or characters copied in a certain 
amount of time (i.e,. fluency); Other researchers have used it to assess the level of expertise 
and writing performance with adults (Bluteau et al., 2008) or with children (Palluel-Germain 
et al., 2007). Many researchers claim that children's competence in writing depends, in part, 
on their mastery of handwriting. They found that handwriting skills, particularly 
handwriting fluency, improve with age and schooling (Graham et al., 1998; Hamstra-Bletz & 
Blote, 1990) and these individual differences in handwriting fluency predict how much and 
how well children write (Graham et al., 1997). This measure enters in the minimum 
completion time class of human performance classification of criteria as soon as the required 
trajectory has a fixed length (distance). 
Duration measures 
Total duration of the trajectory 
We computed the total duration to draw a character. This criterion gives an indication of the 
temporal performance on the path. It is linked to the average velocity and belongs to the 
same class (minimum completion time) of human performance classification. 
Pen up duration 
This criterion corresponds to the duration when the pen was up during the production of 
the character. An increase of this last measure indicates augmentation of breaks, and thus 
would reveals lacks in motor production of the character. 
Number of pauses in character production  
We defined a pause as a minimum of 150 ms period while the pen was down on the paper 
but no active movement was performed. This measure is an important indicator especially 
for children who often make pause while writing to visually check the model or their 
production in case of substantial breaks (i.e., allowing retroactive control based on visual 
and sensory motor feedbacks). This measure can also be an indicator of jerky handwriting in 
case of shorter breaks. This criterion is correlated with the level of expertise of the task. 
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The same reasoning is valuable for comparison of distance between two sequences of points 
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Fig. 7. Example of Matching path. (c) shows a possible matching path of the curves shown in 
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After the definition of the matching path, a backtracking algorithm allows visual checking of 
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DTW allows comparison of sequences without re-sampling and has been demonstrated to 
be successful for comparison of discrete and online handwriting acquisitions (Niels, 2004; 
 
Di Brina, 2008; Bluteau et al., 2008). This algorithm has a real application in character 
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for children who often make pause while writing to visually check the model or their 
production in case of substantial breaks (i.e., allowing retroactive control based on visual 
and sensory motor feedbacks). This measure can also be an indicator of jerky handwriting in 
case of shorter breaks. This criterion is correlated with the level of expertise of the task. 
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Number of Strokes and Number of pen up/pen down 
These criteria were already presented as shape specific criteria but they implicitly belong to 
dynamic criteria category. Indeed, the number of strokes of a writing production is 
intuitively correlated to cinematic criteria. A very high number of strokes reveal a quite bad 
cinematic of writing, thus referring to cinematic criteria. The same remark is valuable for the 
number of pen up/pen down criterion. This dual membership is also linked to the relation 
between action and perception. By the perception of some characteristics (such as the 
number of strokes), humans are able to deduce the actions performed to generate this 
product, and thus, to access the cinematic of production. 
c. Predictors or Control variables 
Distance of trajectories 
This measure, previously classified as static, appears in the computation of the mean 
velocity and is implicitly linked to the difficulty of the trajectory. In a way, this criterion can 
be taken as a normalization index that could explain relations between kinematics and 
shape characteristics, especially in adults’ productions. 
Designs copying task (NEPSY) 
We evaluate children motor and visuospatial skills using the designs copying subtest of the 
NEPSY  A Developmental Neuropsychological Assessment (Korkman et al., 1998). This 
subtest is an untimed two-dimensional constructional task that requires the integration of 
visuospatial analysis and graphomotor skills. Children have to reproduce paper-and-pencil 
copies of geometric designs of increasing complexity. These copies are then rated according 
to a set of indicators. Final normalized scores are comprised between 1 and 19. This measure 
does not count for character production evaluation but can be seen as a predictor variable of 




4.3.1 Preliminary analysis 
After the second step of subjective judgment, we retrieved a static and a dynamic score for 
each of 250 letters from children or adults, associated to the character actually recognized. 
We kept the recording if the required character matches the recognized one, and only if all 
judges recognized the letter. This work has to be done to avoid nonsense statistical means. 
This cleaning process leads to 204 trajectories for the children set and 221 trajectories for the 
adult set. We performed inter-judges correlation using reliability test (calculating 
Cronbach's alpha) that informed us about the homogeneity of scores through judges (α = 
.797 for static judgments and α = .772 for dynamic judgments of adults characters; α= .824 
for static judgments and α = .851 for dynamic judgments of children characters). Regarding 
this preliminary analysis, we averaged static scores of judges for each character in a new 
variable, called mean static later in this chapter. The same operation was done for dynamic 
judgments in a new variable called mean dynamic. 
 
4.3.2 Criteria’s descriptive data 
The Table 1 represents mean results and standard deviations obtained for each subjective 




 Children  Adults 
Criteria Mean SD  Mean SD 
Mean static 5.34 1.80  4.22 1.36 
Mean dynamic 5.80 1.90  4.84 1.20 
Total duration (s) 6.24 3.75  18.63 11.19 
Pen up duration (s) 1.56 2.28  - - 
Mean velocity (cm/s) 1.84 1.02  1.37 0.66 
Number of velocity peaks 12.14 7.53  5.44 2.49 
Number of pauses 1.48 2.99  - - 
Number of strokes 1.96 1.45  - - 
Number of pen up 0.96 1.45  - - 
Distance (cm) 9.57 4.88  20.23 5.36 
DTW 3.27 2.43  7.26 4.41 
Designs copying 12.23 2.51  - - 
Table 1. Means and standard deviations (SD) of each static and dynamic criteria in children 
and adults. 
 
Descriptive data reveal that despite mean distance, mean total duration and DTW score are 
more important and mean velocity is lower in adults trajectories, adults produced less 
acceleration and deceleration (i.e., number of velocity peaks) while they traced letters. These 
findings have to be related to the size of required trajectories in adults (cf. figure 5).   
 
4.3.3 Correlation between static and dynamic subjective scores  
We performed for each subjective judgment, correlations (Bravais-Pearson r) between static 
score and dynamic score attributed to children and adults handwriting products and 
process. Results showed a mean correlation coefficient of r =.56 (.55 to .60) in the judgment 
of children characters and a mean correlation coefficient of r =.51 (.35 to .61) in the judgment 
of adults characters. 
 
4.3.4 Inter-correlation of static objective scores  
We performed for each static objective measures inter-correlations (Bravais-Pearson r). 
Results are presented in table 2. 
 
  Children  Adults 
 Criteria (1) (2) (3)  (1) (2) 
(1) Distance (cm) - .42** .17*  - -.33** 
(2) DTW - - .27**  - - 
(3) Number of strokes - - -  - - 
*p<.05 significance, **p<.01 significance  
Table 2. Correlations between objective static criteria in children and adults 
 
Table 2 indicates mean levels of correlation between the three objective static criteria scores 
in children. The closest link is between distance measures and dynamic time warping 
(DTW) scores (.42). The relations between DTW and number of strokes scores and between 
distance and number of strokes scores (respectively .27 and .17) are weaker. All correlations 
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Table 2 indicates mean levels of correlation between the three objective static criteria scores 
in children. The closest link is between distance measures and dynamic time warping 
(DTW) scores (.42). The relations between DTW and number of strokes scores and between 
distance and number of strokes scores (respectively .27 and .17) are weaker. All correlations 
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are significant and positive. The longer the trajectories are, the more the number of strokes is 
susceptible to increase, and the more the gap between the theoretical trajectory and the 
effective trajectory is susceptible to increase. In adults, as letters were always produced 
within one stroke, only two criteria were taken into account. The longer trajectories are, the 
smaller the gap between the theoretical trajectory and the effective trajectory tends to be. 
 
4.3.5 Inter-correlation of dynamic objective scores  
We performed for each dynamic objective measures inter-correlations (Bravais-Pearson r). 
Results are presented in table 3. This table indicates strong to weak levels of correlation 
between the six objective dynamic criteria scores in children and the three dynamic criteria 
scores in adults. Number of velocity peaks, total duration and mean velocity scores are 
correlated with most of objective criteria in children as well as in adults. Compare to 
previous criteria, pen up duration and number of pauses show less significant correlations 
with other objectives measures. Finally, number of pen up shows almost no correlation with 
other measures. More precisely in children, the closest links are between total duration and 
the number of velocity peaks (.89) and between number of pen up and the total duration 
(.77). Weaker correlations can be observed in this population between the number of 
velocity peaks and number of pauses (.50), the number of velocity peaks and mean velocity 
are negatively  correlated (-.47) and finally low correlation appears between the number of 
velocity peaks and the pen up duration (.14). We can notice that mean velocity score is 
negatively correlated with the majority of dynamic criteria (total duration, pen up duration 
and number of pauses). 
In adults, the closest links are found between total duration and the number of velocity 
peaks (.70), and between total duration and the mean velocity (-.71) which are negatively 
correlated. Moderate negative correlation also appears between the number of velocity 
peaks and the mean velocity (-.35). 
 
  Children  Adults 
 Criteria (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)  (1) (2) (3) 
(1) Number of 
velocity peaks - -.47** .89** .14* .50** .08  - -.35** .70** 
(2) Mean velocity 
(cm/s) - - -.49** -.002 -.33** .08  - - -.71** 
(3) Total Duration (s) - - - .09 .77** .04  - - - 
(4) Pen up duration 
(s) - - - - -.02 .64**  - - - 
(5) Number of 
pauses - - - - - .04  - - - 
(6) Number of pen 
up - - - - - 
- 
 - - - 
*p<.05 significance **p<.01 significance  
Table 3. Correlations between objective dynamic criteria in children and adults 
 
 
4.3.6 Correlation between static and dynamic objective scores  
We performed for each objective measures, correlations (Bravais-Pearson r) between static 
score and dynamic score attributed to children (table 4) and adults (table 5) handwriting 





















Distance (cm) .47** .32** .51** .12 .28** .17* 
DTW .29** .003 .33** .25** .23** .27** 
Number of strokes .08 .08 .04 .64** .04 - 
*p<.05 significance, **p<.01 significance  
Table 4. Correlations between static and dynamic criteria in children 
 
In children, some moderate positive correlations can be observed amongst static and 
dynamic criteria. The closest link is observed between the number of strokes and the pen up 
duration (.64). It is interesting to note that the number of strokes is only correlated with this 
dynamic measure. Medium positive correlations are observed between distance and total 
duration (.51), between distance and the number of velocity peaks (.47). Weaker correlations 
implying distance are observed with mean velocity (.32), the number of pauses (.28) and the 
number of pen up (.17). We observed that the DTW (considered as a static indicator in 
literature) is correlated to most of dynamic scores (except mean velocity). 
Should be noticed that despite inter-correlation between all static measure (table 2) and a 
majority of inter-correlation between dynamic measures (table 3), some correlation between 
static and objective measure seem important. For example, the number of pen up only 
correlated with the corresponding dynamic measure of pen up duration (.64) but correlated 









Distance (cm) .37** .40** .10 
DTW -.27** .04 -.24** 
*p<.05 significance, **p<.01 significance 
Table 5. Correlations between static and dynamic criteria in adults 
 
Concerning adults characters analysis, we also observed strong correlations between static 
and dynamic scores. Medium and positive correlations are observed between distance and 
the number of velocity peaks (.37), and between distance and mean velocity (.40). The DTW 
measure is found to be negatively correlated with the number of velocity peaks (-.27) and 
with the total duration (-.24). These correlations remain moderates. As in children, some 
correlation between static and objective measure seem important but results also show that 
strongest links are found in adults between dynamic criteria (table 3), the total duration and 
the number of velocity peaks (.70) and the mean velocity along the path (-.71)  
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4.3.7 Correlation between objective and subjective evaluations in each population 
To analyse the possible existing relation between subjective and objective evaluations, we 
performed forward stepwise regressions using subjective judgments as references. This 
analysis computes step by step linear regression, by including in each step predictor 
variable (objective criterion) with the highest shared amount of variance with the predicted 
variable (subjective criterion). At each stage in the process, after a new variable is added, a 
F-test (Fisher-Snedecor) is made to check if some variables can be deleted without 
appreciably increasing the residual sum of squares (RSS). The procedure terminates when 
the measure is maximized, or when the available improvement of the model falls below 
some critical value. 
Regarding static criteria in children, the stepwise regression analysis reveals that number of 
strokes, distance and designs copying taken together explain 11% of the mean static 
judgment score [F(2.200)=9.33;p=.034]. Analysis of partial correlations indicates that number 
of strokes explain a unique amount of mean static judgment’s variance [5%,t(200)=-
3.36,p<.001], designs copying explain also a unique amount of variance 
[2.5%,t(200)=2.24,p<.05] and finally, distance criteria explains a unique amount of variance 
too at a level of 2.3%[t(200)=-2.19,p<.05]. On the dynamic criteria side, the analysis reveals 
that pen up duration, DTW and number of pauses taken together explain 38% of the mean 
dynamic judgment score [F(3,200)=43.19,p<.01]. Analysis of partial correlations indicates 
that the pen up duration explains a unique amount of mean dynamic judgment’s variance 
[22%,t(200)=-7.49,p<.001], DTW explains a unique amount of variance [12%,t(200)=-
5.24,p<.001] and finally, the number of pauses explain a unique amount of variance too 
[4.2%,t(200)=-2.96,p<.01]. 
Concerning static criteria in adults, the analysis reveals that DTW and mean velocity taken 
together explain 13% of the mean static judgment score [F(2,218)=3.91,p<.05]. Further partial 
correlations analysis reveals that the DTW [12%,t(218)=-5.51,p<.001] and mean velocity 
[1.8%,t(218)=-1.98,p<.05] both explain a unique amount of variance of the mean static 
judgment. The analysis of the dynamic judgment score in adults reveals that the number of 
velocity peaks, DTW, mean velocity and total duration taken together explain 16% of the 
mean dynamic judgment scores [F(4,216)=4.14,p<.05]. Partial correlations analysis reveal 
that the number of velocity peaks [3.9% ,t(216)=-2.97,p<.01], the DTW [10.2%,t(216)=-
4.95,p<.001], the mean velocity [4.5%,t(216)=-3.18,p<.01] and the total duration 
[1.9%,t(216)=-2.03,p<.05] explain each a unique amount of variance of the dynamic 
judgment score. 
 
5. Discussion and Conclusion 
This study was designed to identify the relationship between spatial features and kinematics 
of handwriting process through static and dynamic criteria in an objective and subjective 
evaluation of handwriting. The underlying purpose was to clarify and help criteria choice 
for both gesture and handwriting products evaluation and quantification.  
First, statistical analysis of inter-correlation of subjective judgements puts forward the 
existence of a link between the static and dynamic judgments. High scores based on a dynamic 
presentation (and thus involving kinematics) correspond to high scores based on static one 
(involving characteristics related to accuracy of trace) and inversely. This result supports our 
first hypothesis (cf. §3) based on the action/perception and product/process links described in 
 
literature. As suggested by Freyd (1983), human could extract dynamic information in the 
perception of static forms. For recall, the author asked subjects to learn some artificial 
characters, drawn in real time, and then to recognize distorted versions of these characters 
presented statically. In accordance with her theory, subjects were faster on static character 
recognition when the distortion was consistent with the drawing method (Badcock & Freyd, 
1988; Freyd, 1983). Our results showed the same underlying process and extended it to the 
measure of the product quality. Characters subjectively considered as well produced leads to a 
good rate of the character product. In other words, when we perform character evaluation of 
the quality in a static manner, we could also access to kinematics information and take it into 
account in our final judgment. The analysis of judges’ comments on criteria they used during 
the subjective evaluation emphasizes the supposed combination between static and dynamic 
components for both static and dynamic presentations. As example in static judgments, the 
underlying criteria are mainly related to the shape (“a space between the center loop and the 
end is too big“,”Dissymmetry between top and bottom”) and aesthetic (“precise, nice 
character”, ”clear and precise”) but are also present some dynamic components (“jerky 
writing”, ”several breaks in the letter”). In dynamic judgments, same dual process exists, the 
underlying criteria are mainly related to kinematics (“correct movement”, “regular motion”, 
”too quick/slow”, “wrong strokes order”) but also related to shape criteria (“too titled”, ”an 
additional stroke”) and aesthetics (“nice realisation”). Same confusing frontier exists in 
normalized test such as BHK, where shape criteria (size, tilt, orientation) are combined with 
kinematics criteria (jerkiness, speed indicators, hesitance, etc.). To conclude, in accordance with 
our first hypothesis, a significant overlap between criteria initially considered as purely static 
and purely dynamic judgments exists. 
Secondly, we tried to verify the feasibility of the classic distinction proposed in literature 
between static objective criteria related to shape and dynamic objective criteria related to 
kinematics of production (hypothesis 2, cf. §3). Our second set of results reveals that in 
majority, dynamic criteria are correlated together (e.g. number of velocity peaks, mean 
velocity, duration and number of pen up) the mean correlation coefficient is r=.53 in 
children and r=.59 in adults. Static criteria are also correlated together (Number of strokes, 
distance and DTW) the mean coefficient is r=.29 in children and r=.33 in adults. Due to the 
influence of gesture production on the product, correlation showed that several static 
criteria are linked to dynamic measures (e.g. distance with number of velocity peaks, DTW 
and total duration of the trajectory, etc.). The mean coefficient of correlation between static 
and dynamic objective criteria is about r=.32 in children and about r=.34 in adults. These 
second set of results emphasize the difficulty to classify criteria in the two main category 
used in literature (static or dynamic; product and process). Moreover, interesting difference 
in correlations between criteria is observed in children and adults. The correlation between 
distance and total duration disappears in adults production. We can suggest that this effect 
is mainly due to absence of isochrony in children production. The isochrony law was 
formulated for the first time by Binet & Courtier (1893). They found that the speed of 
movement remains constant regardless of size variations of trace to be produced. In adults, 
we observed behaviour in accordance with isochrony law: the more letter size is important, 
the more velocity increases to remain constant in gesture duration. In children, even if we 
observed an increase of the velocity to preserve duration of the production on larger letter, 
we still notice a correlation between distance of the path and the corresponding duration. 
This specific correlation suggests that children do not master all fine motor control 
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4.3.7 Correlation between objective and subjective evaluations in each population 
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our first hypothesis, a significant overlap between criteria initially considered as purely static 
and purely dynamic judgments exists. 
Secondly, we tried to verify the feasibility of the classic distinction proposed in literature 
between static objective criteria related to shape and dynamic objective criteria related to 
kinematics of production (hypothesis 2, cf. §3). Our second set of results reveals that in 
majority, dynamic criteria are correlated together (e.g. number of velocity peaks, mean 
velocity, duration and number of pen up) the mean correlation coefficient is r=.53 in 
children and r=.59 in adults. Static criteria are also correlated together (Number of strokes, 
distance and DTW) the mean coefficient is r=.29 in children and r=.33 in adults. Due to the 
influence of gesture production on the product, correlation showed that several static 
criteria are linked to dynamic measures (e.g. distance with number of velocity peaks, DTW 
and total duration of the trajectory, etc.). The mean coefficient of correlation between static 
and dynamic objective criteria is about r=.32 in children and about r=.34 in adults. These 
second set of results emphasize the difficulty to classify criteria in the two main category 
used in literature (static or dynamic; product and process). Moreover, interesting difference 
in correlations between criteria is observed in children and adults. The correlation between 
distance and total duration disappears in adults production. We can suggest that this effect 
is mainly due to absence of isochrony in children production. The isochrony law was 
formulated for the first time by Binet & Courtier (1893). They found that the speed of 
movement remains constant regardless of size variations of trace to be produced. In adults, 
we observed behaviour in accordance with isochrony law: the more letter size is important, 
the more velocity increases to remain constant in gesture duration. In children, even if we 
observed an increase of the velocity to preserve duration of the production on larger letter, 
we still notice a correlation between distance of the path and the corresponding duration. 
This specific correlation suggests that children do not master all fine motor control 
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mechanisms and cannot already respect all handwriting motor rules. In regard with this 
result, one should understand that scripter expertise has to be carefully taken into account in 
character recognition and evaluation.  
Then, we evaluated the link between subjective judgments and objective measures. We used 
the subjective judgments, traditionally considered as more accurate than their computerized 
corresponding scores, as criterion to be predicted in stepwise regression analysis. In adults, 
the resulting model for static judgments (mean static) reveals two predictive criteria: the 
DTW, classically considered as static information, and the mean velocity along the path, 
considered as dynamic information. The model for subjective dynamic judgment (mean 
dynamic) reveals three objective dynamic criterion as predictors, the number of velocity 
peaks, the mean velocity and the total duration of the path, and one static criteria as 
predictor, the DTW score. These models raise a number of issues. First of all, the mean 
velocity, often used in the literature for cinematic analysis, can explain the static judgment. 
Partial correlation reveals that the more the mean velocity of the production was important, 
the more the static judgment was low. Several assumptions can be made. (1) The judges 
have access to the dynamic component of the course by analyzing visual cues present in the 
trace. This hypothesis is supported by studies which showed activations of motor areas 
during observation of human movements (Saygin et al., 2004) or during observation of static 
pattern previously learned to be traced (Longcamp et al., 2003). Theories of motor 
simulation (Jeannerod, 2009) could also follow our direction. At last, Viviani (2002) assert 
that access to dynamic properties could occur through a motor representation of the act of 
writing. (2) In the static presentation modality, the judges have access to the size of the 
letter; they could deduce the calculation of mean velocity (by divided the distance by the 
duration). Nevertheless, participants had no access to duration information and the 
involvement of the distance was not notice in regression model. (3) This third assumption, 
referred to the close link between the spatial shape and the kinematics of production. In 
adults writing news characters, higher velocity production could mean poor letter shape. In 
this case, an obvious correlation would appear between dynamic and static criteria with no 
need of simulation or knowledge of handwriting motor rules.  
Another significant result concerns the link between DTW and both static judgment and 
dynamic judgement. It seems that this objective measure, generally regarded as a method of 
static analysis of production, could also be taken into account for kinematics assessments of 
characters. Partial correlation reveals that the less the distance is important between the 
standard trajectory and the effective trajectory, the more important are the static or dynamic 
judgment scores. The link between DTW score and dynamic judgment score is not 
surprising. Indeed, the application of this algorithm is limited by computational initial 
condition such as the matching of the starting point and pen-up/pen down sub sequence 
computation. Thus, order of strokes production (not always respected in children 
handwriting, seen as a dynamic characteristic, is taken into account in the DTW 
computation. Same kind of relation between DTW methods and kinematics has been found 
by Di Brina (2008). We make the assumption that this index could be used as an overall 
indicator of the quality of handwriting production in is double assessment of spatial 
characteristics and kinematics features, as already suggested by several researches (Niels, 
2004; Di Brina, 2008). 
As introduced previously, developmental differences could also influence the choice of 
character recognition and evaluation criteria. In children, the resulting model for static 
 
judgments (mean static) reveals two predictive criteria: the number of strokes and the 
distance classically considered as static information, and the designs copying scores used as 
an indication of children visuospatial and motor skills. Prediction from DTW on static 
judgment is not shown in children. This could be due to the fact that children do not always 
produce characters in the correct order. Indeed, DTW score is quite sensible to the order of 
strokes production but in static presentation this information is not available and could not 
be used by judges. The model for subjective dynamic judgment (mean dynamic) reveals two 
objective dynamic criteria as predictors, the number of pauses and the number of pen up, 
and one static criterion as predictor, the DTW score. As children movements are classically 
slower than movement that would have been performed by expert scripter, we suggest that 
pen up duration and number of pauses are probably the more prominent criteria for 
perceptual judgements In contrast, in adults, the following objective dynamic predictors, the 
number of velocity peaks, mean velocity and duration seem to be more distinct indicators 
for handwriting fluency. 
In conclusion, this research highlights the difficulty to classify criteria as clearly static or 
dynamic. Correlations amongst and between static and dynamic criteria, objective and 
subjective, are observed in both children and adult populations. These results moderate 
existing classifications considering criteria as more related to static or more related to 
dynamic information. Moreover, dynamics criteria considered in children and adults 
production are not the same and do not have the same meaning, probably due to the 
differences in motor production skills. Finally, subjective evaluation which can be seen as 
more relevant in character recognition and evaluation tasks is linked with objective criteria 
but differs amongst tested populations. In definitive, the best way to perform handwriting 
character recognition and evaluation would be an evaluation including a large sample of 
both spatial and dynamic criteria as suggested by human performance classification (taking 
into account each type of performance criterion of maximum certainty of achieving the goal 
type, minimum energy expenditure type, and minimum completion time type) in either 
objective or subjective evaluations.  
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Video as an input device1 is becoming a viable method for information products because of 
its lower cost along with increasing power of computer processor. Its supporting human-
computer communication is evident. (Mann, 1996) used video-cam as the input device of a 
wearable computer system has reported that video becomes a "visual memory prosthetic", a 
perception enhancer, allowing one to remember faces better, and see things that normally 
would never have been seen. Some researches in this area are of assistive technology 
oriented. (Betke et al., 2002) have developed a visual tracking system that interprets visible-
light video to provide computer access for people, in particular, children with severe 
disabilities. Their system “Camera Mouse” was named because it tracked a body feature like 
the tip of the nose with a video camera and used the detected motion of the feature to 
directly control the mouse pointer. However, the spelling board was used to control what 
was typed by selecting the letters with the Camera Mouse. It took more than 20 seconds to 
input a character. 
(Cantzler & Hoile, 2003) proposed a novel form of a pointing device to control the mouse 
pointer by moving the camera freely in space in a similar fashion to the way a laser pointer 
controls a laser dot. They locate the computer display in the camera image by finding 
structured or large regions. The chosen method exploits the fact that there is much 
structured content in screen. This is sometimes too restrictive for diversity of window 
applications. Another vision-based pointer device, Gray level VisualGlove, intended for 
wearable computers, was presented by (Iannizzotto et al., 2001). While previous methods 
are mainly based on color for image segmentation and human skin detection, their system 
only relies on gray level gradient to be of low computation cost. Template matching with the 
highest degree of confidence, the lowest Hausdorff distance, is chosen as a possible detected 
object. However, it could not deal with scaled or rotated finger motion. 
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2. Related Works 
(Zhou et al., 2007) presented the Visual Mouse (VM) system for interaction with display via 
hand gestures. The method includes detecting bare hands using the fast SIFT algorithm to 
save long training time of the Adaboost algorithm, tracking hands based on the CAM-Shift 
algorithm, recognizing hand gestures in cluttered background via Principle Components 
Analysis (PCA) without extracting clear-cut hand contour, and defining simple and robustly 
interpretable vocabularies of hand gestures, which are subsequently used to control a 
computer mouse. However, bare hands are restricted to move on table and can’t be 
extracted when overlapped with complex background. 
The extracted and tracked pointing device can be used to do dynamic gesture recognition 
(Min &Yoo, 1997; Davis & Shan, 1994). A number of researchers have explored the use of 
hand gestures as a mean of computer input, using a variety of technologies. (Lin & Tang, 
2003) proposed a video based handwritten Chinese character recognition system that 
combines the advantages of both the online and offline approaches (Munich & Perona, 2003). 
Since writing on paper is the most natural way for handwriting, the system allows users to 
write on any regular paper just like using the off-line system. The temporal information of 
each stroke is extracted based on the comparison and tracking of ink pixels (pen-down 
motions) (Tang et al., 2000, Tang & Lin, 2002). However, their approaches struggle to 
accurately extract the dynamic information for every single ink pixel, which is often mixed 
with the pen, hand, and their shadows. 
(Chen et al., 2006) presents the design and implementation of a fingertip writing interface 
which can recognize the moving trajectory of the user’s fingertip into alphabets and 
numerals. The processes are divided into tracking and recognition. For the fingertip tracking 
process, it deploys background subtraction, skin-color modelling, finger extraction, fingertip 
positioning, and Kalman filter prediction. To recognize the fingertip trajectories, four types 
of features are defined for recognition with Hidden Markov Models. However, finger tips 
are easily confused with facial color and the tracking results are not so reliable. 
In this chapter, we are focused on video based pointing method which could be utilized as a 
choice for information input. Given people’s experiences with currently available 
technology devices, our goal has been to develop a non-contact, comfortable, reliable, and 
inexpensive communication device that is easily adaptable to serve different applications. 
Motion, color, contour, and curvature are all combined to reliably extract the fingertips. 
Kalman filter (Mahmoudi & Parviz, 2006) is also adopted to speed up the tracking process. 
Section three gives an overview of the proposed system. Section four describes the detection 
of the moving forefinger. In Section five, the tip of forefinger is extracted and the 
corresponding positions in each frame are accumulated as the written strokes. Directional 
strokes, semi-circle strokes, and loop strokes are defined for 1-D character representation. 
Here, pen-up and pen-down are not easy to be differentiated with only one camera. In 
Section six, strokes connection rules are induced for pen-up strokes detection. All possible 1-
D extracted strokes sequences are matched with the pre-built 1-D character models by the 
Dynamic Time Warp matching algorithm for character recognition. Experiments were 
conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed system in Section seven. Finally, 
conclusions and discussions are given in the last section. 
 
 
3. System Overview 
A webcam attached on top of the screen is deployed to capture the user gesture in front of it. 
The system can detect the fingertip without any marks and track it continuously. The 
fingertip serves as the pointing device usually is the highest point of the moving hand. 
Figure 1 show the system architecture which could be divided into two modules. 
 
 Fingertip tracking module: it extracts the forefinger tip by frame differencing and skin 
color. Then, contour around that point is used to calculate the curvature for verification. 
 Motion Detection: two consecutive images are compared to get the changed areas. 
A motion mask is formed if the difference is greater than a given threshold. If no 
motion mask is produced, the previous image is skipped and continues with the 
next image. 
 Finger Tip Extraction: by overlapping the skin color image with the motion mask, 
the moving hand and finger would be the largest region after connected 
component labeling. The fingertip can be defined as the top point of that region. 
 Finger Tip Tracking: If the fingertip is found, the position is recorded and continues 
to the next frame. If user stops writing, the fingertip would not be found and the 
system goes to the character recognition module. The system performance could be 
greatly improved by utilizing Kalman filter to predict the fingertip. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Functional block diagram of the proposed video-based character recognition system. 
 
 Character Recognition module: it consists of two stages, stroke extraction and character 
matching. Time warp matching algorithm which could tolerate symbol insertion, 
deletion, and replacement is used in both of these two stages. 
 Stroke Extraction: from the written character trail, time warp matching algorithm is 
used to extract all possible strokes defined by the 1-D line segment sequences. In 
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(Hsieh & Lee, 1992), Hsieh and Lee defined several stroke types for Chinese 
characters. Here, we defined 3 kinds of stroke types for alphanumeric characters. 
 Written Character Representation: all combinations of the extracted strokes are 
represented as 1-D strings by the temporal information for character matching. 
 Character Recognition: time warp matching algorithm is used again to do 1-D 
strings matching between generated strokes sequence and the stored character on-
line model bases. The written trail is recognized as the character model with the 
minimum distance. 
 
4. Fingertip Detection and Tracking 
The tip of forefinger is adopted as the pen tip for writing characters. The forefinger tip has 
the following properties: skin color, motion region, and of high curvature. Therefore, we 
design a sequence of functions adaptive skin color detection, temporal frame difference, and 
connected components labelling to extract it. Adaptive skin color model is developed to 
produce the skin regions. If the skin regions are of motion regions, those regions would 
most likely be hand regions. Among the extracted regions, the forefinger tip is usually the 
highest point and it could be verified by the property of high curvature. 
 
4.1 Adaptive Skin Color Detection 
By exploiting information from individual face to create the skin color model for each 
person will improve the robustness of skin detection because of the reduced amount of color 
variations within a person’s face and hands. In this subsection, we utilize the enhanced 
adaptive skin color detection method (Hsieh et al., 2010) which is based on individual’s face 
skin color. Firstly, face detection (Viola & Jones, 2001) is applied to find each person’s face 
skin region. By assuming face skin gray levels could be modeled by a Gaussian distribution, 
non-skin pixels like hair and eyes are of darker gray levels could be excluded by the 
symmetric property of Gaussian distribution. Remaining pixels most likely to be skin color 
are transformed into normalized RGB color space, say (r, g, b), for building adaptive skin 
color model. The built skin color model is then used to detect the other skin color pixels such 
as hands belonging to that person. This method is independent of illumination, ethnic group, 
shading, and so on. Face detection, face skin region extraction, skin color modeling, ROI 
setting, and skin color pixels classification are described in detail in the following 
subsections. 
 
4.1.1 Face Detection 
(Viola & Jones, 2001) designed a sequence of classifiers based on a set of haar-like features 
and combined these increasingly more complex classifiers in a “cascade” which allows 
background regions of the image to be quickly discarded while spending more computation 
on promising object like face regions. (Lienhart & Maydt, 2002) then introduced a novel set 
of rotated haar-like features which significantly enrich the basic set of simple haar-like 
features and can also be calculated very efficiently. The characteristic of this method is by 
use of the black-white haar-like patterns to detect eyes that is independent of the skin colors 
of people. However, it would produce false alarms along with true positives. 
 
Here, false alarm would be filtered out if the number of skin pixels within the detected face 
region is less than a given threshold. In order to reduce the computational complexity, the 
size and location of face are used to set the region of interest (ROI) for face detection in the 
next frame. It is assumed that user would not move around dramatically in the environment 
and the location of face in the next frame would be confined in the ROI centered at the 
previous location of face. If no face is detected, then it is necessary to search face in the 
whole image. An example is given in Fig. 2. The detected face is enclosed by a rectangle as 





Fig. 2 (a) Detected face is enclosed by a red rectangle. (b) The ROI set for face detection in 
the next frame. 
 
4.1.2 Facial Skin Color Sampling 
After extraction of face region, we could sample the representative skin color pixels for that 
person. By observing the histogram of extracted face region, darker pixels like eyes or hair 
locate at the extreme left. Assume the skin color pixels are of Gaussian distribution in Y 
(luminance), the shape should be symmetric around the center peak. Therefore, the peak 
location of the histogram is the mean value. The longer part of the left hand side of the mean 
could be trimmed by mirroring the right hand side to avoid selecting those darker pixels. 
Fig. 3(a) gives an example of detected face and Fig. 3(b) shows the corresponding histogram 
of the inner region of face. The left hand side is apparently longer than the right hand side. 
We could trim the darker pixels by the symmetric property of Gaussian distribution. Fig. 3(c) 
shows that the darker pixels are successfully removed from the inner face region and this 
demonstrates the mechanism of proposed sampling method. 
 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 3 (a) Detected face where the inner region is used for sampling. (b) Luminance 
histogram of the inner region in (a). (c) Resulting inner region after removal of non-skin 
color pixels. Note that the non-skin color is indicated in black. 
 
The choice to remove darker pixels in the frontal view inner region is apparent. As shown in 
(Soriano et al., 2000), the skin scope as defined in Eq. (6) would include white pixels in 
general. White pixels such as highlights due to illumination reflections happened would be 
kept in the skin region. Similarly, golden or whitish hair looks like skin color may also be 
considered as skin color. 
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shows that the darker pixels are successfully removed from the inner face region and this 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 3 (a) Detected face where the inner region is used for sampling. (b) Luminance 
histogram of the inner region in (a). (c) Resulting inner region after removal of non-skin 
color pixels. Note that the non-skin color is indicated in black. 
 
The choice to remove darker pixels in the frontal view inner region is apparent. As shown in 
(Soriano et al., 2000), the skin scope as defined in Eq. (6) would include white pixels in 
general. White pixels such as highlights due to illumination reflections happened would be 
kept in the skin region. Similarly, golden or whitish hair looks like skin color may also be 
considered as skin color. 
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4.1.3 Adaptive Skin Color Model 
R color and normalized RGB colors (r, g) are used to set up the adaptive skin color model for 
(r, g, R) is less sensitive to changes in light source and suitable for real world applications. 
Fig. 4 shows the (r, g, R) histograms of the skin color pixels in Fig. 3(c). They are symmetric 
and converge tightly. Therefore, we could model the skin color of that person by Gaussian 
distributions GMi(μi, σi), where μi is the mean and σi is the standard deviation, i=r, g, and R. 
μi and σi are calculated as in Eq. (7) and (8). 
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Fig. 4 The skin color distributions of Fig. 3(c) in (r, g, R) which could be modeled by three 























where n is the number of pixels in the trimmed face region. 
 
4.1.4 ROI setting and skin color detection 
ROI setting is designed to speed up the processing time. It can be designed for situations 
that there are more than one person in the image. Each person has his/her own personal 
skin color model for hand gesture segmentation. Thus, the accuracy of hand gesture 
recognition could be increased for occurrence of multiple persons at the same time. 
To detect skin color pixels such as the dynamic hand gestures based on the above developed 
adaptive skin color model, each person has his own ROI as setup in Eq. (9). In most cases, 
 
the hand regions fall within the rectangle as shown in Fig. 5. The actual size of ROI can be 
adjusted according to application requirements. However, in order to objectively compare 
the proposed skin color detection method with previously mentioned methods, the ROI is 













where m represents the index of detected face, (x, y) is the coordinate of the top left corner 
point of the m-th ROI and (w, h) is its width and height. facem is a data structure with data 
members x, y, and r, where (facem.x, facem.y) is the center of circle of detected face with radius r. 
 
 
Fig. 5. ROI setting for hand gesture detection. 
 
With the built personalized skin color model GMi(μi, σi), i=r, g, and R, we can now set the 
upper and low limits for skin color detection as in Eq. (10) and (11), respectively. Note that 
there is a scale factor for controlling the color range. It is set as two to cover 95%2 of the 
samples in our experiments. For each pixel in the set ROI, it is classified as skin color if it 
satisfies Eq. (12). Fig. 6 shows the mean and the up and low limits for each color component 
r, g, and R. 
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Fig. 6. The scope for each color component (r, g, R). The center line indicates the mean value 
and the left/right shorter line is the low/up limit. 
 
                                                                 
2 http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/pmc/section5/pmc51.htm 
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4.2 Fingertip Extraction 
By the proposed adaptive skin color model, we could obtain the hand regions. Frame 
difference is then performed by subtracting the previous frame from current frame. Fig. 7(a) 
and (b) are two consecutive frames and Fig. 7(c) is the resulting difference frame with 
threshold set as 20 according to our experience. The motion of hand is apparent in contrast 
to the other regions in this case. If we restrict the detection of skin pixels within the motion 
masks, false regions like face or other stationary skin regions can be eliminated for they have 
no obvious corresponding motion masks. 
 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Fig. 7. Finger extraction via adaptive skin color detection and frame differencing. (a) The 
previous image. (b) The current image. (c) The difference frame with threshold set as 20. (d) 
The current skin color image. (e) The extracted current hand region by overlapping motion 
mask (c) with skin color image (d). Note that the noises were removed. (f) The highest point 
was extracted as the forefinger tip. 
 
The regions that are both moving regions and skin colors would most likely be hand region. 
We could define the moving skin color image Hi(x, y) by overlapping motion mask Mi(x, y) 
with skin color image Si(x, y) as in Eq. (1). 
 
),(),(),( yxSyxMyxH iii   (13) 
 
Through observations and experiments, the fingertip usually is the highest point of moving 
skin color regions. By connected component labeling, small size regions less than a given 
threshold are considered as noises and removed. In turn, the moving hand is usually the 
largest region with size greater than a given threshold, say about 100 pixels. Fig. 7(d) shows 
the skin color image of Fig. 7(b), and Fig. 7(e) shows the resulting hand region by 
overlapping Fig. 7(c) and 7(d). The highest end point as shown in Fig. 7(f) was the extracted 
forefinger tip. It can be further verified by its high curvature. 
 
 
Kalman filter is adopted to predict the next position of fingertip in the target frame. Because 
our fingertip is moving in a smooth style, the tracking is based on a dynamic linear system 
in the time domain. Fig. 8 gives an example for fingertip tracking. The predicted fingertip 
position is marked by a small yellow triangle and the previous position is marked by a small 
red circle as shown in Fig. 8(b). Then, the blue rectangle defined as half the size of the image 




Fig. 8. Fingertip prediction by Kalman filter. (a) Current fingertip is marked by a blue dot. (b) 
Previous, current, and predicted fingertip positions are marked by ×, ○, and , respectively. 
Note that the blue rectangle represents the search range  
 
From experimental results, the average throughput of fingertip extraction is 13.184 frames 
per second with Kalman filtering which is faster than the processing speed 10.216 frames per 
second without Kalman filter. 
 
5. Stroke Extraction 
The top point of forefinger extracted by the method discussed in the previous section is 
deployed as pen-tip to write characters. Each tip position of the forefinger in the image 
sequence is recorded at the speed of 10-15 frames per second. By connecting consecutive 
positions along the time series, we can get the written trails. 
 
 
      (a)           (b) 
 
           A  B     C         D            E      F     G         H 
(c) 
Fig. 9. The defined stroke types for alphanumerical characters. (a) Primitive directional 
stroke types and their tolerance. (b). Loop stroke types. (d) Semi-circle stroke types. 
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The top point of forefinger extracted by the method discussed in the previous section is 
deployed as pen-tip to write characters. Each tip position of the forefinger in the image 
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5.1 Stroke Types 
We defined eight primitive directional strokes types, two loop stroke types, and eight semi-
circle stroke types as shown in Fig. 9 for alphanumerical character representation. The 
primitive stroke types are of straight line segments as shown in Fig. 9(a). To tolerate the 
writing variety among different users, we allow at most 45 degree variation range. Fig. 9(b) 
and (c) show the loop stroke types and semi-circle stroke types, respectively, by the 
consisting short straight line segments. Note that the shapes of A~D are written counter-
clockwise and E~F are written clockwise. Similarly, the same shape of the two loop stroke 
types are written in opposite directions. 
 
5.2 Pen-up Stroke Detection 
Due to the lost depth information, we induced some rules to prevent extracting too many 
possible strokes. In this chapter, alphanumeric characters were analyzed to detect the pen-
up strokes which move the pen-tip from the end point of current stroke to the starting point 
of next stroke. For example, the line segment sequence ‘→’, ‘↓’, ‘← ‘, and ‘→ ‘ can be 
analyzed to be a compound stroke ‘ ’ concatenated with a pen-up stroke ‘→’. For a 
written 1-D stroke sequence, there may be several ways to decompose that character. Each 
corresponds to a possible character. Thus, to reduce the number of possible combinations, 
we could extract only the possible strokes after removal of pen-up strokes. 
According to the writing habit, the successive stroke denoted 2 in Fig. 10 is considered as a 
pen-up stroke which is impossible to be a written stroke. In case one as shown in Fig. 10(a), 
it shows that we would not write the second stroke in the opposite direction of the first one. 
Note that the first stroke may not be horizontal. In case two as shown in Fig. 10(b), it reveals 
that the second stroke would never go north or northwest given a horizontal line segment 
from right to left. In case three as shown in Fig. 10(c), it demonstrates that the second stroke 
would not be written from bottom to top given the first stroke written from left to right. For 
these cases, the second stroke can be extracted and recognized as a pen-up stroke. 
Furthermore, the pen-up stroke is in fact the directional relationship between the first and 
the third pen-down strokes. 
 
(a)                       (b)                        (c) 
Fig. 10. Three cases for pen-up stroke detection. The second stroke is pen-up stroke given 
the first pen-down stroke. 
 
5.3 Stroke Extraction by Dynamic Time Warp Matching Algorithm 
By connecting tracked fingertip positions in consecutive images, we can obtain the trail 
which is the written character. The written trail can be parsed to extract the defined stroke 
types as shown in Fig. 9. Initially, the input trail could be segmented into several connected 
pen-down strokes by the rules for pen-up strokes detection. Parse each segmented input 
trail by the finite automata for each defined stroke type, the pen-down strokes could be 








adopted as the finite automata for pen-down stroke recognition. In fact, DTW is an 
algorithm for measuring the similarity between two 1-D sequences which may vary in time 
or speed. The algorithm for pen-down stroke extraction is described as follows. 
 
Algorithm: Stroke extraction 
Input: 1-D straight line segment sequence. 
Output: Possible strokes for each stroke type. 
1. Pen-up stroke detection and segmentation of written trail. 
2. For each segmented input trail xi 
      k=0; 
      Repeat 
 For each stroke type yj 
        DTW initialization; 
        Calculate all the partial sum 
   Sm,,n = min{ Sm-1,n- 1+R(xi,m ,yj,n), Sm-1,n,+D(xi,m), Sm,n-1+I(yj,n)} 
   between xi and yj by dynamic programming; 
        If yj matched with xi then 
   A stroke yj’ of type yj in xi is obtained; 
   Record the starting/end point of yj’ in xi; 
 k=k+1; 
 xi=xi- {the first k line segments}; 
      Until xi =Φ; 
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where dir is the direction code as shown in Fig. 9(a). 
 
6. Character Recognition 
6.1 On-line Model for Character Representation 
For the purpose of character recognition, each character is first represented by the on-line 
model (Hsieh & Lee, 1992) which is actually a 1-D stroke sequence according to the temporal 
information. Not only stroke types but also stroke relationships are used for character 
description. For example, the stroke sequence of ‘4’ starts from ‘’, ‘—‘, and ends at ‘�’. If the 
stroke relationships between two consecutive strokes are not utilized, then the character ‘7’ 
could also have the same stroke sequence as ‘4’. With the relationships introduced into the 
on-line model, we can not only describe characters but also recognize them. The 
relationships between any two consecutive strokes can be divided into six classes as shown 
in Fig. 11. 
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model (Hsieh & Lee, 1992) which is actually a 1-D stroke sequence according to the temporal 
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description. For example, the stroke sequence of ‘4’ starts from ‘’, ‘—‘, and ends at ‘�’. If the 
stroke relationships between two consecutive strokes are not utilized, then the character ‘7’ 
could also have the same stroke sequence as ‘4’. With the relationships introduced into the 
on-line model, we can not only describe characters but also recognize them. The 
relationships between any two consecutive strokes can be divided into six classes as shown 
in Fig. 11. 
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 Case a: The tail of the first stroke connects to the head of the next stroke as shown in 
Fig. 11(a). 
 Case b: Two consecutive strokes connect at their head positions as shown in Fig. 11(b). 
 Case c: The head of the second stroke touches the middle part of the first stroke as 
shown in Fig. 11(c). 
 Case d: The tail of the first stroke touches the side of the second stroke as shown in Fig. 
11(d). 
 Case e: Two strokes intersect with each other as shown in Fig. 11(e). 
 Others: This kind of relationship is used when none of the above cases could be 
applied. It is simply represented by the direction code as shown in Fig. 9(a). 
 
      
 (a) Ra: tail-head  (b) Rb: head-head  (c) Rc: side-head  (d) Rd: tail-side  (e) Re: intersection 
Fig. 11. Stroke relationships between two consecutive strokes. 
 
By the defined stroke types and stroke relationships, on-line models for characters 
recognition could be built manually. Some examples are given in Fig. 12. The on-line models 
for the same character may be created differently for the different writing sequences. 
Usually, we would like to choose the most discriminative one. On the other hand, the on-
line model could be used for character recognition if there are no more than two characters 
share the same model. 
 
 A: RbR3  B:Rb Ra   H: RcRd  W:Ra 
 
Fig. 12. On-line models for alphanumeric characters ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘H’, and ‘W’. 
 
6.2 Character Recognition 
After strokes extraction, the input character can be represented as many 1-D sequences of 
extracted pen-down strokes interleaved by pen-up stroke relationships. In Section 5.2, the 
detected pen-up strokes could be further used to aid the classification of the stroke 
relationship defined in Fig. 11. These 1-D sequences are then matched with each on-line 
model in the character set. In this chapter, character recognition is conducted again by the 
Dynamic Time Warp matching algorithm which could tolerate stroke insertion, replacement, 
and deletion. 
In general, DTW is a method to find an optimal match between two given sequences. It 
determines the measurement of their similarity in the time domain. We could apply DTW to 
do matching directly on the written trail which was represented by a sequence of straight 
line segments. Assume the input sequence is w(1:m) and the reference sequence is t(1:n). The 
time complexity is O(mn) for DTW at line segment level. However, the detected pen-up 
strokes could be used to segment the input sequence into w1(1:m1), w2(1:m2), …, and ws(1:ms), 
where m>=m1+ m2+… ms and s is the number of pen-down strokes. Note that the reference 
sequence t could also be defined as t1(1:n1), t2(1:n2), …, and ts(1:nr), where n>=n1+ n2+… nr 
2 
1 1 




and r is the number of pen-down strokes. Take the fault tolerance of pen-up strokes into 








ji nmO . 
To be more robust and save computation time for character recognition, we apply DTW at 
stroke level instead of straight line segment level. The algorithm is stated as follows. 
 
Algorithm: Character recognition 
Input: All possible strokes for each stroke type are stored in linked lists. 
Output: The character on-line model with the highest similarity. 
1. max=0; 
2. For each character on-line model yi 
 Build the multi-stage graph according to the strokes in yi; 
 For each combination xj of extracted strokes according to yi; 
  Check validity of xj by the pen-up strokes in yi; 
  Discard invalid xj; 
  Do DTW matching on pen-down strokes in xj and yi ; 
  Calculate all the partial sum 
   Sm,,n = min{ Sm-1,n- 1+R(xi,m ,yj,n), Sm-1,n,+D(xi,m), Sm,n-1+I(yj,n)} 
   between xi and yj by dynamic programming; 
  If the final score is greater than max 
   Update max and set yi is the recognized character; 
 
By extracting all the possible strokes from the 1-D straight line segment sequence, the 
computational cost would become )...( 21 smmmO  , where m’i (<mi) is the number of 
strokes of type n’i, i=1, 2, …, s. In our case, )...( 221 smmmO s   would become 
)...( 21 smmmCO  with small s. For a typical example, if m=n=10, (m1, m2, m3)= (n1, n2, n3) 










36''' 221  smmm s . The time complexity of stroke level DTW would be the best. 
 
7. Experimental Results 
The video camera deployed is Logitech QuickCam®Pro for Notebooks with technical 
specification including auto focus, 2M pixel sensors, 24-bit true colors, and capture speed up 
to 30 frames per second. No restriction was made on the used camera but the image 
resolution should be set to 320×240 at least. Note that this is the minimum requirement. The 
system software is implemented in C language and runs on a Pentium 4 PC. 
 
7.1 Fingertip Tracking Results 
Accuracy is more important than execution speed in this system. If the extraction of 
fingertip is not precise, the application will not work effectively. Fig. 13 shows the different 
writing factors including camera distance, hand rotation, and view angle are all taken into 
considerations, and the experimental results proved that our system is robust. In addition, if 
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 Case c: The head of the second stroke touches the middle part of the first stroke as 
shown in Fig. 11(c). 
 Case d: The tail of the first stroke touches the side of the second stroke as shown in Fig. 
11(d). 
 Case e: Two strokes intersect with each other as shown in Fig. 11(e). 
 Others: This kind of relationship is used when none of the above cases could be 
applied. It is simply represented by the direction code as shown in Fig. 9(a). 
 
      
 (a) Ra: tail-head  (b) Rb: head-head  (c) Rc: side-head  (d) Rd: tail-side  (e) Re: intersection 
Fig. 11. Stroke relationships between two consecutive strokes. 
 
By the defined stroke types and stroke relationships, on-line models for characters 
recognition could be built manually. Some examples are given in Fig. 12. The on-line models 
for the same character may be created differently for the different writing sequences. 
Usually, we would like to choose the most discriminative one. On the other hand, the on-
line model could be used for character recognition if there are no more than two characters 
share the same model. 
 
 A: RbR3  B:Rb Ra   H: RcRd  W:Ra 
 
Fig. 12. On-line models for alphanumeric characters ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘H’, and ‘W’. 
 
6.2 Character Recognition 
After strokes extraction, the input character can be represented as many 1-D sequences of 
extracted pen-down strokes interleaved by pen-up stroke relationships. In Section 5.2, the 
detected pen-up strokes could be further used to aid the classification of the stroke 
relationship defined in Fig. 11. These 1-D sequences are then matched with each on-line 
model in the character set. In this chapter, character recognition is conducted again by the 
Dynamic Time Warp matching algorithm which could tolerate stroke insertion, replacement, 
and deletion. 
In general, DTW is a method to find an optimal match between two given sequences. It 
determines the measurement of their similarity in the time domain. We could apply DTW to 
do matching directly on the written trail which was represented by a sequence of straight 
line segments. Assume the input sequence is w(1:m) and the reference sequence is t(1:n). The 
time complexity is O(mn) for DTW at line segment level. However, the detected pen-up 
strokes could be used to segment the input sequence into w1(1:m1), w2(1:m2), …, and ws(1:ms), 
where m>=m1+ m2+… ms and s is the number of pen-down strokes. Note that the reference 
sequence t could also be defined as t1(1:n1), t2(1:n2), …, and ts(1:nr), where n>=n1+ n2+… nr 
2 
1 1 




and r is the number of pen-down strokes. Take the fault tolerance of pen-up strokes into 








ji nmO . 
To be more robust and save computation time for character recognition, we apply DTW at 
stroke level instead of straight line segment level. The algorithm is stated as follows. 
 
Algorithm: Character recognition 
Input: All possible strokes for each stroke type are stored in linked lists. 
Output: The character on-line model with the highest similarity. 
1. max=0; 
2. For each character on-line model yi 
 Build the multi-stage graph according to the strokes in yi; 
 For each combination xj of extracted strokes according to yi; 
  Check validity of xj by the pen-up strokes in yi; 
  Discard invalid xj; 
  Do DTW matching on pen-down strokes in xj and yi ; 
  Calculate all the partial sum 
   Sm,,n = min{ Sm-1,n- 1+R(xi,m ,yj,n), Sm-1,n,+D(xi,m), Sm,n-1+I(yj,n)} 
   between xi and yj by dynamic programming; 
  If the final score is greater than max 
   Update max and set yi is the recognized character; 
 
By extracting all the possible strokes from the 1-D straight line segment sequence, the 
computational cost would become )...( 21 smmmO  , where m’i (<mi) is the number of 
strokes of type n’i, i=1, 2, …, s. In our case, )...( 221 smmmO s   would become 
)...( 21 smmmCO  with small s. For a typical example, if m=n=10, (m1, m2, m3)= (n1, n2, n3) 










36''' 221  smmm s . The time complexity of stroke level DTW would be the best. 
 
7. Experimental Results 
The video camera deployed is Logitech QuickCam®Pro for Notebooks with technical 
specification including auto focus, 2M pixel sensors, 24-bit true colors, and capture speed up 
to 30 frames per second. No restriction was made on the used camera but the image 
resolution should be set to 320×240 at least. Note that this is the minimum requirement. The 
system software is implemented in C language and runs on a Pentium 4 PC. 
 
7.1 Fingertip Tracking Results 
Accuracy is more important than execution speed in this system. If the extraction of 
fingertip is not precise, the application will not work effectively. Fig. 13 shows the different 
writing factors including camera distance, hand rotation, and view angle are all taken into 
considerations, and the experimental results proved that our system is robust. In addition, if 
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the moving speed is stable, the fingertip could still be extracted in spite of overlapping with 
face. 
A video sequence consisting of 847 frames is used for testing and the fingertip extraction 
accuracy achieves 98.58%. Among the fault situations, the first case was due to abrupt 
changes of luminance. The bright light affected the skin color seriously as shown in Fig. 
14(a). In the second case, the moving hand as shown in Fig. 14(b) passed the face. It would 
be very challenging to extract fingers when fingers were overlapped with face. Both finger 
and face were of similar skin color and moving regions. 
 
 




Fig. 14. The fault scenarios. (a) The bright light affected the skin color of fingertip. (b) The 
face affected the fingertip verification. 
 
7.2 Alphanumeric Character Recognition Results 
To prove the robustness of proposed video based character recognition system, thirty-six 
characters including English letters from A to Z and numbers from zero to nine were tested. 
In order to facilitate the user to write with the proposed system, the input method from 
Palm Graffiti3 was adopted. It is released from Palm and in widespread use on PDA. Fig. 15 
                                                                 
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graffiti_(Palm_OS) 
 
gives all the alphanumerical characters. Note that some characters are written different from 
traditional writing habit. 
 
 
Fig. 15. Palm Graffiti designed for easy writing and easy character recognition. 
 




(a)      (b) 
Fig. 16. Screenshots of the two stage DTW matching on some input characters. The 
intermediate process demonstrates the system capability of stroke extraction and character 
recognition. (a) Written characters. (b) Extracted strokes and the correct on-line model. 
 
Fig. 16(a) shows several characters that were written by fingertip. After pen-up strokes 
detection, the written 1-D straight line sequence could be segmented for stroke extraction. It 
was conducted by matching segmented line sequence with each defined stroke types. All 
possible strokes could be extracted and then arranged as a multi-stage graph according to 
the character on-line model. Finally, valid combinations of the extracted strokes are matched 
with the on-line model. Here, the matching was done by two stage DTW matching 
algorithm. The first one was for stroke extraction and the second one was for character 
matching. Fig. 16(b) shows the extracted strokes and the recognition results. For example, 
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character ‘B’ was recognized as the on-line model ”62EE”=pen-down ‘ ’ + pen-up ‘ ’ + pen-
down ‘ ’ + pen-down ‘ ’. 
 
Five persons were invited to write 36 alphanumeric characters five times and we have 900 
character test videos. The recognition rate is 82.77% because we can not differentiate ‘0’, ’1’, 
and ’7’ from ‘O’, ’I’, and ’T’, respectively, for they have the same written strokes sequences. 
If these ambiguous characters were counted as correct, the system performance could reach 
91.11%. Table 1 shows the time spent for character writing, stroke extraction, and character 
recognition. The finger writing speed is 3.4543 seconds per character on average, and the 
character recognition speed is 0.05437second/char including strokes extraction 0.02125 
second/char and character recognition 0.03312 second/char. The recognition result comes 
out immediately after the character was written completely. 
 





People 1 2.7965 0.01768 0.02168 
People 2 3.9722 0.02387 0.04399 
People 3 3.5166 0.02115 0.03465 
People 4 3.8168 0.02391 0.03966 
People 5 3.1694 0.01963 0.02566 
Average 3.4543 0.02125 0.03312 
Table 1. The processing speed for character writing, stroke extraction, and character 
recognition. 
 
Table 2 summaries the accuracies for fingertip extraction and character recognition among 
different methodologies. The time spent for character recognition was also indicated. 
Although DTW could achieve recognition rate up to 94%, it spent too much time doing 
DTW matching. On the other hand, our method based on stroke matching could achieve 
much higher speed with little sacrifice on the accuracy rate. To improve the recognition rate, 
we can create more than one on-line models tailed for the mis-recognized characters. 
 
 Fingertip Extraction Character Recognition 
Accuracy Accuracy Time 
HMM2 
(Chen et al., 2006) 97.74% 88.1%
* 1.08s 
DTW 
(Chen et al., 2006) 97.74% 94% 21.14s 
Ours 98.58% 91.11% 0.033s 
 *with one training sample per character. 




In this chapter, we firstly designed an adaptive skin color model for fingertip extraction and 
its application to handwritten character recognition. A cheap webcam is used to serve as the 
input device and the forefinger tip is extracted by integrating skin-color, motion, curvature, 
and its relatively higher position. The fingertip position is recorded and tracked for each 
frame. Thus, a video based pointing method was developed as a choice for information 
input or computer system operation. Compared with currently available technologies, our 
system has been a non-contact, comfortable, reliable, and inexpensive communication 
device that could be easily adaptable to serve special needs like character input. 
Furthermore, this input device was also integrated with the MS-Windows just like mouse. 
Here, the fingertip acting as pen tip can be used to write characters. We defined some stroke 
types including primitive directional strokes, semi-circle strokes, and compound loop 
strokes for alphanumeric characters. Dynamic time warp matching algorithm was used to 
extract possible strokes. On-line model was also utilized to formulate the character 
recognition as a multi-stage searching problem. At each stage, we have extracted stroke 
candidates for that stroke as defined in the on-line model. The optimal path represents the 
stroke sequence which complies with the on-line model most. It was found again by the 
DTW matching algorithm. Among all the found stroke sequences, the one with the highest 
similarity was picked and the written stroke sequence was recognized as the corresponding 
on-line model. The system we implemented can be inexpensive, convenient, and intuitive. 
Experimental results proved that the proposed system is feasible for applications. 
Up to now, users of IT products such as computer, notebook, and PDA, all need a 
convenient character input tool. The video-based handwritten character recognition system 
provides such an input method without the burden caused by holding tiny stylus pen, 
writing on a size quite limited touchpad, or inputting through an on-screen virtual keyboard. 
For future works, the character on-line model base can be extended to cover Chinese 
characters. For robustness improvement, the fingertip overlapped with moving skin color 
regions like faces would be difficult to extract. It is a challenge to achieve better recognition 
accuracy without increasing too much stroke extraction time.  
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Persons with seriously disabled speech organs and motor function have difficulty in 
speaking and communicating through hand gestures. Communication aids have been 
developed based on AAC (Augmentative and Alternative Communication) concept, and are 
being used to assist in the transmission of the user’s intention. However, the disabled person 
must have residual motor function to operate most of these aids. If the disabled person has 
few motor functions, such communication aids can hardly be used; also, if the disabled 
person has a progressive disease, it is necessary to constantly adjust the communication aid 
to the level of residual motor function. To overcome this problem, a device that does not 
depend on residual motor function must be developed. 
Recently, a study on BCI (Brain Computer Interface) was carried out, which used 
electroencephalograms as a communication aid that does not depend on residual motor 
function (Friedrich et al., 2009). The electroencephalogram switch MCTOS (Technos Japan 
Co., Ltd.) has already been put to practical use. However, MCTOS must recall exciting and 
frustrating when the user switches it on. Therefore, MCTOS is hard to operate and to have 
the feeling that it was switched on purposefully (Nakabayashi et al., 2003). 
A possible solution to this problem is to use SSR (Sympathetic Skin Response), which can be 
measured non-invasively and is independent of residual motor function. SSR, which is a 
biomedical signal that reflects the activity of the sympathetic nervous system, is affected by 
both cognitive thinking and decision-making (Ito et al., 1996). We hypothesized that the SSR 
response could be used as a switch in a communication aid which can convey the user’s 
wish to see a character or a picture displayed on a personal computer. In addition, the 
advantage of SSR is that measurements can be made easily, unlike with the 
electroencephalogram, and it is not necessary to think about something else (mental 
arithmetic, exciting and frustrating) irrelevant to the operation of switching on the 
communication aid; thus, intuitive operation is possible (Fig.1). It has been reported that 
disabled persons with SCI (Spinal Cord Injury) and ALS (Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis) 
show amplitude reduction and extension of the SSR latency period. In addition, the absence 
of SSR response has been confirmed in several patients. However, there are few reports on 
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to the level of residual motor function. To overcome this problem, a device that does not 
depend on residual motor function must be developed. 
Recently, a study on BCI (Brain Computer Interface) was carried out, which used 
electroencephalograms as a communication aid that does not depend on residual motor 
function (Friedrich et al., 2009). The electroencephalogram switch MCTOS (Technos Japan 
Co., Ltd.) has already been put to practical use. However, MCTOS must recall exciting and 
frustrating when the user switches it on. Therefore, MCTOS is hard to operate and to have 
the feeling that it was switched on purposefully (Nakabayashi et al., 2003). 
A possible solution to this problem is to use SSR (Sympathetic Skin Response), which can be 
measured non-invasively and is independent of residual motor function. SSR, which is a 
biomedical signal that reflects the activity of the sympathetic nervous system, is affected by 
both cognitive thinking and decision-making (Ito et al., 1996). We hypothesized that the SSR 
response could be used as a switch in a communication aid which can convey the user’s 
wish to see a character or a picture displayed on a personal computer. In addition, the 
advantage of SSR is that measurements can be made easily, unlike with the 
electroencephalogram, and it is not necessary to think about something else (mental 
arithmetic, exciting and frustrating) irrelevant to the operation of switching on the 
communication aid; thus, intuitive operation is possible (Fig.1). It has been reported that 
disabled persons with SCI (Spinal Cord Injury) and ALS (Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis) 
show amplitude reduction and extension of the SSR latency period. In addition, the absence 
of SSR response has been confirmed in several patients. However, there are few reports on 




hand, differences in SSR response by measurement site have been found and investigated 
(Masur et al., 1995, Nicotra et al., 2002). 
 
 
Fig. 1. Image of communication assistive method with sympathetic skin response 
 
In our previous study (Masuda & Wada, 2005), we performed an experiment in which a 
character was selected on a display by mental intention based on the subject’s SSR; we 
demonstrated the possibility of using SSR as a substitute for the on/off switching of the 
communication aid. However, this is not to say that SSR was invariably evoked precisely 
when the user intended; the rate at which the user was able to select a character definitely 
was 50 to 80%. Tsukahara and Aoki brought up that the SSR appearance ratio was low 
(Tsukahara & Aoki, 2002). 
As one of the causes that SSR was evoked irrespective of the user intention, we thought the 
psychological change of the user. We hypothesized that the psychological change of the user 
was evoked the endogenous and the exogenous stimulus. The endogenous stimulus evoke 
the user’s other thought that irrespective of the original task. At the same time, the 
exogenous stimulus is caused by the environmental sounds and the display method etc. The 
environmental sounds is stimuli from auditory sense, the display method is stimuli from 
visual sense. There are sound (Hilz et al., 1999) and visual (Yamashiro et al., 2004) stimuli as 
factor which SSR evokes. It was reported that these stimuli evoke SSR because of the 
psychological change (Damasio et al., 1990, Khalfa et al., 2002). It is difficult to control the 
endogenous stimulus. However, it is possible to control the some exogenous. Therefore, we 
thought that if the influence of the exogenous stimuli is clear, it is possible to clarify whether 
a condition exists under which the SSR appears readily or not readily. 
In previous our study, we explained the influence of sound stimuli on SSR (Masuda & Wada, 
2007). In this study, we first indicated the possibility of using SSR as a substitute for the 
on/off switching of the communication aid in ALS based on our previous study (Masuda & 
Wada, 2005). Additionally, we had an interest in the visual stimuli, investigated the optimal 
visual scanning speed (kana display time) in order to development of communication 
 
assistive device using SSR. We constructed a communication aid based on SSR 
experimentally using a visual scanning system. However, there is a time lag between the 
imagining of the kana and observable skin potential change in SSR. This time lag (latency) is 
approximately 1.3 seconds when the SSR was measured on the hand (Yokota et al., 1991). 
Thus, we expected the kana selection accuracy with SSR to show a change if the optimal 
visual scanning speed (kana display time) was used. 
 
2. Sympathetic skin response 
2.1 Fundamentals 
The emotional state, cognitive activity, and information processing ability of an individual 
can be evaluated by mental sweating using electricity to measure mental activity through 
the galvanic skin response (GSR) (Fujisawa et al., 1998). The GSR was first reported in 1888 
by Féré, and has been widely used in fields such as psychology (Féré, 1888).  
Sympathetic skin response (SSR), proposed by Shahani et al. in 1984, is a test performed to 
measure a change in the electrical potential by applying a spiritual or emotional impulse, 
which can be measured in the palm or sole (Shahani et al., 1984). Because the detection 
potentials of SSR widely range from several millivolts to several hundred volts, we can 
obtain by the electroencephalograph or electromyograph more easily than the GSR. SSR has 
recently become more widely used as an objective evaluation test for assessing autonomous 
nervous system functions (Mitani & Ishiyama, 2008, Uozumi & Matsunaga, 2005). 
 
2.2 Characteristics 
SSR generation source is thought that 2 of an electric potential change by the sweat gland 
activity (the depolarization of the secreting cell, the fullness of duct in sweat gland, Na+ and 
Cl- reabsorption etc.) and the epidermal membrane potential change were complicatedly 
composed as for the generation source of electric potential change in SSR (Uozumi & 
Matsunaga, 2005). 
The mechanism of development in SSR is not completely found out. However, the reflex 
path is similar the reflex path of GSR (Watahiki, 1987). 
It is often used that the electric stimuli, magnetic stimuli, inspiratory gasp and sound stimuli 
for stimulation to evoke SSR. Generally, the wave pattern of an SSR consists of two or three 
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However, some potential changes are seen only in the positive phase, while some are seen 
only in the negative phase and some in other changes including positive–negative patterns 
(Uozumi & Matsunaga, 2005). The changes in amplitude differ for every trial and subject. In 
addition, many studies have reported latency (a time lag between imagining the kana and 
observable skin potential changes) as 1.27 to 1.51 s as the mean for the palm (Uozumi & 
Matsunaga, 2005). Latency is less apt to change with changes in the type and strength of the 
stimulus.  
Tables 1 and 2 show typical data for the latency and amplitude of an SSR (Iwase & Mano, 
1996). 
 
Author Palmar Response Latency (s) Amplitude (mV) 
Baba (Baba et al., 1988) 1.34 ± 0.11 1.79 ± 0.83 
Elie (Elie & Guiheneuc, 1990) 1.49 ± 0.07 2.90 ± 1.70 
Knezevic (Knezevic & Bajada, 1985) 1.52 ± 0.13 0.48 ± 0.10 
Schondolf (Shondorf & Gendron, 1990) 1.48 ± 0.24 2.54 ± 1.27 
Shahani (Shahani et al., 1984) 1.39 ± 0.07 0.81 ± 0.32 
Soliven (Soliven et al., 1987) 1.31 ± 0.18 0.79 ± 0.35 
Valls-Sole (Valls-Sole et al., 1991) 1.53 ± 0.24 0.47 ± 0.18 
Van den Bergh (Van den Bergh & Kelly, 1986) 1.40 ± 0.10 0.18 ± 0.09 
Yokota (Yokota et al., 1991) 1.34 ± 0.10 5.53 ± 3.24 
Table 1. The characteristic latency and amplitude of palmar SSRs (Iwase & Mano, 1996) 
 
Author Plantar Response Latency (s) Amplitude (mV) 
Elie (Elie & Guiheneuc, 1990) 2.70 ± 0.12 1.40 ± 0.80 
Knezevic (Knezevic & Bajada, 1985) 2.07 ± 0.16 0.10 ± 0.04 
Schondolf (Shondorf & Gendron, 1990) 2.04 ± 0.31 2.17 ± 1.62 
Shahani (Shahani et al., 1984) 1.88 ± 0.11 0.64 ± 0.28 
Soliven (Soliven et al., 1987) 1.93 ± 0.17 0.39 ± 0.23 
Valls-Sole (Valls-Sole et al., 1991) 2.10 ± 0.25 0.16 ± 0.09 
Van den Bergh (Van den Bergh & Kelly, 1986) 1.80 ± 0.10 0.08 ± 0.05 
Yokota (Yokota et al., 1991) 1.84 ± 0.28 1.64 ± 1.08 
Table 2. The characteristic latency and amplitude of plantar SSRs (Iwase & Mano, 1996) 
 
2.3 Previous studies 
From the many published reports on the SSR of severely disabled individuals, we 
hypothesized that SSR could be used as a switch in a communication-assistive device for 
individuals with severely disabled speech organs and motor functions.  
Thus far, the autonomic nervous symptoms observed in ALS. However, Masur et al. 
systematically investigated the autonomic functions in ALS patients by SSR (Masur et al., 
1995); the absence of SSR was seen in 4 of 15 patients in one or in all measurement sites. 
Assessing the involvement of the autonomic nervous system other than the cardiovascular 
system in ALS, Oey et al. found that palmar SSR was present in all ALS patients, whereas 
plantar SSR could not be measured in 3 of 15 patients (Oey et al., 2002). Dettmers et al. 
 
assessed the involvement of the autonomic nervous system in 25 ALS patients; SSR was 
absent in 40% patients and the latency of SSR was prolonged (Dettmers et al., 1993).  
When the sympathetic sudomotor function was evaluated in disabled individuals with SCI, 
the presence or absence of SSR was observed in chronic SCI patients (Nicotra et al., 2002). In 
patients with SCI, Kumru et al. aimed to characterize the expected dysfunction of the 
circuits responsible for SSR; SSR to any stimulus were absent in hand and foot (Kumru et al., 
2009). Wang et al. reported that abnormal SSR was seen in 9 of 62 patients with Parkinson 
disease (Wang et al., 1993).  
Although these studies investigated the absence of SSR, prolonged SSR latency, and 
abnormal SSR amplitude, there are few reports on completely absent SSR. Thus, we studied 
the effective use of SSR by including ALS patients. 
 
3. Character selection with SSR in ALS patients 
3.1 Purpose of the experiment 
In our previous study (Masuda & Wada, 2005), the effectiveness of determining SSR by 
including healthy individuals led us to investigate the effectiveness of determining SSR as 
an input switch for ALS patients. 
 
3.2 Methods 
The subjects comprised four healthy males (mean age 23.0 ± 1.4 years) without any 
abnormality and five ALS patients (mean age 63.6 ± 6.5 years, mean disease duration 124.8 ± 
57.9 months, four males and one female) (Table 3). They understood the nature of the 






Duration of the disease 
Months 
1 Male 65 192 
2 Male 67 168 
3 Male 70   72 
4 Male 63 132 
5 Female 53   60 
Mean value  63.6 124.8 
Standard deviation    6.5   57.9 
Table 3. The characteristics of the patients with ALS.  
 
Figures 3 and 4 depict the experimental setup. The experiment was performed in a quiet 
room in which the temperature was maintained between 25–28°C. A laptop computer was 
placed in front of each subject. The computer was used to show kana (Japanese written 
characters) for character selection. 
Three Ag/AgCl electrodes were used to detect skin potential activity. The detection 
electrode was placed on the palm, and the reference and earth electrodes were placed on the 
back of the hand. Biomedical amplifier (LEG-1000, Nihon Kohden) was used for recording 
at a sampling frequency of 200 Hz. 
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The corresponding kana were displayed sequentially on the screen. The subject was asked 
to imagine selecting a predetermined kana (target kana) as it was displayed at an interval of 
3.0 s. The other characters were assumed to be nontarget kana. The SSR signals were 
detected with templates from previously recorded skin potential activity.  
The kana selection accuracy was calculated by dividing the total number of times the SSR 
signals were detected by the total number of times the kana were displayed. The kana 
selection accuracy is then calculated for the target and nontarget kana. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Experimental setup involving a healthy subject 
 
 
Fig. 4. Experimental setup for an ALS patient 
 
3.3 Results and discussion 
For the target and nontarget kana, the kana selection accuracy by SSR is shown in Fig. 5, 
amplitude of SSR in Fig. 6, and latency of SSR in Fig. 7. The left bar indicates the healthy 
group and the right bar indicates the ALS group. The graph shows average values ± 
standard deviation [%]. 
In Fig. 5, an SSR appeared in all subjects for the nontarget kana. However, it did not appear in 
two subjects with ALS for the target kana. We assumed that this absent SSR is not a clinical 
sign for ALS, because SSR appeared in all ALS subjects for the nontarget kana. Regarding kana 
selection accuracy, no difference was confirmed between the healthy and ALS groups. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Kana selection accuracy in healthy individuals and those with ALS 
 
 
Fig. 6. The amplitude in healthy individuals and those with ALS 
 
 
Fig. 7. SSR latency in healthy individuals and those with ALS 
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Regarding the amplitude, a large SSR evoked in one ALS patient resulted in a large standard 
deviation in the ALS group. The amplitude in the ALS group was slightly smaller than in 
the healthy group. The latency in the ALS group was slightly longer than in the healthy 
group. The decrease in the amplitude and extension of latency are in agreement with those 
reported in a previous study (Dettmers et al., 1993, Masur et al., 1995, Oey et al., 2002). 
However, SSR was not completely absent in ALS patients. Therefore, we hypothesized that 
even severely disabled individuals such as those with ALS might use a communication-
assistive device based on SSR. 
 
4. Visual scanning speed 
4.1 Purpose of the experiment 
We constructed an experimental communication device based on SSR using a visual 
scanning system. Because there is latency in SSR, we must compensate for latency in the 
design for the visual scanning speed of the system because there is a possibility that the user 
cannot discern how to properly choose a kana. In addition, we believed that the selection 
accuracy of a kana with SSR might change with a change in the visual scanning speed. 
Therefore, we also examined the effect of the visual scanning speed on SSR. 
 
4.2 Methods 
The subjects were healthy males without any abnormality. He understood the nature of the 
experiment and provided their consent prior to their inclusion in the study.  
Fig. 8 depicts the experimental setup. It was similar to that shown in Fig. 3. The experiment 
was performed in a quiet room in which the temperature was maintained between 24-26°C. 
A display was placed in front of the subject at a distance of 50 cm from him. 
 
 
Fig. 8. Experimental setup 
 
In Fig. 3, LEG-100 was used to measure the skin potential activity. In this experiment, the 
skin potential activity was measured by a prototype communication-assistive device that 
detects SSR. Fig. 9 shows a block diagram of a communication-assistive device using SSR. 
The device comprised an amplifier, filter, and A/D converter. Recordings were amplified 
 
1000 times, filtered using a band pass filter between 0.05 and 30 Hz, converted at a sampling 
rate of 200 Hz using the A/D converter, and recorded using a computer. Recorded data 
were analyzed using self-produced software in real-time; the execution screen of software is 
shown in Fig. 10.  
 




Fig. 10. The execution screen of the software 
 
The threshold of the SSR amplitude was determined to assess whether or not an SSR 
appeared due to a change in skin potential. The threshold of each subject was determined 
based on the amplitude of SSR evoked by an inspiratory gasp before the experiment; any 
change in the skin potential with two or three phases beyond this threshold was considered 
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skin potential. However, in this experiment, it was difficult to precisely identify the moment 
when the subjects began to imagine selecting the kana. Therefore, we defined SSR latency as 
the time between the time when the kana was displayed on the screen and the change in 
skin potential. The kana selection accuracy was calculated by dividing the total number of 
times SSR signals were detected by the total number of times kana were displayed. The kana 
selection accuracies were calculated for the target and nontarget kana. 
Three Ag/AgCl electrodes were used to detect skin potential activity. The detection 
electrode was placed on the palm of one hand, and the reference and earth electrodes were 
placed on the back of the same hand. 
During the experiment, the subject was asked to imagine selecting a predetermined kana 
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One-way ANOVA analysis showed that the display time was significant for both target and 
nontarget kana (target kana: F = 0.006, p < 0.01; nontarget kana: F = 0.001, p < 0.01). The results 
of multiple comparisons using the Tukey test revealed that the display time of 2.5 s was 
significantly lower than that of the other display times for both the target and nontarget kana. 
 
Figure 12 shows the relationship between SSR latency and display time. The SSR latency 
values in Fig. 12 are averages ± standard error [s] when an SSR appeared for the target kana. 
SSR was also detected when nontarget kana were displayed: this SSR was a response not 
intended by the subjects. It was difficult to precisely identify the moment of stimulus onset; 
therefore, SSR latency was analyzed only for the target kana. 
SSR latency was 2.04 ± 0.04 s (display time: 2.5 s), 2.60 ± 0.10 s (display time: 5.0 s), 3.79 ± 
0.18 s (display time: 7.5 s), and 4.21 ± 0.37 s (display time: 10.0 s). The graph shows that SSR 




















Fig. 12. SSR latency 
 
4.4 Discussion 
Figure 11 indicates that the kana selection accuracy for the display time of 2.5 s was 
significantly lower than that for the other display times. In other words, the selection 
accuracy was not significantly different for the display times of 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 s. For the 
target kana, the selection accuracy was approximately 50% for the display time of 2.5 s. We 
assumed that the selection accuracy decreased in this case compared with the other display 
times because the display time was short. SSR latency was approximately 2.0 s for the 
display time of 2.5 s (Fig. 12), indicating that it took 2.0 s to recognize the displayed kana 
and hence we can acknowledge the difficulty in selecting it before the skin potential 
changed. Therefore, even if there is no change in skin potential, and the subject understands 
that he was not able to choose a kana 2.0 s later without the appearance of an SSR for the 
same kana, it is difficult for the subject to imagine selecting a kana again. Thus, when the 
subject intends to imagine selecting a kana again, the next kana has already been displayed. 
At the same time, SSR latency was approximately 2.6–4.2 s for the display times of 5.0, 7.5, 
and 10.0 s (Fig. 12). Therefore, even if the subject understands that he was not able to select a 
kana without the appearance of an SSR for the same kana, this is a situation in which the 
subject can imagine selecting a kana again. As a result, for the display times of 5.0, 7.5, and 
10.0 s, we assumed that the selection accuracy increased compared with the display time of 
2.5 s. At the same time, for the nontarget kana, the subject’s attention would wander while 
the kana was displayed. Therefore, that time becomes longer so that the display time for a 
kana increases. This is probably the reason why unintended responses appeared so easily. 
  Based on these findings, we conclude that kana selection accuracy increases if the display 
time for the target kana is prolonged. However, at the same time, the selection accuracy also 
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Fig. 12. SSR latency 
 
4.4 Discussion 
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kana increases. This is probably the reason why unintended responses appeared so easily. 
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increases for the nontarget kana. Also, according to the feedback from the subjects after the 
experiment, the display times of 7.5 and 10.0 s were considered to be very long. When the 
visual scanning system is used, it is best if the user can accurately select the kana within a 
short visual scanning time. In Fig. 10, it can be seen that the selection accuracy was not 
significantly different above the display time of 5.0 s. We believe that the optimal display 
time is 2.5–5.0 s based on the selection accuracy graph (Fig. 11). In fact, the average latency 
of all SSRs for the target kana was 3.29 ± 1.63 s. This result of the optimal display time is in 
accordance with the one discussed previously. 
 
5. Optimal visual scanning speed 
5.1 Outline of the experiment 
In Chapter 4, we found that the optimal display time is 2.5–5.0 s. Thus, we investigated the 
display time to choose the optimal visual scanning speed. The experimental setup was the 
same as that in Chapter 4. However, the display times were 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, and 5.0 s, 
and randomly deployed. The experiment was repeated five times. 
 
5.2 Results  
Figure 13 shows the relationship between kana selection accuracy and display time. The 
graph shows average values ± standard error [%]. The purposeful selection accuracy, when 
an SSR appeared for the target kana, was 46.0 ± 5.1% (display time: 2.5 s), 56.0 ± 5.1% 
(display time: 3.0 s), 50.0 ± 5.5% (display time: 4.5 s), 76.0 ± 5.1% (display time: 4.0 s), 80.0 ± 
7.1% (display time: 4.5 s), and 82.0 ± 3.7% (display time: 5.0 s). The accidental selection 
accuracy, when SSR appeared for the nontarget kana, was 2.5 ± 0.8% (display time: 2.5 s), 2.0 
± 0.9% (display time: 3.0 s), 3.0 ± 1.5% (display time: 4.5 s), 10.5 ± 2.8% (display time: 4.0 s), 
8.0 ± 2.2% (display time: 4.5 s), and 8.0 ± 2.0% (display time: 5.0 s).  
For both the target and nontarget kana, the selection accuracy in the display times of 2.5, 3.0, 

























Fig. 13. Kana selection accuracy 
 
Figure 14 shows the relationship between SSR latency and display time. The SSR latency 
values in Fig. 14 are averages ± standard error [s] when an SSR appeared for the target kana. 
An SSR was also detected when nontarget kana were displayed: this SSR was a response not 
 
intended by the subjects. It was difficult to precisely identify the moment of stimulus onset; 
therefore, SSR latency was analyzed only for the target kana.  
SSR latency was 2.03 ± 0.04 s (display time: 2.5 s), 2.14 ± 0.06 s (display time: 3.0 s), 2.36 ± 
0.07 s (display time: 3.5 s), 2.69 ± 0.10 s (display time: 4.0 s), 3.07 ± 0.11 s (display time: 4.5 s), 
and 3.03 ± 0.12 s (display time: 5.0 s). The graph shows that SSR latency increases with the 






















Fig. 14. Latency of SSR 
 
5.3 Discussion 
The kana selection accuracy for the display times of 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 s was lower than that for 
the other display times. Similar to the results mentioned in Chapter 4, when the display time 
is short, even if there is no change in skin potential, and the subject understands that he is 
not able to choose a kana approximately 2.0–2.3 s later without the appearance of an SSR for 
the same kana, it is difficult for the subject to imagine selecting a kana again. For the display 
times of 4.0, 4.5, and 5.0 s, it is possible that even if the subject understands that he was not 
able to select a kana without an SSR appearing for the same kana, this is a situation in which 
the subject can imagine selecting a kana again. 
Based on these findings, we concluded that the optimal display time is 4.0–5.0 s. For the 
display times of 4.0, 4.5, and 5.0 s, the kana selection accuracy was high and the latency of 
SSR was not very long. We can expect that kana selection will be accurate if we make a 
communication-assistive devise using SSR with these display times. 
 
6. Conclusion 
In this study, we indicated the possibility of using SSR as the switching of the 
communication aid in ALS. Additionally, we investigated the influence of the visual 
scanning speed on the kana selection accuracy and latency of SSR. The following results 
were obtained: 
 
1. In ALS patients, we believe that it is possible to using SSR as a switching of 
communication assistive method. 
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2. Kana selection accuracy was more and SSR latency was long when the display time was 
long. 
3. The optimal visual scanning speed is 4.0 – 5.0 seconds 
 
If the optimal display time is set, we believe that the selection accuracy increases. In the 
future, we aim to investigate the optimal display time and develop a communication device 
based on SSR. 
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Deafblindness is a condition that combines varying degrees of both hearing and visual 
impairment. All deafblind people experience problems with communication, access to 
information, and mobility. Deafblind people use many different communication media, 
depending on the age of onset of deafness and blindness and the available resources. For 
example, “deafblind manual alphabet” is a method of spelling out words onto a deafblind 
person's hand. Each letter is denoted by a particular sign or place on the hand. “Block” is a 
manual form of communication where words are spelled out on the palm of the deafblind 
person's hand. “Hands on signing” is based on sign language. With this system, the 
deafblind person follows the signs by placing his hands over those of the signer and feeling 
the signs formed. “Yubi-Tenji” (Finger Braille) is one of the tactual communication media 
developed by Satoshi Fukushima in Japan (see Fig. 1). In Finger Braille, the index finger, 
middle finger and ring finger of both hands function like the keys of a Braille typewriter. A 
sender dots Braille code on the fingers of a receiver as if typing on a Braille typewriter. The 
receiver is assumed to be able to recognize the Braille code. Deafblind people who are 
skilled in Finger Braille can understand speech conversation and express various emotions 
because of the prosody (intonation) of Finger Braille (Fukushima, 1997). Because there is 
such a small number of non-disabled people who are skilled in Finger Braille, deafblind 
people communicate only through an interpreter. 
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Various Braille input devices have recently been developed (Amemiya et al., 2004; An et al., 
2004), but they require deafblind people to wear gloves or type on a keyboard to input the 
Finger Braille, or to use actuators to output and convert the speech of non-disabled people to 
Finger Braille. With these devices, deafblind people are burdened with wearing sensors and 
actuators, and they must master a new communication system with these support devices. 
The objective of this study is the development of a Finger Braille support device which 
employs the skin-contact communication of deafblind people, because skin contact is the 
only form of nonverbal communication for deafblind people. The concept of the Finger 
Braille support device is shown in Fig. 2. The advantages of this device are as follows: both 
deafblind people and non-disabled people unskilled in Finger Braille can communicate 
using conventional Finger Braille, and deafblind people are not encumbered by a support 
device because the non-disabled people operate the support device and wear all of the 
sensors. Our support device consists of a Finger Braille teaching system and a Finger Braille 
recognition system. The teaching system recognizes the speech of a non-disabled person and 
displays the associated dot pattern of Finger Braille. The non-disabled person can then dot 
Finger Braille on the fingers of the deafblind person by observing the displayed dot pattern 
(Matsuda et al., 2007). The recognition system recognizes the dotting of Finger Braille by the 
deafblind person and synthesizes this tactile communication into speech for the non-
disabled person (Matsuda et al., 2010a). 
In this chapter, we describe the Finger Braille teaching system and present experimental 
results. We first developed the Finger Braille teaching system and designed the teaching 
interface, which taught clauses explicitly. Then, an evaluation experiment between a blind 
person who was skilled in Finger Braille and two non-disabled people who were unskilled 
in Finger Braille was conducted. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Concept of Finger Braille support device 
 
2. Japanese Braille system and Finger Braille 
In Japanese script, Kanji (the Chinese ideographic script), Hiragana and Katakana (syllabic 
script) are the three kinds of Japanese writing symbols used (The Association for Overseas 
Technical Scholarship, 1975). Hiragana and Katakana are collectively called Kana characters 
because Japanese sentences are usually written with a combination of these two scripts. 
Foreign names and words of foreign derivation are usually written in Katakana. In addition 
to the abovementioned scripts, Romaji (Roman letters) is used. The Japanese sentence does 
not include spaces between words.   
 
The Japanese Braille system was created by Kuraji Ishikura in 1890 (see Fig. 3). The Japanese 
Braille system is different from Japanese script in the following ways: (1) Japanese Braille 
consists only of Kana; (2) particles [ha] and [he] are described with their pronunciations [wa] 
and [e]; (3) long vowels [ū] and [ō] are described with their pronunciations [-]; (4) the 
symbols marked voiced sound, semivoiced sound and diphthong are used as prefixes to 




Fig. 3. Japanese Braille code (National Association of Information Service for Visually 
Impaired Persons, 2002) 
 
In Finger Braille, the sender dots the Braille codes directly on the fingers of the receiver as if 
typing on a Braille typewriter. The receiver is assumed to be able to recognize the Braille 
code. A rule of Finger Braille is that the sender keeps touching the fingers of the receiver 
even when not dotting, because receivers feel uneasy in the absence of touching or tactile 
cues. Prosody (intonation) of Finger Braille helps the receiver recognize the dotted Braille 
Voiceless sound Voiced and semivoiced sound 
Diphthong 
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code. The features of prosody of Finger Braille are as follows: (1) the sender dots long at the 
end of clauses; (2) the sender dots long and strongly at the end of sentences; (3) the sender 
dots short and strongly at the double consonants; (4) the sender dots short and strongly at 
the symbols of voiced sound, semivoiced sound and diphthong; (5) the sender pauses 
between clauses; (6) the sender must not pause during a clause (Miyagi et al., 2007; Matsuda 
et al., 2010b). 
 
3. Development of the teaching system 
3.1 Configuration of the teaching system 
Fig. 4 shows the configuration of the Finger Braille teaching system. First, a speech 
recognition (SR) engine recognizes the speech by the sender. Second, by using the results of 
the speech recognition, the teaching system converts the Kana to the Braille code. Third, by 
parsing the Braille code, the teaching system retrieves the clause information and segments 
the Braille code into clauses. Finally, the teaching system displays the associated dot pattern 
of the Braille code. The teaching system was developed on a tablet PC (HP TC1100, CPU 
Pentium M 1.1 GHz, RAM 1024 MB, 10.4 inches XGA LCD). The operating system was 
Microsoft Windows XP. The programming languages were Microsoft Visual Basic 6 and 




Fig. 4. Configuration of the teaching system 
 
3.2 Speech recognition 
Because the sender must keep touching the fingers of the receiver, speech recognition is 
suitable for the input interface of the teaching system. First, the teaching system was created 
and the dictation grammar of SAPI5.1 was loaded, and then SAPI5.1 was ready for 
recognition. When the sender spoke into a microphone, SAPI5.1 attempted to recognize it. 
Following successful speech recognition, the teaching system retrieved the results of the 
speech recognition.  
The sender could train SAPI5.1 by a speech training wizard. After speech training, the SR 
engine could perform better and improve SAPI’s personalization experience. 
 
 
3.3 Conversion of Kana to Braille code 
Table 1 shows an example of the Braille code and the results of the speech recognition. 
Because the Japanese Braille system consists only of Kana, the pronunciation and lexical 
form of the phrase elements are suitable for converting to the Braille code. The teaching 
system checked each character of the pronunciation and lexical form of the phrase elements 
and adopted the suitable character for the Japanese Braille code. Fig. 5 shows the flow chart 
of the conversion of Kana to Braille code. The following were the rules for conversion: (1) 
generally, the lexical forms of the phrase elements were adopted; (2) in the particles [ha] and 
[he], the pronunciations of the phrase elements were adopted; (3) in the long vowels [ū] and 
[ō], the pronunciations of the phrase elements were adopted. 
 




O ne e san wa / ga k ko - e / i  ki ma shi ta. 
Results of speech recognition 
Get Text  
Pronunciation  O / ne – sa n / wa / ga k ko - / e / i / ki / ma shi ta 
Lexical Form  O / ne e sa n / ha / ga k ko u / he / i / ki / ma shi ta 
Display Text  
Table 1. Example of the Braille code and results of speech recognition 
 
3.4 Clause (Bunsetsu) segmentation 
To realize the non-disabled sender’s prosodic dotting, the dot pattern of clauses was 
displayed explicitly. SAPI5.1 cannot retrieve the clause information of the result of speech 
recognition. Thus, we developed a Braille code parser that applies natural language 
processing (BUP system) (Matsumoto et al., 1983). The Braille code parser parsed the Braille 
code and segmented it into clauses by inserting a space between the clauses. The Braille 
code parser consisted of a dictionary, grammar, BUP translator and control program. The 
dictionary and the grammar were described in the definite clause grammars (DCG). The 
BUP translator translated the dictionary and grammar into a Prolog program. The control 
program controlled the execution of parsing. 
If the Braille code was not grammatically because of misrecognition of SR, the Braille code 
parser could not parse it. As a backup of the Braille code parser, we used Microsoft Global 
IME (Japanese) (IMM API). The teaching system set the lexical form of the phrase elements 
as the reading string of the composition string of IMM API and directed IMM API to convert 
the composition string. Then the teaching system retrieved the clause information of the 
lexical form of the phrase elements and inserted a space between the clauses of the Braille 
code. 
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Fig. 5. Flow chart of conversion of Kana to Braille code using “ne – sa n” as an example 
 
3.5 Design of the teaching interface 
Finally, the teaching system displayed the dot pattern of the Braille code by reading from 
the image database of dot patterns. Fig. 6 shows the teaching interfaces that we designed. 
The Braille code was displayed in an upper text box. The dot pattern was displayed in 
fourteen picture boxes (two columns and seven rows). The first clause was displayed in the 
left column (from the upper left to the lower left) and the second clause was displayed in the 
right column (from the upper right to the lower right). The third clause was displayed on 
the next page. The clause that did not consist of more than seven characters was displayed 
in one column and the clause that consisted of more than seven characters was displayed in 
two columns. After one clause was displayed in the left column, the next clause was 
displayed in the right column or the next page. Thus, the dot pattern of the clauses was 
displayed explicitly in the columns. 
The red pattern indicated the left hand and the blue pattern indicated the right hand. We 
designed two kinds of presentation methods for the sender. Presentation method A only 
displayed the dot pattern and presentation method B displayed the dot pattern on the 
illustration of the fingers. Presentation method B was more symbolic and easier for 
beginners to recognize the dotting fingers. Presentation method A had the most simplified 
signing and was suitable for the experienced senders (Matsuda et al., 2005). 
 
   
Fig. 6. Two kinds of presentation methods for the teaching interface, presentation method A 
(left) and B (right). The displayed dot pattern is “Oneesanwa / gakko-e {My sister / to 
school.}” 
 
3.6 Editing Braille code 
Because the sender keeps touching the fingers of the receiver with at least one hand, we 
installed a trackball (Kensington Expert Mouse USB/PS2) to operate the teaching system by 
the left hand of the sender. We allocated six functions to the keys of the trackball (see Fig. 7). 
If the Braille code included any mistakes because of misrecognition of SR, the sender could 
edit the Braille code by using the track ball and a software keyboard (see Fig. 8).  
 
 
Fig. 7. Trackball to operate the teaching system 
 
To start speech recognition, the sender pushed the upper two keys at the same time. To 
display the next page of the dot pattern, the sender pushed the upper right key. To display 
the previous page of the dot pattern, the sender pushed the upper left key. To start editing 
the Braille code, the sender pushed the lower left key. To select the character of the software 
keyboard, the sender pointed to the character with the trackball and pushed the lower right 
Prev. Page→ 
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Fig. 7. Trackball to operate the teaching system 
 
To start speech recognition, the sender pushed the upper two keys at the same time. To 
display the next page of the dot pattern, the sender pushed the upper right key. To display 
the previous page of the dot pattern, the sender pushed the upper left key. To start editing 
the Braille code, the sender pushed the lower left key. To select the character of the software 
keyboard, the sender pointed to the character with the trackball and pushed the lower right 
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key. After editing, to restate the dot pattern of the edited Braille code, the sender pushed the 
lower two keys at the same time. 
 
   
Fig. 8. Software keyboard to edit Braille code. Japanese characters (left), alphabets and 
numerals (right) 
 
4. Evaluation experiment 
4.1 Method 
The objectives of the evaluation experiment were as follows: (1) evaluate the accuracies of 
the fundamental functions (speech recognition, conversion to Braille code and clause 
segmentation); (2) evaluate the accuracies of the dotting and recognition; (3) evaluate the 
communication speed. 
The receiver was a blind person who was skilled in Finger Braille with 20 years of sending 
experience and 8 years of receiving experience. The senders were two college students who 
were unskilled in Finger Braille (one male and one female). Both senders reported normal 
hearing and vision abilities and were native Japanese speakers. All subjects gave informed 
consent after hearing a description of the study. 
The dialogues (total: 51 sentences, 143 clauses, 288 words, 686 characters) comprised four 
daily conversations in a Japanese textbook for foreign beginners (3A Corporation, 1998). 
The senders were instructed to operate the teaching system, and trained SAPI5.1 by the 
speech training wizards “Introduction” and “Introduction of Speech Technology.” To 
simulate deafness, the receiver wore earplugs and headphones that played white noise.  
The experimental flow is shown in Fig. 9. In the experiment, one sender and the receiver sat 
side by side (see Fig. 10). The sender pushed the key to begin the speech recognition and 
spoke one sentence of the dialogues. If the result of the speech recognition was correct, the 
sender dotted Finger Braille on the fingers of the receiver by observing the teaching interface. 
If the result of the speech recognition was not correct, the sender spoke the same sentence 
again or edited the Braille code and pushed the restatement key. Then the sender dotted 
Finger Braille on the fingers of the receiver. The receiver responded to the recognized 
sentence. If the receiver misrecognized the sentence, the sender dotted the same sentence 
again. In the experiments, the sender repeated almost all of the sentences of the dialogues. 
The experiment included four experimental sessions. In session 1, sender 1 (female) dotted 
conversation 1; the dot patterns were displayed by presentation method B. In session 2, 
sender 1 dotted conversation 2; the dot patterns were displayed by presentation method A. 
 
In session 3, sender 2 (male) dotted conversation 3; the dot patterns were displayed by 
presentation method B. In session 4, sender 2 dotted conversation 4; the dot patterns were 
displayed by presentation method A. The senders were instructed as follows: to dot as 
accurately as possible; to dot long in the characters at the end of the clauses and sentences; 
to keep touching the fingers of the receiver, at least with their right hand, even when not 
dotting. 
All of the sessions were recorded by a digital video camera. The log of operations by the 
senders and the recognized speech were recorded in the hard disk drive of the teaching 
system. The receiver put his fingers on the pressure sensor sheets (Nitta Tactile Sensor 
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4.2.1 Accuracy of fundamental functions 
We classified the words of the dialogues into interjections (15 words), proper nouns (14 
words) and other words (259 words). To evaluate the accuracy of the speech recognition, the 
error number of the substitutions in each part of speech and the error number of the 
deletions were counted. Fig. 11 shows the error ratios of the speech recognition. The results 
showed that 7% of the proper nouns (1 word) and 5% of other words (13 words) were 
substituted and 0.7% of the words (2 words) were deleted. Because 47% of the interjections 
(7 words) were substituted, SAPI5.1 had difficulty in recognizing the interjections (Matsuda 
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where N is the number of the words, sub is the number of substitution errors, and del is the 
number of deletion errors. Correct Ratio was 92.0% for all of the words and 94.4%without 
substitution of the interjections (see Fig. 12). 
Because of misrecognition of the speech recognition, the senders re-spoke 5 sentences (8 
times) and edited 15 sentences (56 characters). 
The results of the speech recognition were accurately converted to the Braille codes. Because 
the senders edited the Braille codes incorrectly, 0.4% of the dialogues (3 characters) were not 
correct Braille codes. Thus, the accuracy of the conversion to the Braille code was 99.6% (see 
Fig. 12). 
When the results of the speech recognition were correct, the grammatical Braille codes were 
accurately segmented into clauses by the Braille code parser. When the results of the speech 
recognition were not correct, 3.5% of the clauses (5 clauses) were slipped their segmentation 
points by the backup of the Braille code parser (IMM API). When the senders edited the 
Braille codes, 1.4% of the clauses (2 clauses) deleted the spaces between the clauses. Thus, 
the accuracy of the clause segmentation was 95.1% (see Fig. 12). 
 




Fig. 11. Error ratios of speech recognition 
 
 
Fig. 12. Accuracy of the fundamental functions 
 
4.2.2 Accuracy of dotting and recognition 
The error ratio of dotting by the senders was only 1.2% of the characters (8 characters). The 
receiver could not recognize 7.8% of the dialogues (4 sentences) because of the dotting errors 
of the senders. As the senders re-dotted the same sentences, the receiver could recognize 
them. Thus, the accuracy of dotting by the senders was 98.8% and the accuracy of 
recognition by the receiver was 92.2% in the first dotting and 100% in the re-dotting (see Fig. 
13). 
 
4.2.3 Operation time 
An operation time was divided into five sections. The operation times were calculated in the 
log of the operations and the video images. Fig. 14 shows the distribution of operation times. 
The speech recognition time was the time until the dot pattern was displayed, after the 
sender pushed the key for the speech recognition (including the time of re-speech). The 
mean of the speech recognition time was 7.4 sec (S.D.=8.2) and the mean of the speech 
recognition time per speech was 5.7 sec (S.D.=2.9). 
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Fig. 13. Accuracy of dotting and recognition 
 
The decision time was the time until the sender pushed the edit key, after the dot pattern 
was displayed. The mean of the decision time, except for 36 non-edited sentences, was 8.5 
sec (S.D.=2.8). The mean of the decision time of all sentences was 2.5 sec. 
The edit time was the time until the sender pushed the restatement key, after the sender 
pushed the edit key. The mean of the edit time except for the 36 non-edited sentences was 
28.5 sec (S.D.=26.1) and the mean of the edit time per character was 8.1 sec (S.D.=4.3). The 
mean of the decision time of all sentences was 8.5 sec. 
The response time meant the time until the sender started dotting, after the dot pattern was 
displayed. The mean of the response time was 5.1 sec (S.D.=2.5). 
The dotting time was the time until the sender finished dotting, after dotting started 
(including the time of changing pages and re-dotting). The mean of the dotting time was 
23.9 sec (S.D.=19.3) and the mean of the dotting speed was 48.3 characters/min (S.D.=25.3). 
The total communication time was the time until the sender finished dotting, after the 
sender pushed the speech recognition key (including the time of re-speech, editing, 
changing pages and re-dotting). The mean of the total communication time was 47.7 sec 









4.3.1 Accuracy of fundamental functions 
As the accuracy of the fundamental functions, Correct Ratio was 94.4% except for 
substitution of the interjections. The accuracy of the conversion to Braille code was 99.6%. 
The accuracy of clause segmentation was 95.1%. It was confirmed that these results 
corresponded to those in our previous study (Matsuda et al., 2007), and the fundamental 
functions were practicable. As for editing the Braille code, the senders were puzzled the first 
time, but they could edit smoothly the second time.  
 
4.3.2 Accuracy of dotting and dotting speed 
In this experiment, the error ratio of dotting by the senders was only 1.2% of the characters, 
and the mean of the dotting speed was 48.3 characters/min (S.D.=25.3). 
As previously mentioned, Amemiya et al. (2004) developed a Braille input device. In an 
evaluation experiment, five non-disabled people who had no experience using a Braille 
typewriter were given a sheet of paper with a list of Braille codes and instructed to input the 
codes as quickly and accurately as possible. As a result of this test, the error ratio was 8-
6.76% (sessions 1-5) and the input speed was 20-35.4 characters/min (sessions 1-5). 
Thus, for non-disabled people, dotting Finger Braille using the teaching system was more 
accurate and quicker than inputting the Braille code using a sheet of paper with the list of 
Braille codes. 
As mentioned above, An et al. (2004) carried out an experiment in which ten visually 
impaired people who had just started to learn Braille codes inputted Braille code using a 
Braille typewriter. As a result, the error ratio was 2.8±2.3% and the input speed was 
135.9±37.0 characters/min. 
For the visually impaired people, dotting Finger Braille using the teaching system was more 
accurate than inputting Braille code using the Braille keyboard. The dotting speed by the 
non-disabled senders in our experiment was one-third of the input speed by the visually 
impaired subjects. 
The non-disabled senders who were unskilled in Finger Braille could communicate with the 
blind receiver in Finger Braille directly, but the total communication speed was limited to 
23.1 characters/min. Therefore, it was considered that the teaching system was effective. 
 
4.3.3 Rule of communication with deafblind people 
In this experiment, we found that both senders could not understand and execute the rule of 
communication with deafblind people. The senders were directed to keep touching the 
fingers of the receiver with at least their right hand. But the senders removed both hands at 
the beginning of the experiment, because they were preoccupied with the operation of the 
teaching system, especially when they were editing. Then, the receiver felt uncomfortable in 
the absence of touching or tactile cues. 
Therefore, the non-disabled sender must constantly touch the fingers of the deafblind 
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5. Future plans 
5.1 Improvement of interfaces 
The present teaching system consists of the tablet PC, microphone and trackball. To improve 
the input interface for operating the teaching system, we adopted a touch panel on the LCD. 
To expand the teaching interface, we adopted a WXGA display. Fig. 15 shows the expanded 
teaching interfaces that were developed on another tablet PC (Dell Latitude XT, CPU Core 2 
Duo 1.33 GHz, RAM 2 GB, 12.1 inch WXGA LCD with touch panel). The Braille code is 
displayed in the upper text box. The dot pattern is displayed in sixteen picture boxes (two 
columns and eight rows). The buttons of speech recognition, edit, restatement, previous 
page and next page are located on the lower part. The sender can touch the LCD directly to 
operate the teaching system and edit the Braille code. The teaching interface is expanded 
and the number of pages to display the Braille code of one sentence can be reduced. We 
have been evaluating the improved teaching system. 
 
   
Fig. 15. Expanded teaching interface, presentation method A (left) and B (right). Displayed 
dot pattern is “Oneesanwa / gakko-e {My sister / to school.}” 
 
5.2 Teaching of prosody and emotional expression 
For the prosody of Finger Braille, the sender dots long at the end of clauses and sentences, 
and dots short at double consonants and voiced sound. To realize the non-disabled sender’s 
prosodic dotting, the dot pattern of clauses was displayed explicitly in the present teaching 
system. We designed the dot pattern with long and short arrows to indicate the duration of 
dotting (see Fig. 16) (Matsuda et al., 2009). 
In Finger Braille, the sender can express various emotions by changing the duration and 
strength of dotting (Fukushima, 1997; Matsuda et al., 2010b). The intent of our support 
device is to assist not only verbal communication but also nonverbal (emotional) 
communication. To assist in emotional communication, we have been developing an 




Fig. 16. Teaching interface for teaching of prosody. The displayed dot pattern is “Oneesanwa 
/ gakko-e {My sister / to school.}” 
 
6. Conclusion 
In this chapter, we developed the Finger Braille teaching system and designed a teaching 
interface that teaches clauses explicitly. An evaluation experiment between a blind receiver 
who was skilled in Finger Braille and two non-disabled senders who were unskilled in 
Finger Braille was conducted. For the accuracy of fundamental functions, Correct Ratio was 
94.4%, except for the substitution of interjections. The accuracy of the conversion to Braille 
code was 99.6%. The accuracy of clause segmentation was 95.1%. The error ratio of dotting 
by the senders was only 1.2% of all of the characters. The dotting speed was 48.3 
characters/min and the total communication speed was 23.1 characters/min. The results 
show that the fundamental functions are practicable; the non-disabled senders could dot 
Finger Braille accurately and communicate with the blind receiver directly. Therefore, it was 
considered that the teaching system was effective. 
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